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ABSTRACT 
The aim of the work reported in this thesis is to establish a generic approach for the 
study of the propagation of higher-order modes in ducts of circular cross section when a 
simple aperture device is installed in the duct. Additionally to describe the effects of the 
simple aperture device on the whole in duct acoustic field, especially in the frequency 
range after the first higher-order mode cuts on. The approach, which is based on 
approximating each higher-order mode as an uncoupled mode, requires an accurate and 
effective decomposition of the in duct field in the higher frequency range. 
In the theoretical work for the propagation of the higher-order modes in circular ducts, 
one established model to describe the open end of the duct is considered. Another model 
to describe the sound source (both plane wave source and point source) and the 
boundaries between the aperture device and the main duct is proposed. Combining the 
two models together, a revised model to describe the whole acoustic system is obtained 
and used to carry out the in duct field decomposition in the higher frequency range. 
From this the amplitudes of various higher-order modes are obtained. Experimental 
investigations have also been carried out to determine the applicability of this model. 
The experimental work can be divided into two groups: reference measurements for the 
inputs to the models and direct measurements of the sound fields. The reference 
measurements are used to obtain the strength of the sound source. The direct 
measurements are used to compare with the results obtained from the theoretical 
calculations. Through the comparison, the errors and the applicability of the theoretical 
model are established. It is shown that this approach to the problem may be used in the 
normalized wave number region up to k * R -< 7 , which is nearly four times the plane 
wave region and includes sixteen propagating higher-order modes. 
By determining the amplitudes of the higher-order modes, the whole in-duct acoustic 
field is fully decomposed into individual model contributions and can be reconstructed 
in detail. In order to get a complete and coordinate-independent description of the effects 
of installing different simple aperture devices, the power radiated out of the open end of 
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the duct is calculated in the fonn of different single modes. Additionally the insertion 
losses for different aperture device situations are also obtained. Then through the 
comparison of the powers and the insertion losses, it is possible to find an effective and 
direct way to express the effects of installing different simple aperture devices in a duct. 
Key words: higher-order modes, simple aperture device, circular duct, normalized 
wave number, insertion loss (IL), radiated power. 
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Frequency (Hz) 
Sound intensity 
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Bessel function and Neumann function 
Wave number, wave number along r and z-axis direction 
Normalized wave number 
Length of the main duct 
Length of the before orifice field; aperture device; after orifice field 
Level difference 
Normalized factor 
Acoustic pressure 
Acoustic pressure of (rn, n ) mode 
Acoustic pressure for incident wave 
Acoustic pressure for reflected wave 
Source strength 
Directivity factor 
Radius of the main duct 
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If/ Velocity potential 
If/ 0 Driving force 
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I. Introduction 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Many engineering products contain ducts of constant cross-section that conduct 
sound, such as mufflers and ventilation ducts. The acoustic properties in these ducts 
have been widely studied in the past and the laws governing sound propagation in 
such systems are very important in solving problems in acoustics. At the same time 
many engineering systems, such as ventilation ducts, require the installation of 
aperture devices, such as grilles or louvers in the straight duct. These devices are 
installed for the purpose of airflow control or merely as ornaments. Acoustically, the 
installation of these devices introduces a change in impedance to the whole system 
and may also give rise to excessive noise in different parts of the audio frequency 
range. Currently research on the acoustic performance of such devices has focused on 
the specific application for a specific device and no generic approach has been taken. 
Thus this limitation often prevents published data on a particular device being applied 
to other situations, such as a different installation or a different frequency range. 
The lumped-parameter model, extended from the electrical representation, is very 
useful for the analysis of the acoustic properties of ducts or pipes and has been widely 
studied. This model uses a limited number of time-dependent aggregate variables 
rather than field variables varying with both position and time. However there is a 
limitation for the application of this model, the sound propagating in circular ducts 
should satisfy the condition that k * R -<-< I. Thus the lumped-parameter model is 
only applicable to the plane wave region. Once k * R >-1.84, higher-order modes 
begin to propagate in the duct and cross-coupling effects between these higher-order 
modes occur. Thus these higher-order modes cannot be simply represented by lumped 
parameters. 
To consider the performance of the aperture devices over a wide frequency range, it is 
necessary to consider the propagation of higher-order modes in circular ducts. Thus 
an approach is sought to allow each higher-order mode to be approximated by using 
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lumped parameters in the same manner as the plane wave. Although the results will 
be approximate, it will extend the frequency range of this method. 
In this project, both experimental and theoretical analyses of higher-order modes are 
carried out. For the theoretical analysis, two different types of the sound source, the 
plane wave source and the point source, will be considered and the relevant 
descriptions will be presented. Combining the descriptions of the sound source with 
that of the duct open end, the solution for the acoustic properties in circular ducts 
without an aperture device present will be obtained. Then the descriptions of the 
boundary conditions between the main duct and the aperture device will be also 
presented and from the consideration of all the boundary conditions together, the 
solution for the acoustic properties for both the before aperture device field and the 
after aperture device field will be obtained. 
For the experimental work, a circular cross-section duct with a flanged end will be 
used as the main duct and aperture devices of different open area will be placed in the 
duct. Measurements will be made in different regions (source duct region, before 
aperture device field and after aperture device field). The measurement made in this 
work can be divided into two categories: the first one is reference measurements, 
which are used for the predictions of the acoustic properties in the duct; the second 
one is direct measurements, which are used for the comparison with the predictions 
obtained from the theoretical analysis. 
Based on the results, the acoustic properties of the main duct without and with 
aperture devices will be studied respectively in both the plane wave region and the 
higher-order mode region, then the acoustic properties of the aperture devices will be 
separated from those of the main duct. Each higher-order mode will be decomposed 
to consider the individual effect on the whole in-duct acoustic field. 
1.2 Literature review 
Many authors have published works on the acoustic properties or measuring methods 
for circular ducts. Discussions of the most relevant publications are given below. The 
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basic and also the most important part for the study of the acoustic properties in 
circular ducts is the plane wave propagation in duct. 
1.2.1 The plane wave propagation and reflection by duct termination 
The theories, which govern the plane wave propagation in circular ducts, have been 
discussed in detail and fully presented in Ref [1] to Ref [8]. From the theoretical 
derivation to the acoustic performance, these references covered nearly every detail of 
the plane wave propagation in circular ducts. Also in Ref [4], the lumped-parameter 
model (acoustic two-ports system model) was introduced as well as its applications 
and limitations. For the plane wave propagation in circular ducts of finite length, the 
reflection from the open end played a very important role. So references, which 
focused on the sound radiation from the end of the duct when there was only the 
plane wave propagation in duct, are introduced below. Ref [9] gives the detailed 
information on the derivation of the equations for different Bessel functions. By 
adopting these equations, one can derive the equation groups which are used to 
describe the boundaries between the main duct and the sound source, as well as the 
main duct and the aperture devices. 
For example, one rigorous solution for the sound radiation (plane wave only) from an 
un-flanged circular pipe was proposed in Ref [10]. In order to simplity the problem, it 
did not consider the wall thickness and only axially-symmetric excitation was 
considered. One approximate solution for the sound radiation from the semi-infinite 
circular pipe of certain wall thickness was presented in Ref [11]. It used the Laplace 
transform and Wiener-Hopf technique to get the reflection coefficient and end 
correction of the duct end. 
One approximate method to calculate the reflection coefficient R in the low frequency 
range was proposed in Ref [12]. In this paper, the authors gave the low-frequency end 
correction length of 0.82159 radii of the duct, which was very close to Rayleigh's 
conjectured value of 0.82 radii. The authors also expressed the transmitted power as a 
function of angle from the axis of the duct. 
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A boundary element method was proposed in Ref [13] to study the wave reflection 
from different types of the duct termination, such as flanged, un-flanged, oblique duct 
extension and the reflection coefficient and end correction to each situation were also 
presented. Although it mainly dealt with the plane wave, it was still very useful in the 
analysis of the acoustic properties in the ducts with open end. 
An alternative approach of the CAA (computational aero-acoustics) method was 
introduced in Ref [14] to calculate both near field and far field radiation from an un-
flanged duct. The authors divided the whole domain into three regions: the wave 
admission and emission region, a propagation region around the edge of the duct and 
a radiation region outside the duct. The authors applied the CAA model to these three 
regions with different emphasis. For the admission and emission region, spurious 
waves are damped by using a buffer zone boundary condition. In the propagation 
region, the acoustic wave propagation was predicted by solutions of the Linear Euler 
Equation (LEE). An integral solution of the FW-H (Ffowcs-Williams Hawkings) 
equations was used to predict the far field radiation. Through the calculation, the 
authors found that the computation near the edge of the duct had a large influence on 
the far field directivity prediction, especially in the angle prediction. 
Although the plane wave propagation remains the most important part for the acoustic 
properties studies in circular ducts, in recent years more and more attention has been 
paid to higher-order mode propagation in ducts. So in the next section, higher-order 
mode propagation in circular ducts will be introduced. 
1.2.2 Analytical description of higher-order modes 
Many works have discussed the propagating higher-order modes in circular ducts, but 
much of the literature concerned with higher-order modes dealt with the radiation 
from the end of the duct rather than the in-duct field. 
For example, one model to calculate the generalized radiation impedances ZmnL of all 
modes in circular ducts, which was terminated with an infinite baffle, was given in 
-4-
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Ref [15]. The equation for ZmnL was reduced to a single infinite integral which was a 
function of the mode radiation directivity factors. Then an infinite matrix equation 
was derived to relate the generalized mode reflection coefficients RmnL to the radiation 
impedances ZmnL' By knowing the complex reflection coefficients R mnL , one could 
easily relate the reflected amplitudes Bmn with the incident amplitudes Amn and then 
it was possible to decompose the in-duct field into different higher-order modes and 
then to predict the acoustic properties in circular ducts precisely. 
One theoretical study of non-dimensional directivity factor Qo for multi-modes 
sound radiation from the open end of a duct without a flange was presented in Ref 
[16]. In this paper, the authors used a single incident duct mode to calculate the 
single-mode sound power transmission coefficient and the multimode far field 
directivity factor. For the multimode calculation, the modes were assumed to be 
incoherent and three types of source were explored: (1) equal power per mode 
incident on the open end; (2) incoherent monopoles uniformly distributed over a duct 
cross-section; (3) incoherent axial dipoles uniformly distributed over a duct cross 
section. Conclusions of relationships between the directivity factor Qo and frequency, 
angle to the axis and the weighting models were obtained. These could then be used 
in the sound power measurement from exhaust pipes or ducts. 
A quite different method to study the radiation from a flanged circular duct was 
developed in Ref [17]. Most previous works have used Bessel functions to 
decompose the field inside the duct, but in this paper, the authors used 'edge 
functions' (the velocity field near the corner yields a new family of functions). The 
authors compared the results obtained from the new functions with those from the 
traditional Bessel functions and found although the Bessel functions were composed 
of a complete basis, this basis had difficulty in describing the velocity field, due to its 
singularity at the wave guide/flange corner and so resulted in a large degree of ripple 
and poor convergence. But the edge functions could improve the convergence 
properties and reduce the ripple. Through the analysis, one could see that the behavior 
ofthe edge had quite a large effect on the whole orifice. 
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Not only are the theoretical derivations of the plane wave and higher-order modes in 
circular ducts important for the study of the acoustic properties, but also the 
measurement set-ups and measurement methods. Through the measurement, one can 
get the acoustic properties, such as pressure and particle velocity in the duct directly. 
Also through the measurement, one can justifY the theoretical model construction and 
calculation results. So the measurement methods and experimental set-ups have also 
been widely studied and new methods and set-ups are proposed one by one. In the 
following section, these different set-ups and measurement methods will be 
introduced. 
1.2.3 Measurement methods for the acoustic properties in circular ducts 
There is a significant body of literature on the measurement of the sound wave 
propagation in circular ducts. In order to obtain the lumped parameters of the circular 
ducts, it was necessary to determine both acoustic pressure and particle velocity at 
any point. The following references presented different approaches to measure 
acoustic properties or transfer functions. 
For example, compared with the measurement of acoustic pressure, the measurement 
of particle velocity was much more difficult and complicated, just because the 
particle velocity was a vector value. Several methods for particle velocity 
measurement were introduced in Ref [18]. In recent years, the method using two 
closely placed identical pressure transducers was widely adopted. The theory for this 
method was quite simple, which was, the particle velocity was a function of the local 
spatial gradient of the acoustic pressure. So through the measurement of two closely 
placed microphones, one could have the spatial gradient at that point and then the 
particle velocity at that point was obtained. 
A cross-spectral method for the measurement of the acoustic intensity was discussed 
and methods to avoid the error caused by the instrument phase mismatch were also 
proposed in Ref [19]. In order to eliminate the instrument phase mismatch between 
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two channels, the author first measured cross-spectral G12 at one point, then switched 
two channels and measured cross-spectral G21 at the same point, and then multiplied 
them together. By doing so, one could avoid errors caused by these two channels. But 
this method had its limitation, which was the product of the wave number and the 
microphone space remains small. This method had been adopted in this project to 
calculate the particle velocity. 
A transfer function method was introduced in Ref [20] and Ref [21] for the in-duct 
acoustic properties measurement. The authors mathematically decomposed the 
broadband stationary random acoustic wave in the duct into incident and reflected 
components by using a simple transfer-function relation between the acoustic 
pressures at two locations on the duct wall. By knowing the incident and reflected 
components, one could easily get the complex reflection coefficient and then the 
complex acoustic impedance. So the transmission loss of a silencer element or sound 
absorption coefficient of a material could be determined. 
Two-microphones method (the method which used two closely placed microphones 
to measure acoustic properties, such as acoustic pressure and particle velocity), which 
was introduced in Ref [22] to Ref [23], has been widely studied for the measurement 
of acoustic properties in ducts. In Ref [22], the author discussed the possible errors 
introduced by this method, such as, the bias errors and random errors of transfer 
functions, the length measurement errors and the calculated quantity errors. In order 
to minimize the errors, it was suggested that the overall length of the duct be kept 
small, in practice, L =5-10 diameters; the source end of the duct should be as non-
reflective as possible; microphones should be high coherence and the separation 
between the microphone pairs should be small. By doing so, the authors reduced the 
possible errors introduced by this method. Discussions of the first helical mode's 
contribution to the plane wave were made in Ref [24). In this paper, the authors 
placed two receiver mlcropliones in the same plane with the speaker. This 
arrangement allowed a better measurement of the plane wave up to the cut-on 
frequency of the second higher-order mode and hence was able to isolate the first 
higher-order mode. From the comparison of those different measurement methods of 
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acoustic properties of the in-duct field, the two-microphones method has been proved 
to be the most widely used one, as well as the standard one. The two-microphones 
method was widely applied in current research work, so it was very important to 
reduce the errors caused by the microphone locations or even the space between these 
two microphones. One method was proposed in Ref [25J to determine the space 
between these two microphones accurately. By knowing the accurate space between 
those two microphones, one could get the accurate particle velocity through the 
measurement. 
The multiple-microphones method was proposed in Ref [26J for the measurement of 
the acoustic properties in ducts and some guidelines for the selection of proper 
microphone positions were also provided. Although the two-microphones method 
was accepted as the standard method for the measurement of the in-duct acoustic 
properties, results on using the least square method with multiple measurement points 
have been reported for enhancing the frequency response of the two-microphones 
method. By increasing the number of the microphones, one could improve the 
measurement accuracy and increase the effective frequency range. 
Several techniques used to measure the impedance were reviewed in Ref [27J and Ref 
[28]. In these papers, the author made an overview of the impedance measurement 
methods and discussed the advantages and disadvantages of each method. These 
methods included: two-pressure-transducers method, one-pressure-transducer 
method, one-pressure-transducer and one-volume-velocity-transducer method and 
other-transducers method. Especially for the two-pressure-transducers method, the 
author pointed out that it could only give satisfactory results for some parts of the 
frequency range. Measurements were not possible if the distance between two 
microphones was too small or close to a mUltiple of the half wavelength. The two-
pressure-transducers method was adopted by this project to measure the particle 
velocity and hence establish the impedance of the ducts or aperture devices. 
One multi-loads method was proposed in Ref [29J to measure the acoustic source 
parameters such as, source strength or source impedance, in duct systems. Because 
the input data, such as load pressure or impedance, were usually contaminated by 
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measurement error, this always resulted in errors in the calculated source parameters. 
So the authors tried a set of pipe lengths to make the calculated results least sensitive 
to the input data error, and then yielded the best results. 
1.2.4 Higher-order mode experimental decomposition methods 
The references discussed above provided some practical experimental set-ups or 
measurement methods for the acoustic properties in the ducts. There were also some 
published works dealing with the experimental methods to separate the higher-order 
modes propagating in circular ducts and hence experimentally separate the measured, 
summed higher-order modes into individual ones. Then it was possible to compare 
the experimentally separated duct modes with those theoretically predicted ones and 
to test the applicability of the theories used to separate higher-order modes. 
A cross-correlation technique was used to separate the modes at the blade-passing 
frequencies of an axial fan and the effects of reflected waves were discussed in Ref 
[30]. Although the current work did not contain a fan, the technique of mode 
decomposition described was still applicable. The method of the measurement was 
using two probes (hot wire anemometers to measure the axial component of particle 
velocity), which were traversed in the circumferential direction at a given axial and 
radial position. One improved measurement method was proposed in Ref [31], in 
which the authors used the microphones rather than hot wire anemometers and the 
radial mode separation was achieved by traversing one of the microphones in the 
axial direction. 
One new technique of measuring the reflection matrix for duct discontinuities with 
higher-order modes was discussed in Ref [32]. It was based on the measurement of 
the acoustic pressure by microphone pairs in two closed cross sections of the circular 
duct and separated incident and reflected modes by using a Fourier-Lommel 
transform. It generated enough independent incident fields by mounting two acoustic 
drivers on the duct wall that could rotate 360 degree in the same cross section or two 
different axial positions. 
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Direct modal decomposition was carried out in Ref [33]. In circular ducts, the 
circumferential analysis was simply a Fourier transform, but the radial analysis was in 
terms of Bessel functions. So the author mainly focused on the separation of the 
radial modes and made a comparison of three methods, the matrix inversion method, 
the integration method and the least squares method. Through the comparison, the 
author found the least squares method was the best one, because the matrix method 
was prone to instability and the integration method had a relatively high noise floor. 
According to the study, it was possible to separate the in-duct field into different 
modes even when there were a larger number of higher-order modes propagating in 
circular ducts. However it needed quite a lot of measuring points. Ideally, the number 
of the measuring points should be twice the product of the maximum number of 
propagating circumferential modes and the maximum number of propagating radial 
modes for any circumferential order. But in practice, many more points were needed 
to average out the measurements errors. 
The instantaneous mode separation method, which could separate the broadband 
noise propagating inside circular ducts into different higher-order modes, was 
developed in Ref [34]. In this method, 2*n pressure transducers spaced evenly around 
the circumference of the duct were used to separate the (n-I) order of circumferential 
modes. This method had one advantage, in that it did not need the circumferential 
traversing of the microphone array, and so the circumferential separation did not 
involve matrix solutions, which could be sensitive to small measurement 
inaccuracies. However it also had a limitation, which was it could only separate the 
circumferential modes. 
One new in-duct modal decomposition technique, which is based on the transfer 
function measurements between microphone pairs, was described in Ref [35]. The 
rationale for using this method was because the transfer functions had two 
advantages: first, they were independent of the signal type in the ducts; secondly, 
transfer functions were in many cases less sensitive to bias and random errors than 
other spectral quantities. By using this method, one could separate the in-duct field 
into incident and reflected waves from measurements at two axial positions. This 
method was also only valid for the separation of the circumferential modes. 
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There are also other experimental set-ups and measurement methods which provided 
useful information or approaches to the decomposition of higher-order mode 
propagation in circular ducts. For example, one new experimental set-up was 
proposed in Ref [36] for measurement of acoustic power dissipation in lined ducts for 
higher-order mode propagation with air-mean flow conditions. Through the 
measurement of the acoustic pressure and axial particle velocity in the upstream and 
downstream section, the authors could deduce the modal acoustic powers. By adding 
the model powers together and comparing it with directly measured total acoustic 
power, the authors found the method to get the modal intensity was effective. 
Although this literature mainly dealt with the higher-order modes propagation with 
air-mean flow, the method and conclusion obtained were applicable to the situation 
without air-mean flow. 
From the references discussed above, it could be seen that the experimental 
decomposition of higher-order modes was very difficult and many methods were only 
practical for the circumferential modes. So it was important to find another way to 
carry on the model decomposition in circular ducts, which was the theoretical 
decomposition method. The so-called theoretical decomposition method was through 
the modal construction and calculation to obtain the parameters for those higher-order 
modes rather than through the direct measurement. If one could achieve the 
theoretical separation of the higher-order modes, then it would be easier for the study 
of the acoustic performance of the aperture devices. 
1.2.5 Effects of the orifice plates on the acoustic field 
In order to study the effects of the simple aperture devices in circular duct, one should 
consider the scattering effects of an orifice plate, especially if the frequency range 
was high enough when the wavelength was smaller than or nearly equal to the size of 
the open area. Again there were many previous works, which had studied the effects 
of the orifices in aperture devices. 
The transmission coefficient Q of a circular orifice in a thin panel was introduced in 
Ref [37]. Some ways to get the Q were discussed, such as through the diffraction by 
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the orifice, piston theory or complex impedance presented by the orifice. The 
transmission coefficient Q was meaningful only when the k*r was small, which 
meant it was only applicable for the plane wave situation. 
An acoustic impulse technique in Ref [38] was developed to separate the reflected 
waves from the incident waves for the purpose of the study of the internal acoustic 
energy distribution. One high intensity pulse generated by a spark charge used as the 
sound source. Placing the microphone a certain distance from the end of the duct, it 
could pick the incident impulse and impulse reflected by the orifice plate at the end of 
the duct separately. Through the research, the author found that the acoustic 
behaviour of the orifice plate and the perforated plate terminations was qualitatively 
similar to that of the conical nozzle termination. The author also found that some low 
frequency power for orifice plates and perforated plates was absorbed (dissipated) at 
the end of the duct. This phenomenon was caused by non-linearity or dissipated in the 
form of vortical energy at the orifice plate and perforated plate termination. 
Acoustic scattering from orifices in the hard thick wa1l was studied in Ref [39]. The 
Hankel transform was applied to express the scattered field and the boundary 
conditions were enforced to obtain simultaneous equations for the transmitted field 
inside the thick hard screen. The simultaneous equations were solved to represent the 
transmitted and scattered fields in series forms. Based on these representations, one 
approximate method to calculate the modal coupling between higher-order modes in 
the orifice was studied in Ref [40J and Ref [41]. In these papers, the authors found 
that each (rn, n) mode of the scattered field was dependent on the amplitude of the in-
orifice waves and a driving term unique to each (rn, n) mode. So it was easy to 
establish the amplitude of the in-orifice field and the effects of modal coupling. In 
these papers, useful information about the scattered field were provided, which could 
be referred in the research of higher-order modes propagation in the duct with simple 
aperture devices. 
Acoustic scattering from two circular orifices in a thick hard screen had been studied 
in Ref [42J. The authors used the Hankel transform and modal matching to represent 
the scattered field in rapidly convergent series. Thus reflection coefficient and 
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transmission coefficient could be derived and calculated rigorously. The coupling 
effects between two orifices in tenns of distance between two orifices (k*L), incident 
polar angle, azimuth angle and orifice radii were also discussed. The authors also 
proposed the possibility to extend this situation to the multiple-orifices scattering 
case. This had direct relevance to the study of multi-orifice aperture devices. 
Sound attenuation in circular ducts using slit-like short expansion of concentric and 
serialized configuration was studied in Ref [43]. Through the study, the authors 
pointed out that first, this slit-like circular expansion chamber perfonned as a 
resonator muffler in the duct; secondly, the serialized slits shown the summative 
perfonnance of each composing slit, a certain interaction among those slits occurred 
if those resonant frequency came close to each other. The reason why this paper is 
interesting is they studied the slit like expansion while this project is studying the 
'slit-like' contraction. 
1.2.6 Model for the description of the aperture device boundary condition 
For the simple aperture devices in circular ducts, it was important to find a way to 
describe and resolve the boundary conditions between the aperture devices and the 
circular ducts. Considerable works have been done on this subject. Although most of 
them were for the circular expansion chamber of a muffler, the method provided a 
similar way for the research work of this paper. 
When the duct was unifonn, then at low frequency, there should be only the plane 
wave propagating in the duct. But if there was a junction or sudden area discontinuity 
in the duct, some higher-order, evanescent modes should also occur and then could be 
considered as acoustical impedance to the propagation of the plane wave. This 
acoustic impedance was analyzed in Ref [44]. At the sudden area discontinuity, the 
author listed the continuity of the pressure and particle velocity and then multiplied 
each side of the equation with weighting functions Jmn(krmnr)*exp(jm(}) and then 
integrated both sides. Then the author obtained equations to correctly model this 
discontinuity. After considering this approach, it is possible to increase the accuracy 
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of the analysis of the low frequency plane wave in a circular duct with a sudden 
discontinuity. 
A similar method was also applied in several other papers for their study of the 
discontinuities in circular duct. The effects of the length of the concentric expansion 
chamber on the acoustic attenuation performance were studied in Ref [45]. The 
acoustic attenuation performance of circular expansion chambers with single-inlet 
and double-outlet was studied in Ref [46]. The acoustic attenuation performance of 
circular expansion chambers with offset inlet/outlet was studied in Ref [47] and Ref 
[48]. The circular unsymmetric Helmholtz resonators were studied in Ref [49]. In 
these papers, the authors made an assumption that only the plane wave is propagating 
in the expansion chamber and the small duct, all other higher-order modes were 
evanescent. Based on this method, those authors proposed one three-dimensional 
analytical approach to determine the relationships between the transmission loss (TL) 
and the length of the chamber, the relative offset distance of the inlet/outlet, radius of 
the chamber and the number of the outlet. Through their studies this method had been 
proved to be very effective in the study of the sudden area discontinuity in circular 
ducts. 
Other methods were also proposed to study the effects of the sudden area 
discontinuity. A three-dimensional (3D) finite element analysis to verify the inertia of 
the higher-order modes in a sudden area change was proposed in Ref [50]. The duct 
was treated as a substructure and then further divided into an appropriate number of 
segments which should be met the convergence criterion that the maximum typical 
finite element dimension should be smaller than 0.52/1,. The author found that when 
the length of the duct is larger than 3 times the diameter of the duct with more 
segments, the result would be inaccurate, which might be caused by the rounding-off 
errors. This will limit the applicability of this 3D finite element method. 
Discussions about the acoustic properties of circular orifice in the ducts with mean 
flow were also made in Ref [51] to Ref [53]. These works provided revised 
experimental set-ups for the measurement of the impedance of the orifice in circular 
ducts. In Ref [53], the author pointed out that the sound absorption by an orifice plate 
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takes place as the acoustic field energizes a vortex filed which is generated at the 
orifice rim. 
Other works have been done on the study of the acoustic properties in circular ducts, 
such as Ref [55] to Ref [59]. Although the works mainly focused on the condition 
with axial flow in circular ducts, the methods or analysis could still be referred to the 
without axial flow condition. For example, in Ref [55] and Ref [56], the authors 
pointed out that the power radiated from the end of the duct showed strong 
dependence on the parameters such as, source locations, source frequency, flow Mach 
number and duct length. In Ref [58] and Ref [59], the author studied the sound 
generation and transmission in ducts with flow, especially the generation and 
transmission of the rotating pressure patters in ducts. 
1.3 Present work 
The research work in this thesis can be divided into three stages. 
1. The analysis of the plane wave propagation in circular ducts with simple 
aperture devices. 
2. The analysis of the higher-order modes propagation in circular ducts without 
aperture devices. 
3. The analysis of higher-order modes propagation in circular duct with simple 
aperture devices. 
The thesis follows this order of investigation. 
In Chapter 2, the lumped-parameter model or the acoustical two-ports system model 
for the plane wave propagation in circular ducts, as well as in ducts with simple 
aperture devices is introduced and experimentally verified. Also in this chapter, some 
measurement methods are discussed for the measurement of the lumped parameters 
such as acoustic pressure and volume velocity of the simple orifices or of the ducts. 
In Chapter 3, the theoretical derivation for the higher-order modes in circular ducts is 
given. Discussion about the applicability of the lumped-parameter model to this 
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situation is also made. In order to justify the approximate lumped-parameter model, 
one method used to obtain the generalized radiation impedances ZmnL and the general 
reflection coefficients RmnL at the flanged open end of the circular duct is presented. 
The general reflection coefficients RmnL are very important in the calculation of the 
in-duct field amplitudes. There are two approaches to use these coefficients RmnL , 
first one is the uncoupled method, in which only the self coupling effect is considered 
(Bmn = RmnAmn)' The second method is the standard fully coupled method, in which 
other cross coupling effects are also considered (Bmn = 2:, RmnLAmL ). Then one can get 
L 
the estimates of in-duct field amplitudes Amn and Bmn with these two methods. 
In Chapter 4, two types of sound source are introduced. One is the plane wave source 
and the other is the point source in a hard plate. Different types of sound source give 
different types of boundary conditions in the model construction. The plane wave 
source is a common sound source for ducts, pipes and mufflers. The point source is a 
simple sound source and the component of many complicated sound sources. In this 
chapter, the theoretical descriptions are given for these two types of source as well as 
the experimental set-ups. 
In Chapter 5, the acoustic performances of the sound field produced by a point source 
propagating along a circular duct without simple aperture devices are studied. 
Combining the point source boundary condition with the model proposed in Chapter 
3, one can get the in-duct field amplitudes Amn and Bmn, and then decompose the in-
duct field into single higher-order modes theoretically. In this chapter, the 
experimental decomposition method is also introduced. Through the comparison, the 
experimental method is found to be ineffective in the decomposition of the higher-
order modes in circular ducts. So in this chapter, attention is focused on the 
theoretical decomposition method based on the model proposed. Comparison is made 
between the direct measurements and theoretical predictions. Finally the effects of the 
source location on the in-duct field are also discussed. 
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In Chapter 6 the acoustic performances of the sound field produced by the plane wave 
source propagating along a circular duct without a simple aperture device are studied. 
Following the same procedure of the Chapter 5, one can decompose the in-duct field 
into different single higher-order modes. With these amplitudes Amn and Bmn known, 
one can reconstruct the acoustic properties, such as the acoustic pressure, at any 
points in circular ducts. Then by comparing the predicted pressures with those 
directed measured ones, one can get the errors as well as the applicability of this 
model. 
In Chapter 7, the acoustic performances of the sound field produced by a point source 
propagating along a circular duct with simple aperture devices are studied. Three 
different simple aperture device configurations, namely a device with a single orifice, 
a device with two orifices and a device with several orifices, are investigated. 
Combining the theoretical descriptions for the point source boundary, the simple 
aperture device boundaries with the open end boundary, one can develop an equation 
group for the solution of those amplitudes of Amn, Bmn, Emn and Fmn' By solving this 
equation group, those amplitudes are obtained. So both the before aperture device 
field and the after aperture device field have been decomposed. With these 
amplitudes known, one can get the acoustic properties, such as pressure and particle 
velocity, at any point in the whole duct. So comparisons are made between direct 
measured pressures with theoretical predicted pressures at appointed points to obtain 
the errors and applicability for each situation. 
In Chapter 8, the acoustic performances of the sound field produced by the plane 
wave source propagating along a circular duct with simple aperture devices are 
studied. Again three different simple aperture device configurations, namely a device 
with a single orifice, a device with two orifices and a device with several orifices, are 
investigated. Following the same procedure of Chapter 7, one can also get those 
amplitudes of Amn, Bmn, Emn and Fmn for these different situations. Comparisons are 
also made between direct measured pressures with theoretical predicted pressures at 
appointed points to obtain the errors and applicability for each situation. 
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In Chapter 9, after achieving the decomposition of the in-duct field, one can anaIyze 
the power contributed by each higher-order mode for different situations. The power 
rather than the volume velocity is chosen as the approximate lumped parameter. Then 
the feasibility of the approximate lumped parameter model to higher normalized wave 
number range is discussed. Also another parameter, insertion loss (lL) is selected to 
show the effects of different simple aperture devices. Compared with the plane wave 
situation, the insertion loss (IL) for higher-order modes is difficult to measure. 
However with those amplitudes known, it is easy to calculate it. Through the analysis 
of each mode's power and the insertion loss (IL), one can have a clear and direct view 
of the acoustic performance for those simple aperture devices at different normalized 
wave number ranges. 
Finally in Chapter 10, Conclusions of this generic approach for the higher order 
modes propagation in circular duct with simple aperture devices are obtained. The 
future possible research direction is also given. 
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Chapter 2 The plane wave propagation in a circular duct 
2.1 Introduction 
Considerable previous research, such as Ref [1] to Ref [8], has been done on the study of 
the wave propagation in circular ducts. They mainly focused on the frequency range 
lower than the cut -on frequency of the first higher-order mode and dealt with the plane 
wave situation. One important model (lumped-parameter model or acoustical two-ports 
system model) is introduced and discussed in this chapter. This model is widely accepted 
as a powerful tool for the research of the acoustic properties in circular ducts in the plane 
wave region. Because of the complication of the wave motion, there are no effective 
approximate methods to study the performance of the simple aperture devices in the 
higher-order modes propagation situation. So this model is considered in the plane wave 
region just before being approximated and extended to the higher-order modes region. 
Also in this chapter two measurement methods, blocked particle velocity method and 
two-different-inputs method, are introduced and compared. Thtough the measurement of 
the lumped parameters, such as the acoustic pressure and volume velocity, the input 
impedance, transfer impedance and output impedance of the component (aperture 
device) and the whole system are determined. Then the effects of the component on the 
system can be analyzed. 
2.2 Theoretical derivation 
Considering a wave propagating in a circular duct, as discussed in Ref [8] (chapter V), 
when the frequency of the wave is comparatively low, it can be treated as a plane wave. 
Ifthe length of the duct is infinite, there are no reflected waves in the duct. The acoustic 
pressure at certain point with the coordinate z (ignore the friction) is 
(2.1) 
In a duct of finite length, assuming the duct is closed by an imaginary piston (a moving 
surface) with mechanical impedance Zo at the open end and a speaker placed at the other 
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end of the duct produces a sound, it has the mechanical impedance Z_L and is driven by 
the force If_Lei"" (for convenience, the origin point of the coordinate is taken at the open 
end of the duct). There will be an infinite number of positive and negative waves that are 
superimposed on each other. All the positive waves have the same frequency and the 
resulting negative waves will also have the same frequency. In general form the acoustic 
pressure can be written as 
p(z,t) = (p.(z) + p_ (z»e imt = (AOle- jlI' + BOlejl,z)e iW' . 
According to the relation between the pressure and particle velocity 
p = -p Jov / otdz . 
The particle velocity in the duct should be 
v(z,f) = (411e-ila - BOleila)eiWI / pc. 
Then the boundary conditions of the duct are given as 
Z_LV_L = If-L ' 
Zovo = Spo , 
in which S is the cross section area of the circular duct. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2,4) 
(2.5) 
The quantities of AOl and BOl can be obtained from the boundary conditions above. 
Substituting p(z,f) and v(z,t)atz=O andz=-L into equation (2.5), one can get 
(Z_LAOle JkL - Z_LBOle-JkL ) / pc = If -L , 
(Zo - Spc)AOl - (Zo + Spc)BOl = 0 . (2.6) 
Two linear equations with two unknowns variables Aol and BOl are obtained above. The 
determinant of these equations is denoted by 
Z Ipce JkL -Z Ipce-JkL A == -L '-L 
= (Zo - Spc),-(Zo + Spc) 
2SZ_L cos(IcL)-2j(ZoZ_L I pc)sin(IcL). 
From equation (2.6), one can get 
AOl = (Zo + Spc)1f -L /6., 
BOl = (Zo - Spc)1f -L /6. . 
Substituting Aol and BOl in equation (2.2) and equation (2,4), one can get 
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v = [(ZO + Spc)eJkL - (ZO - Spc)e-JkL]f(/_LeJ@t l(pc!:J.) , 
P = [(Zo + Spc)e}kL + (ZO - Spc)e-JkL]f(/_LeJ@/ I!:J.. (2.9) 
In equation (2.9) the first term denotes the forward wave and the second term denotes 
the backward wave. It should also be noticed that the phase of the forward and backward 
waves are both functions of the quantity L, which is the distance from the end of the 
duct. 
If there is a hard screen in the end of the duct which blocks the particle velocity, then 
20 "" 00 , compared with the 20, it is possible to ignore the quantity of Spc, so 
AOI "" f(/ -L 1[- 2j(Z_L 1 pc)sin( kL)], 
SOl"" f(/ -L 1[- 2j(Z_L 1 pc)sin(kL)]. (2.10) 
If the other end of the duct is open, then ignoring the end effect error, the impedance at 
that position is so small that it can be expressed as 20 "" 0, such that 
AOI "" pc f(/ -L 1[22 -L cos( kL)] , 
SOl"" -pcf(/ -L /[22_L cos(kL)]. (2.11 ) 
By knowing this, one can get the acoustic pressure and particle velocity of the in duct 
field. Substituting equation (2.1 0) into equation (2.2) and (2.4), one can get the acoustic 
pressure and particle velocity when there is a hard screen at the end of the duct as 
follow, 
v = (e lkL _e-lkL)f(/_LelW/ 1[-2j2_L sin(kL)], 
p = (e lkL + e-lkL)f(/_L elW/ 1[- 2j(2_L 1 pc) sin(kL)] . (2.12) 
Also substituting equation (2.11) into equation (2.2) and (2.4), one can get the acoustic 
pressure and particle velocity when the duct end is left open as, 
v = (eJkL + e-lkL)f(/_Lelmt 1[2Z_L cos(kL)], 
P = pc(eikL - e-jkL )f(/_LeiM /[2Z_L cos(kL)]. 
(2.13) 
However normally, the driving force f(/_LeJmt is hard to obtain directly. On the contrary, 
the acoustic pressure and particle velocity are quite easy to obtained through the direct 
measurement in the plane wave situation. Through the analysis of the change of the 
acoustic impedance of the system, one can get the effects of the different simple aperture 
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devices on the whole in duct field. So in next section, one model is introduced to study 
the impedances of the in duct system. 
2.3 Lumped-parameter model (acoustical two-ports system model) 
2.3.1 Duct without simple aperture devices 
As discussed in Ref [7] (chapter 7), a lumped-parameter model uses a limited number of 
time-independent aggregate variables rather than field quantities varying with both 
position and time. In acoustics, the commonly used lumped-parameter variables are 
volume velocity and average acoustic pressure. 
For a circular duct, if the wavelength is comparatively large compared to the cross 
section, it is treated as the plane wave. In the plane transverse to the axis of the duct, the 
pressure and particle velocity is equal everywhere. So the volume velocity U equals the 
particle velocity multiplied by the area S and average pressure P equals to the pressure 
measured at any point. In the description of this lumped-parameter model that uses these 
two variables, it is convenient to use the concept of the acoustic impedance Z that is 
defined as the ratio of PIU. 
Suppose there are two surfaces S, and So in an acoustical system and the propagating 
direction is defined as from S, to So' The region between S, and So can be regarded as 
a passive black box, which is referred to as a two-ports system. The acoustic boundary-
value problem for the black-box region, given pressures p, and Po on surfaces S, and 
So , should have a unique solution. The linear nature of the governing partial differential 
equations and boundary conditions require that p, and p" should be linear function of 
U, and U 0' namely 
Pi:::: UjZ jj + UoZ/o , 
Po = UjZ Oi + UoZ oo , 
(2.14) 
in which U, is the input volume velocity of the duct, U)s the output volume velocity of 
the duct, Z" is the input acoustic impedance of the system, Zoo is the output acoustic 
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impedance of the system and Z'o is the transfer acoustic impedance of the system. 
Assuming reciprocity, there is Z'o = -Zo" 
The analogous principle of equation (2.14) is shown in Fig 2.1. Through the 
measurement of P" U" Po and U 0' it is possible to determine the input impedance Zii 
and the transfer impedance Z'o and the output impedance Zoo of this system. 
Pi Po 
Ui EJ Uo 
Zii Zoo 
Zio 
Fig 2.1 Layout of the acoustical two-ports system model for duct without aperture 
device 
So for equation (2.14), when there is a hard screen at the end of the duct, there should be 
Zo = 00 and Uo =0, then one can get 
P, = U,Zii IZ=-L . 
Substituting equation (2.12) into equation (2.15), there is 
pc(e jkL + e-JkL ) 
Zii '" S((eJkL _ e-;kL» 
. cos(kL) 
=-}PC Ssin(kL) 
= - jpccot(kL)/ S . 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
If the end of the duct is left open, there should be Zo '" O. Substituting equation (2.13) 
and equation (2.16) into equation (2.14), Z'o is given below: 
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Z'o '" (P, -U,Z,,)IUo 
= (P-L -S*V_L *Z,,)/(S*vO) 
= pc[(eJkL _e-JkL )+ jcot(kL)(eJkL +e-JkL )] 
2S 
jpc 
= ---,-"-'-.,--
S * sin(kL) 
2.3.2 Duct with simple aperture devices 
(2.17) 
The equations obtained above are only applicable for a duct without a simple aperture 
device. If there is an aperture device in the circular duct and, compared with the 
wavelength, the dimension of the aperture device is very small, then it can still be 
regarded as a passive black box. The acoustic boundary-value problem for this black-
box region, given pressures p, and Po on two surfaces should also have a unique 
solution. So the linear nature of the governing partial differential equations and 
boundary conditions still require that p, and Po should be linear function of U, and Uo' 
which is given in equation (2.14). The analogous principle for the duct with simple 
aperture devices is shown in the figure below. 
Pi Po 
Ui I Zduct I Zaperture Uo 
Zo o 
" ZIl 
Zio 
Fig 2.2 Layout of the acoustical two-ports system model for duct with aperture 
devices 
According to the acoustical two-ports system theory, the circular duct and the aperture 
device can also be treated as the acoustical two-ports system individually. So the 
impedance of the duct Z d", and aperture device Zap,,,.,, can be shown as below 
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~ Pdo Pai Pao ~ ~ Zduct Zaperlure Udi Udo Uai Uao 
Fig 2.3 Layout of the acoustical two-ports subsystem for duct and aperture device 
So for the combination of the duct and the aperture device, one can get equation (2.14). 
But for the duct without aperture device, one can have 
Pd, = Ud,Zd" +UdoZd,o , 
Pdo =Ud,Zd'o +UdoZdoo ' 
For the simple aperture device only, one can have 
Pal = UaiZau +UaoZaiO , 
Pao =UaiZaiO +VaoZaoo' 
F or continuity, there should be 
For equilibrium, there should be 
Pdo = Po, 
P, = Pd, 
Po = PO~ 
U, =Ud, 
Uo =Uoo ' 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
Substituting equations (2.20) and (2.21) into equations (2.18) and (2.19), one can get 
(Zd"Zdoo + ZdUZpU -Z;,o) [-(Zd'oZp,o)] 
"':""=""::::::""''''''''::::'''-=--=::''U, + U
o 
' 
(Zdoo + Zp,,) (Zdoo +Zp,,) 
[-(Zd'oZp,.)] (ZdOOZpoo +Zp"Zpoo -Z~,o) 
::-.:......:=--=:..: U, + U ° . 
(Zdoo + Zp,,) (Zdoo +Zp,,) 
(2.22) 
Comparing equation (2.22) with equation (2.14), the following relationship can be 
obtained 
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(2.23) 
After obtaining the relationships between the overall impedances with the impedances of 
the components (duct and aperture device), it is possible to get the overall impedances 
through the equation above (calculated results), as well as direct measurements 
(measured results). Then it is possible to compare the impedances obtained by these two 
ways to see the errors caused by the assumptions made in equation (2.10) and (2.1 I). 
2.4 Blocked particle velocity method 
In order to measure the input impedance Z,' and the transfer impedance Z'o of the duct 
without aperture devices, the experimental set-up is adopted as shown in Fig 2.4. The list 
of instruments used in measurement and the connection of the equipments are given in 
AppendixA. 
microphone pair 
(20 mm) 
point a 
\ 
\ 
Speaker ... J/P 
1\ 120 mm 
3150 mm 
microphone pair 
(20 mm) 
pointb 
50 mm D=300mm 
Fig 2.4 Experimental set-up for duct without aperture devices 
Two phase matched microphone pairs are used to measure the acoustic pressure and 
particle velocity at point a and point b (The phase matched procedure is given in 
Appendix B). According to Ref [I8J (chapter 5), the particle velocity along the line 
joining the acoustic center of two closely placed microphones can be obtained by 
employing a finite difference approximation to the local spatial gradient of acoustic 
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pressure. The Euler's equation shows: in a small amplitude sound field, the component 
of pressure gradient in any direction n is proportional to the component of fluid particle 
acceleration in that direction: 
Dvn op 
Po at = on' 
The corresponding particle velocity is therefore given by the time integral 
Vn(f) = __ 1 f(oP('l'))d'l'. 
Po _~ on 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
This is the particle velocity in the time domain, applying the Fourier transform it is easy 
to get the particle velocity in the frequency domain as 
I 
v(aI)"'. [p,(aI)-P2(aI)]. 
IPoald 
(2.26) 
So equation (2.14) can be written as follow: 
P (z)e lOp; = U. (z)e j;u; Z., + U (z)e lOuo Z, 
I I 11 0 10 , (2.27) 
in which P,(z) ,Po(z) ,U,(z) and Uo(z) are real space-dependent amplitudes of acoustic 
pressure and volume velocity at the input end and output end of the system. rjJpi, ~po, 
~Ui and ~Uo are space-dependent phases of acoustic pressure and volume velocity. 
The measurement procedure is given below: 
I. Place a hard screen at the output end of the duct and take the measurement of the 
input pressure and particle velocity. The purpose of using the hard screen at the 
output end is to block the particle velocity to zero, by doing so, according to 
equation (2.27), one can get the input impedance directly. 
2. Remove the hard screen and measure the pressure and particle velocity 
individually at point a and point b. 
This method will be referred as the blocked particle velocity method. 
Through the measurements of the acoustic pressure and particle velocity at these two 
situations, then from equation (2.27) one can get the input impedance Zu and the 
transfer impedance Z,o of the duct without aperture devices. Also another group of the 
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impedances are obtained from equation (2.10) and equation (2.11), which is an ideal 
condition. 
The comparison of these two groups of the impedances is shown in Fig 2.5. The 
frequency range is taken as 200 - 600 Hz , which is transferred to the normalized wave 
number range k * R as 0.55-1.66. In Fig 2.5, the left hand column shows the real part, 
imaginary part and amplitude of the input impedance Zu; the right hand column shows 
the real part, imaginary part and amplitude of the transfer impedance Z;o' The ideal 
results are those given by equation (2.10) and equation (2.11). 
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Fig 2.5 Comparison of the ideal results and the measured results for duct without 
aperture device situation 
From Fig 2.5 and equation (2.28) and (2.29), it can be seen that 
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1. For the ideal condition, the real parts of the impedances Z" and Z'o are zero. 
However the measurements generate significant real part values rather than zero 
real part of theory. 
2. For the ideal condition, the imaginary part of the input impedance Z" is a 
function of cot( k * L) and the imaginary part of the transfer impedance Z'o is a 
function of 11 sin(k * L). However the measurements are not pure functions of 
cot(k * L) or lIsin(k * L). 
3. The measured impedances agree with the ideal ones in period. However the 
amplitudes of those impedances have significant differences because it is 
difficult to acquire the ideal boundary condition. The hard screen used in 
measurement cannot give a perfect rigid boundary, which means the impedance 
Zo is not infinite and thus when ignoring the tennSpcin equation (2.10), there 
should be some errors. Also for the duct open end, for the ideal condition 
described in equation (2.11), it is assumed Zo '" 0, which is not true for the real 
situation. 
4. From Fig 2.5, it can be seen that there are too many sources of errors in blocked 
particle velocity method to make it a reliable method. 
So from the comparison, it is easy to see that even for a duct without a simple aperture 
device, the blocked particle velocity method is not an accurate way for the analysis of the 
acoustic properties unless significant effort is spent on obtaining a purely rigid 
boundary. So there is no need to test this method for a duct with a simple aperture 
device. In order to avoid these errors introduced by this method, another widely adopted 
method, two-difJerent-inputs method, is tested in the following section to obtain the 
transfer properties of the aperture device as well as the whole system. 
2.5 Two-different-inputs method 
As discussed above, the microphone pair method (which means two closely placed 
microphones) is now widely accepted as the acoustic impedance measurement standard, 
especially for the acoustic properties in ducts or pipes. In order to achieve a better 
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understanding of the acoustic properties in ducts and to check the acoustical two-ports 
system's applicability in the acoustic system with an open end, another method (Two-
different-inputs method) is adopted. The experimental set-up shown in Fig 2.6 is adopted 
and two phase matched microphone pairs are placed at point a and point b respectively. 
According to equation (2.14), there are totally three unknown variables (Z" ,Z'o and 
Zoo), so there should be at least two different conditions available to get enough 
equations for those unknown values. The blocked particle velocity method acquires two 
different conditions by the presence and the absence of the hard screen. The Two-
different-inputs method acquires two different conditions by applying two different input 
voltages to the speaker. 
In this section four wooden simple aperture devices of thickness 25 mm are used for the 
study of the effects of the aperture devices. For each aperture device, there is a single 
concentric orifice drilled in it, the inner diameters of these orifices are 60 mm (4% of 
open area), 120mm (16% of open area), 170mm (32% of open area) and 210mm (49% 
of open area) respectively. The experimental set-up is shown as below, 
microphan~ pair (measure point a) microphone pair (measure point b) 
,I' -~ 
Speaker 
-.. 
I point c U pojnt d 300mm 
l I 
. 
Aperture /' 400 mm 
3150 mm device 
Fig 2.6 Experimental set-up for duct with simple aperture device situation 
For the measurement of the impedances of the whole system, the experimental set-up is 
adopted as shown in Fig 2.6. First the aperture device is placed in and two microphone 
pairs situated at point a and point b can get one set of acoustic pressure and particle 
velocity. Then the input to the speaker is changed and another set of acoustic pressure 
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and particle velocity is obtained. Substituting these two sets of measurement results into 
equation (2.14), one can get the impedances Z" ,Z'o and Zoo directly (referred to as 
'Measured results'). 
The procedures to measure the impedances of these two subsystems are given as below: 
First the measurement of the impedances for the duct without aperture device subsystem 
is carried on. Still the experimental set-up shown in Fig 2.6 is adopted. The aperture 
device is taken out and two microphone pairs are placed at point a and point b 
respectively to measure one set of the input and output acoustic pressure and particle 
velocity. Then the input to the speaker is changed and another set of measurement 
results is obtained. Substituting these two sets of measurement results into equation 
(2.18), the impedances of the duct without aperture device subsystem are obtained. 
Secondly the measurement of the impedances for aperture device subsystem is carried 
on. The aperture device is placed in the duct and two microphone pairs are placed at 
point c and point d respectively to measure one set of the input and output acoustic 
pressure and particle velocity. Then the input to the speaker is changed and another set 
of measurement results is obtained. Substituting these two sets of measurement results 
into equation (2.19), the impedances of the aperture device subsystem are obtained. 
Substituting the impedances of these two subsystems into equation (2.23), one can get 
the impedances Z", Z'o and Zoo for the whole system through the calculation (referred 
to as 'Calculated results'). 
The comparison of the results obtained by these two ways is shown below. Four 
different aperture devices with single concentric orifice are considered and two sets of 
results are shown for illustration. In these two figures, the left hand column shows the 
real part, imaginary part and amplitude of the input impedance Z,,; the middle column 
shows the real part, imaginary part and amplitude of the transfer impedance Z'o; the 
right hand column shows the real part, imaginary part and amplitude of the output 
impedance Zoo' Fig 2.7 shows the results when the diameter of the orifice is 210 mm 
(49% of open area). 
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Fig 2.7 Comparison of impedances for aperture device with 49% of open area 
(Two-different-inputs method) 
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Fig 2.8 shows the results when the diameter of the orifice is 60 mm (4% of open area). 
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18) Imaginary part of Zoo 
19) Amplitude of Zio 
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Fig 2.8 Comparison of impedances for aperture device with 4% of open area 
(Two-different-inputs method) 
Through the comparison of Fig 2.5, Fig 2.7 and Fig 2.8, it can be seen that 
1. For the aperture device with 49% open area, the calculated results agree quite 
wen with the measured results in the whole normalized wave number range 
shown in the figure. However for the aperture device with 4% open area, the 
calculated results agree quite wen with the measured ones only in the normalized 
wave number range k * R -< 1. In the normalized wave number range k * R >- 1 , 
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significant errors occur for the input impedance, which should be caused by the 
aperture device. By comparing Fig 2.7 with Fig 2.8, the effects of the open area 
on the calculation of the impedances through equation (2.23) can be seen. The 
larger the open area is, the smaller the errors are. For the other aperture devices, 
whose results are not shown, the results improved as the open area increased. 
2. From Fig 2.5, it can be seen that the blocked particle velocity method is not an 
effective method, however from Fig 2.7 - 2.8, it can be seen that the two-
different-inputs method is a reliable one for the aperture device with considerable 
open area. 
2.6 Discussion 
From the analysis above, one can see that, just as expected, the lumped-parameter model 
or the acoustical two-ports system is applicable at least to the plane wave situation in 
circular ducts. It is also often acknowledged by other researches as a powerful tool for 
the analysis of the acoustic properties in circular ducts. This model will be referred to in 
Chapter 3 and Chapter 9 and be approximated for the higher-order modes region, hence 
the reason for being introduced in this chapter. 
Comparing these two measurement methods discussed above (blocked particle velocity 
method and two-different-inputs method), one can see that the two-difJerent-inputs 
method is more accurate and effective than the blocked particle velocity method. So it 
will be applied in the investigation of the acoustic properties for higher-order modes 
propagation in circular ducts. 
Compared with the wavelength, the dimension of the aperture devices used in this 
chapter are much smaller (the thickness of the aperture device is only 25 mm), so it is 
applicable to take it as lumped-parameter model. However if the frequency range is 
higher or the thickness of the aperture device is larger enough, the lumped-parameter 
model can not work any more and then the method provided in this chapter is not 
applicable for that situation. A new approach will be considered in the later chapters. 
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Chapter 3 Higher-order mode propagation in a circular duct and the 
reflection coefficients RmnL at the duct open end 
3.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, the plane wave propagation in a circular duct has been discussed 
theoretically and experimentally. In this chapter, attention is given to the theoretical 
derivation of higher-order mode propagation in a circular duct without the presence of 
the aperture devices. Also the generalized impedance and the complex reflection 
coefficients at the open duct end are studied. 
When considering the wave propagation in circular ducts, it is necessary to adopt the 
general three-dimensional (3D) wave equations. As discussed by M. 1. Munjal in Ref 
[3] (chapter 1), in the ideal case of a rigid walled duct filled with stationary ideal (non-
viscous) fluid and with only small amplitude waves travelling in it, the basic linear 
equations are given below. 
Continuity equation: 
ap 
PoV·u+-=O. 
at 
Euler's equation: 
au 
Po-+Vp=O. 
at 
State equation: 
ap ~ r Po = c2 • 
ap p 
From these three equations, the wave equation can be obtained 
[ a2 2 2] at 2 - C V \If = 0, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
in which \If is the velocity potential and the Laplacian V2 for circular duct is given 
below: 
2 a2 I a 1 a2 a2 V =-+--+---+--. 
ar2 r ar r2 arp' az 2 (3.5) 
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3.2 Higher-order modes in circular cross-section duct 
According to equation (3.4) and equation (3.5), the wave equation for the function 
velocity potential tP can be written in the fonn 
.!.~(r otP)+J... o'tjJ + o'tjJ +k'tjJ =0 
r or or r' 0(/ oz' ' (3.6) 
where IjI = tjJeJro. and k = OJ / c. ffJ is the azimuthal angle. 
Separating the variables by Fourier's method, it is possible to find the solution of this 
equation in the fonn 
(3.7) 
m 
in which the z-dependence function Z(z) is given below 
d'Z=_k'Z 
, z' dz 
(3.8) 
Then substituting equation (3.7) and equation (3.8) in the wave equation (3.6), a Bessel 
function for r-dependence function Rm (r) can be obtained 
d'Rm +.!. dRm + (k' _ k~ _ rn' )Rm = 0 . 
dr' r dr . r' 
The general solution for this function is 
Rm = AlJm (k,r) + BlNm(k,r) , 
in which 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
In equation (3.10), J m and N m are Bessel and Neumann functions of argument (k,r), 
k, is the wave number. Since on the axis of the duct (r = 0), velocity potential tjJ 
should be finite, which means Rm should be also finite. But at the axis of the duct, if 
r = 0, N m (0) = -ro, this leads Rm = -00, which makes no sense for the velocity 
potential tjJ in the duct. So the index Bl of the Neumann function N m must be zero to 
make Rm sensible. If Bl =0, then the general solution of equation (3.10) can be written 
as, 
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(3.12) 
Again, if the wall of the duct is rigid, the radial velocity at the wall (r = Ro) should be 
zero. Therefore, 
0, when r=Ro . (3.13) 
so, k, can only take discrete values, which satisfY the equation below: 
(3.14) 
By denoting the value of k, corresponding to the nth root of this equation as k,.m.n' one 
can get 
~ ~ 
"'(r z m) = "" J (k r)e im- (A e -ik,.m."' + B eik,.m."') If' , ,." L.... L.J m r,m,n m,n m,n , (3.15) 
m=O n=l 
in which 
k =~k2 _k2 
z,m,n r,m,n (3.16) 
Introducing the hannonic multiplier ei@l , the solution of the wave equation in the finite 
length circular duct is given as follow 
~ 00 
(r z rp t) = "" J (k r)e im• eim' (A e -ik,.m."' + B eik,.m.",) (3.17) , " L....L.... m r,m,n m,n m,n , 
m=O n",l 
in which the first term is for forward propagating waves and the second term is for 
backward propagating waves reflected from the end of the duct. 
Considering only forward propagating waves, one can get 
00 00 
"'(r z m t) = "" A J (k r)eim• eim' e - ik,.m."' 
'I' "I' L...L.... m,n m r,m,n , 
m=O n=} 
at) LOO Loo . ., J'k , p=p-=]'plV A J (k r)eJmWeJwe- '.m." , 
~t m,n m r,m,n 
U m=O n=l 
(3.18) 
at) LOO Loo . ., J'k , V = --= ]'k A J (k r)eJm-eJa> e- '.m." . 
Z ~ z m,n m r,m,n 
()Z m=O n=l 
If a sound wave produced at the source end can propagate along the z-axis, it should 
satisfY the condition below 
k, m n > 0 , 
k,m n < k . 
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Otherwise k z m n is imaginary and can be written in the fonn, 
k -+ 'fJ-+ '~k2 _k2 z,m,n - -J - -J r,m,n • (3.20) 
So 9(x,y,z,t)is given below 
~ ~ 
A.( ) - ±'&""""A J (k ) ;m. l@! Y' x,y,z,t - e L...L... m,n m r,m,nr e e . (3.21) 
m=O n=l 
Taking the negative root of kz m n results in the amplitude of the wave diminishing 
exponentially with the increasing distance from the source end. 
Thus, when k = k, m n' there should be a corresponding cut-on frequency for this (m,n) 
mode. 
(3.22) 
At a frequency below fmn' the wave cannot propagate along the duct. This cut-on 
frequency corresponds to the frequency of the natural oscillations of the mode (m, n) in 
the direction transverse to z-axis. 
According to the above discussion, one can get the cross-sectional spatial patterns of 
different modes (rn, n ), shown in Fig 3.1 and Fig 3.2, for waves propagating in a circular 
duct (for convenience, the data is plotted on a Cartesian co-ordinate system). From these 
two figures, one can see that there are two different types of nodal lines in the plane 
transverse to z-axis. The first type nodal lines are the circumference nodal lines, which 
are corresponding to the Bessel function J m (k, m nr) and on these nodal lines, there is 
Jm(k,.m.nr) = 0, so the acoustic pressure p and the particle velocity Vz along z-axis on 
these nodal lines are zero. The second type nodal lines are the radial nodal lines, which 
are corresponding to the item elm • • It should also be noted that for circular duct that the 
first possible root of the differential of Jm (k, m nr) is rn = 0 and n = I, so the plane wave 
in circular duct is denoted to be (0, I) mode. 
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mode (0,1) planewiI¥1I mode ~,2) mode P,3) 
·1·1 ·1 .• 1 
mode (1,11 mod. 11,3) 
o o 
·1 ·1 
mod. ~~I 
·1 ·1 ·1 
Fig 3.1 Normalised modal pattern of some higher-order modes in circular ducts 
(from (0, 1) mode to (2,3) mode) 
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made (D,1) /1!am~,Wave 
",d. (l.l) 
., ·1 
mode ~,1) 
modeM 
'I -I 
mod, (I~) 
'\ .\ 
mode ~,2) 
·1 .\ 
'\ ., 
mod,~,3i 
,I '\ 
mod, ~.~ 
',\ .\ 
Fig 3.2 Surface of the modal patterns of some higher-order modes 
From equation (3.18), one can also see that if the radius position and z-axis position stay 
unchanged, the acoustic pressure is a function of cos(mq.», which means that there is 
pressure difference between any two adjoining points with the same radius. This 
difference causes the spiral propagation pattern of those higher-order modes which agree 
m;tO, 
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''m"L 
3.3 Applicability of lumped-parameter model to higher-order modes in circular 
duct 
In the previous chapter, when there was only the plane wave propagating in the circular 
duct, acoustic pressure and volume velocity were taken as two lumped parameters. Then 
the lumped-parameter model or the two ports system model was tested in the circular 
duct without and with simple aperture devices respectively. The results were considered 
satisfactory for orifice of significant open area. So in this section, the applicability of this 
model for higher-order mode propagation in a circular duct is discussed. 
With the increasing of the frequency, higher-order modes begin to propagate along the 
duct. According to the equation (3.17), the acoustic pressure is given as follow: 
81jJ LL J"k Z Jk Z .. t P = p- = jp(j](A e - ,m," + B e "U )J (k r)eJmo eJw at m n mn mn m r,m,n (3.23) 
The particle velocities along z, rand rp are given as 
8'" LL Jk' J"k Z .. t V = --'I' = j'k (A e - ',m," - B e "m," )J (k r)eJmo eJm 
'a z,m,n nrn mn HI r,m,n 
Z m n 
(3.24) 
v = - 81jJ = "" _ k (A e -Jk"m,"' + B eJk"m,"Z)f (k r)eJm<P eJmt 
r 8 L... L... r,m,n mn mn m r,m,n ' 
r m n 
V = - 81jJ = "" _ j'm(A e -Jk"m,"z + B eJk"m,"Z)J (k r)eJm<P eJ&f . 
rp a L... L..J mn mn m r,m,n 
rp m n 
(3.25) 
In which the velocity along z-axis is of interest in this investigation. Then the volume 
velocity along z-axis is 
R21r R2JT 8rjJ 
U = f fVzrdrdrp = f f--rdrdrp 
o 0 0 0 8z 
R 2. 
= "";'k (A e-Jk"m,"z -B eJk',m'"')eJmt frJ (k r)dr feJm<Pdm (3.26) L.J L...J z,m,n mn mn m r,m,n 't" 
m n 0 0 
R 
= 27Z''''' jk (A e-Jk"o,"' -B eJk''''"')eJmt frJ (k r)dr. L... L... z,O,n On On 0 r,O,n 
O o 
It is well known that the relationship of Bessel function is 
R R 
frJo(kr)dr = -J,(kR) , 
o k 
(3.27) 
so applying equation (3.27) into equation (3.26), one can get 
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u - 27rR. 2 (A e -ikz - B eikz )eiOJl 
- 01 01 • (3.28) 
This equation equals to the volume velocity for the plane wave, Because for integration 
2, f elm. dtp, it is zero unless m = 0, which means that the volume velocity U mn for (m, n ) 
o 
R 
mode equals zero unless m = O. For integration frJo(k"o,nr)dr, it is zero unless n = 1. 
o 
Combine them together, only (0, I) mode (the plane wave) contributes to the volume 
velocity, which means the volume velocities of all higher-order modes are zero and have 
no significance. 
Also the impedance along z-axis is given as follows: 
""j'paJ(A e-ik".,", +B elk"""')J (k r)eim"ei"" L....J~ mn mn m r,m,n 
Z =.E.... = =m'=n:-____ -:;-____ -:;-________ _ 
, V "" j'k (A e -ik".,"' - B eik"""')J (k r)eim• e im, 
z ~L...J z,m,n mn mn m r,m,n 
m n 
.(3.29) 
""paJ(A e-ik".,", + B eik"""')J (k r)e ime 
,L..,L.. mn mn m r,m,n 
==m'=~n----~-~--~~-----~ 
"" k_ (A e-ik".,", -B elk"""')J (k r)e im• L.J L....J .. ,m,n mn mn m r,m,n 
m n 
This impedance is so complicated that it cannot be expressed in an explicit form. From 
this equation, it is easy to see the impedance is not only a function of those coordinates 
z, r and tp, but also a function of the amplitudes of different higher-order modes Amn 
and Bmn' In order to get the impedance along z-axis, it is necessary to know those 
amplitudes Amn and Bmn first. 
For the two ports system model, there is 
~ = UjZ ii + UQZ jQ , 
P, = U,Z" + U,Z" ' 
(3.30) 
From this equation, one can see that it is impossible to apply this model for higher-order 
mode propagation in a circular duct. Because unlike the plane wave propagation in 
circular duct, the acoustic pressure and impedance along z-axis for higher-order modes 
are not constant in the plane transverse to z-axis of the duct. Also according to the 
lumped-parameter theory, the lumped-parameter model can only be applied to the 
situation when k * R -<-< I. i.e, significantly below the first cut -on frequency. So it 
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appears that this model cannot directly apply to the higher-order mode propagation 
situation. However, if one can separate the in-duct field into a combination of different 
single higher-order modes, it is possible to treat each higher-order mode as an 
approximate lumped parameter. A schematic diagram for the approximate lumped-
parameter model is shown below: 
I 
-I Plane wave I 
1 (1, I) mode I 
I (2,1) mode I r 
.. other higher-ordl2r _ 
.. modes 
.. 
In-duct acousticfield 
Fig 3.3 Schematic plot for the approximate lumped-parameter model 
In order to justifY the approximate lumped-parameter model, one should try to 
decompose the in-duct field into the combination of different single higher-order modes. 
This also requires knowledge of the coupling effects between different modes. In other 
words, one should try to get the complex amplitudes of different higher-order modes Amn 
and Bmn' By knowing these amplitudes, one can not only analyse the distribution of the 
acoustic properties, such as, pressure, particle velocity, but also analyse the impedance 
or insertion loss (IL) of different simple aperture devices. 
In the following section, one model is introduced to calculate the complex reflection 
coefficients RmnL from the open end of the duct. From these coefficients, one can include 
the effects of the discontinuity at the open end of the duct, as well as the cross coupling 
effects between (rn, n ) mode and (rn, L ) mode. 
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3.4 Model to calculate the reflection coefficients RmnL at the open end of the duct 
As shown in Fig 3.4, there is a circular duct of finite length and terminated with an 
infinite flange. Following the model proposed in Ref [15] by E. Z. WiIliam, the acoustic 
pressure at point A outside the duct (z;o: 0) with the coordinate (r,f/J, z) is given by 
Hehnholtz integral, which depends on the axial velocity v at the end of the duct. 
j(j)p 'f"Rf e-
jkh 
p(r)=-- rov(ro)--drodrpo. 
21T 00 h 
(3.31) 
In which h is the distance from the point A to the point x with the coordinate (ro, rpo' 0) 
and is given by the equation below 
h = ~2 +ro2 - 2rro cos(rp_f/JO)+Z2]'12 . 
Duct 
Bajjle 
/" 
./ 
h 
Fig 3.4 circular duct ended with infinite baffle 
(3.32) 
point A 
z- axis 
Equation (3.31) is the basis for the definition of generalized impedance of the duct 
termination. 
The acoustic field in the duct (z ~ 0) is determined by the He1rnholtz equation, the 
momentum equation and an admittance boundary condition of the duct walls: 
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V'p+ep=O 
j op 
V=--
pOJ oz 
z:5:0. 
j op I PbP---=O 
k or ,=R. 
(3.33) 
In this investigation, only the hard duct wall is considered, hence Pb , the specific 
admittance of the duct wall is zero. Then the equations above can be rewritten as: 
V'p+k'p=O 
j op 
v=--
pOJ oz 
opl= 0 
or 
z:S:O. (3.34) 
r=R. 
So the general solutions for the acoustic pressure and axial particle velocity of the in· 
duct fields are 
00 00 
per) = pc' '" eJrnO"'(A e-}k"m,.' +B eJk"""')J (k r)/ N (3.35) L..J L... rnn mn m r,m,n mn , 
m=-oo n=l 
co . <:Q kz m n 1c z 'k z v(r)=c '" ejrn."'_, -' (A e-j ',m,' -B e j ',m,' )J (k r)/ N , (3.36) L.." L.." k mn mn m r,m,n mn 
m=-oo n=l 
The radial modes are orthogonal and it is easy to choose the normalizing factor N rnn 
R 
e fr(Jm(k"rn,nr)/ Nmn)'dr = 1. (3.37) 
o 
Evaluating the resulting integral (Equation 11, Page. 135, Ref [9]) gives 
(3.38) 
The acoustic pressure and particle velocity at the end of the duct (where z = 0) can be 
expressed in terms of the duct modes as 
00 00 
per) = pc' I eJrnOI PmnJm (k"m,n r)/ N mn , (3.39) 
m=-rt) n=l 
00 00 
vCr) = c I eJmoI VmnJm(k"rn,n r)/ N mn ' (3.40) 
m=-oo n==l 
Substituting equation (3.40) into equation (3.31) gives the pressure 
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"mL 
In order to get the solution of the equation above, the function of h should be eliminated. 
According to the Sonine's infinite integral (Equation 4, Page 416, Ref [9]), this function 
can be expressed as follow: 
-jkh <10 
_e_= k fr(r' _1)-11' Jo(1kh)dr . 
h 0 
(3.42) 
Using the Neurnann's addition theorem 
~ 
Jo(Tkh)== 'IJm(rkr)Jm(rkro)elmCe-"o) . (3.43) 
m=-<;.O 
Substituting equation (3.43) into (3.42), one can get 
(3.44) 
Then equation (3.41) can be written as: 
~ ~ ~ 
p(r) = jpc' I elmeIVmnfr(r' -l)-II'Jm('1kr)Dmn (r)dr, (3.45) 
m=~ n=l 0 
in which 
R 
Dmn(r)=k' froJm('1kro)Jm(k"m,nro)INmndro. 
o 
The integral relations ofBessel function is given as, 
r rJm(Ar)Jm(pr)dr = 
Also according to equation (3.37), one can get the relationship as, 
~ R 
(3.46) 
(A=,u). 
Ik' fro(Jm(k"m,Lro)INmL)*(Jm(k,.m/o)INmn)dro=l. (3.48) 
L=l 0 
So the modal velocity amplitude Vmn can be written as, 
~ R 
Vmn = Lk' fro (Jm (k"m,LrO)INmL ) * (Jm(k"m/o)INm.)droVmL . (3.49) 
L=1 0 
Then substituting equation (3.49) into equation (3.45), one can get, 
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(3.50) 
<lO <lO co et) 
=jpc2 L e jm" L(Jm (k,.m,nro) INmn)L VmL fT(T2 _1)-112 Dmn(r)DmL(T)dT 
rn=-<:o n=l L=1 0 
ro ~ ~ 
=pc2 L eJ"'"L(Jm(k"m,nro)INmn)LZmnLVmL' 
rn=-«J 11=1 L=1 
where the generalized impedance of the circular duct is given as, 
~ 
ZmnL = j fT(T2 _1)-112 Dmn (r)DmL (T)dT . 
o 
(3,51 ) 
The modal pressure amplitudes can be got through equation (3.39) and equation (3.50) 
~ 
Pmn = LZmnLVmL 
L=1 
(3,52) 
From equation (3.35), it can seen that the acoustic field in the duct is composed of sets 
of incident waves and reflected waves whose amplitudes have been designated by Amn 
andBmn . Comparing equations (3.35) and (3.36) with equations (3.39) and (3.40), one 
can see that Amn andBmn are related to the modal pressure and particle velocity 
amplitudes at the end of the duct by 
Substituting equations (3.53) and (3.54) into equation (3.51) 
in which onL is Kronecker Delta function. 
Then it is easy to get Bmn by the equation below 
~ 
Bmn = L RmnLAmL . 
£=1 
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(3,57) 
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In which RmnL are the generalized reflection coefficients and can be obtained by the 
infinite matrix 
(3.58) 
in which [1] is the unit matrix (identity matrix). 
Then from the equations above, it is easy to get the complex reflection coefficients RmnL 
and then Amn and Bmn' So the in-duct fields are determined and predictable for this 
situation. 
3.5 Generalized impedances ZmnL and reflection coefficients RmnL 
From equation (3.51), one can get the generalized impedance ZOnL as shown below. In 
Fig 3.5, ZOl1' ZOI2' Z013' Z014 are generalized impedances which denote respectively (0, 
1) to (0, 4) mode particle velocity driven by (0, 1) mode acoustic pressure. In Fig 3.6, 
Z012' Z022> Z032' Z042 are generalized impedances which denote (0, 2) mode particle 
velocity driven by (0, 1) to (0, 4) mode acoustic pressure respectively. In Fig 3.7, Zl1l' 
Z112' Z113' Z114 are generalized impedances which denote respectively (1, 1) to (1, 4) 
mode particle velocity driven by (1, 1) mode acoustic pressure, k* R is the normalised 
wave number. 
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Fig 3.5 The generalized impedances ZOIL Vs k * R (a) shows real parts of 
generalized impedance; b) shows imaginary parts of generalized impedance; c) 
shows amplitudes of generalized impedance) 
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Fig 3.6 The generalized impedances ZOn2 Vs k * R (a) shows real parts of 
generalized impedance; b) shows imaginary parts of generalized impedance; c) 
shows amplitudes of generalized impedance) 
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Fig 3.7 The generalized impedances ZlIL Vs k * R (a) shows real parts of 
generalized impedance; b) shows imaginary parts of generalized impedance; c) 
shows amplitudes of generalized impedance) 
From Fig 3.5-3.7, it can be seen that 
1. There are cross coupling effects between different higher-order modes. Take the 
ZllL for example, which means the axially-unsyrnmetric 1st mode pressure 
distribution (1;1) caused by the axially-unsyrnmetric Lth mode velocity 
distribution (VIL ) at the end of the duct. The cross coupling impedances Zm' 
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Z1I3' ZII4 are largest when the Lth mode cuts on and then approach to zero with 
the increasing of the k * R number. One can also see that the amplitudes of those 
cross coupling impedances are getting smaller with the increasing of the number 
(L - n), which means the higher the number of the mode, the less cross coupling 
impedance ZlnL' According to these figures, neglecting the coupling effects in 
the calculation of the acoustic properties ofthe in - duct field will introduce some 
errors to the results. So these effects will be considered in the calculation in this 
analysis. 
2. For the direct impedances Zmnn' such as ZOl1' Z022 and Zlll' are not largest at 
the cut on frequencies of those modes but they are approach unity with the 
increasing of the k* R number. For example, the maximum of the 
impedance ZOl1 appears at k' R "" 2.5, the maximum of the impedance Z022 
appears at k' R "" 5.5 and the maximum of the impedance Zlll appears at 
k' R '" 4. However, it can be seen that the imaginary part of those impedances 
is largest around cut on frequencies of those modes, which means that around the 
cut on frequency, the acoustic pressure and particle velocity are out of phase and 
then they are in phase at the higher frequency range. From equation (3.51), it is 
easy to see that the matrix of the impedances Z mnL is symmetric, which means 
ZmnL =ZmLn' 
3. The three figures show three different situations, Fig 3.5 shows the coupling 
impedances between other higher-order modes with the plane wave; Fig 3.6 
shows the coupling impedances between those higher-order modes, which are 
axially-symmetric (m = 0); Fig 3.7 shows the coupling impedances between 
those higher-order modes, which are axially-unsymmetric (m '* 0). No matter 
what situation, the modes follow the same trend. This means that the coupling 
impedances of all those higher-order modes are similar and can be explained by 
the equation (3.51). 
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Substituting the generalized impedance ZmnL into equation (3.58), one can get the 
generalized reflection coefficients RmnL , The following complex reflection coefficients 
ROIL' R On2 ' RIlL and R lnn are shown from Fig 3,8 to Fig 3.11. 
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Fig 3.8 The reflection coefficients RoIL Vs k * R (a) shows real parts of reflection 
coefficients; b) shows imaginary parts of reflection coefficients; c) shows amplitudes 
of reflection coefficients) 
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Fig 3.9 The reflection coefficients ROn2 Vs k * R (a) shows real parts of reflection 
coefficients; b) shows imaginary parts of reflection coefficients; c) shows amplitudes 
of reflection coefficients) 
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Fig 3.10 The reflection coefficients RIlL Vs k * R (a) shows real parts of reflection 
coefficients; b) shows imaginary parts of reflection coefficients; c) shows amplitudes 
of reflection coefficients) 
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Fig 3.11 The reflection coefficients Rlnn Vs k * R (a) shows real parts of reflection 
coefficients; b) shows imaginary parts of reflection coefficients; c) shows amplitndes 
of reflection coefficients) 
From Fig.3.8 and Fig 3.10, one can see that for coefficients RmlL the maximwn values 
appear when the (m,L) mode cuts on. From Fig 3.9 one can see that for coefficients 
Ron2 the maximum values appear when ( 0, n ) mode cuts on. Also one can see that RmnL 
are not smooth curve lines. The discontinuity points occur when different higher-order 
modes cut on. For example, the coefficient ROil is biggest at zero frequency and then 
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discontinues at k * R =3.83 «0, 2) mode cuts on), k * R =7.02 «0, 3) mode cuts on) and 
k* R=lO.l7 «0, 4) mode cuts on). This phenomenon shows the contribution of other 
higher-order modes to the reflection coefficient ofthis model. 
From Fig 3.8-3.11, it can be seen that: 
1. As shown in Fig 3.8, at the plane wave cut on frequency (OHz), the 
coefficients ROil =1, R0!2=-OA, R0l3 =0.25 and ROI4=-0.21, which means the 
amplitudes (absolute value) of these reflection coefficients are diminishing with 
the increasing of the number n. The same trend is also shown in Fig 3.1 0, which 
is Rill > Rll2 > R!13 > R1l4 , when (1, 1) mode cuts on. This shows the higher 
number of the mode, the less contribution to those small number modes and vice 
verse. 
2. At the low wave number range (k * R < 1.84), ROil is larger than any other 
coefficients RoI• and at this frequency range, other higher-order modes do not 
cut on, so the amplitudes of other higher-order modes should be nearly zero. The 
reflection coefficients of the even number modes, such as ROl2 and R014 are 
negative, but those of the odd number modes, such as ROil and ROl3 are plus. 
This means that the contributions of the odd number mode to odd number mode 
are constructive and the contributions of the even number mode to odd number 
mode are destructive. 
3. From Fig 3.9, one can see that for Ron2 ' the contributions of the (0, 2) mode to 
other (0, n) modes are significant only around the region when (0, n ) mode cuts 
on. At all other wave number region, they are very small. Still the higher the 
number of (0, n ), the less contribution of (0, 2) mode to it. 
4. From Fig 3.11, one can see the direct reflection coefficients RI •• are nearly the 
same. The coefficients are nearly equal to 1 at their cut on frequencies and are 
decreasing very quickly to a very small number - the real parts of those 
coefficients RI •• are approaching zero, which means at the higher frequency 
range, the reflection coefficients are nearly purely imaginary. This means at the 
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higher frequency range, the backward waves are out of phase with those incident 
waves. 
5. From all these four figures, one can also see the reflection coefficients of 
different types, which are coefficients of other higher-order modes with the plane 
wave R01n ' coefficients of axially-symmetric higher-order modes ~n2 (m = 0) 
and coefficients of axially-un symmetric higher-order modes Rmnl (m;O 0), are 
nearly the same and follow the same trend. 
3.6 Discussion 
In this chapter, the higher-order mode propagation in circular duct are introduced and the 
applicability of the lumped-parameter model is also presented. Then in order to break the 
limitation of the lumped-parameter model, the so-called approximate lumped-parameter 
model is proposed. In order to justifY the approximate lumped-parameter model, the in-
duct field should be decomposed into the combination of different higher-order mode. 
So one model to obtain the complex reflection coefficients at the open duct end is 
studied. 
After knowing those reflection coefficients, combining with other boundary conditions, 
such as the sound source boundary condition, the aperture device boundary conditions, 
one can find an approach to construct enough equations for the decomposition. In the 
following chapters, two different types of sound source will be introduced and then the 
results will be compared. 
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Chapter 4 The plane wave source and the point source 
4.1 Introduction 
The acoustic field in a circular duct is detennined not only by the type of aperture device 
and the condition of the open end, but also by the type of sound source. Different types 
of sound source can produce different acoustic waves, which can propagate along the 
duct. Two types of sound source, which are the point source and the plane wave source, 
are mainly considered for circular ducts. Indeed many other complicated sources can be 
treated as the combination of different point sources. 
In order to predict or decompose the in-duct field, one should first decide which type of 
sound source is to be used and then describe it mathematically. Different types of sound 
source can produce different patterns of the higher-order modes in the duct, or even the 
same sound source located at different radial locations can produce different patterns of 
higher-order modes. In this chapter, the configurations of these two types of sound 
sources are introduced first. Then the descriptions of the sound source boundary 
conditions are also given. Combining the descriptions with other boundary conditions, 
one can easily construct the equations that are needed for the solution of the acoustic 
properties in circular duct. 
4.2 The plane wave source 
4.2.1 Configuration of the plane wave source 
The first type of sound source to be introduced is the plane wave source. The 
configuration of this type of sound source is shown in Fig 4.1, in which a duct with a 
small diameter is used as the sound source. This type of sound source is quite common 
and widely adopted in the mufflers or the ventilation ducts which are composed of ducts 
with different radii. This is why the plane wave source is studied in this investigation. 
The reason why it is called a plane wave source is given as follows. The frequency range 
which is of interest in this investigation is from 0 Hz to 2600 Hz. Because when the 
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radius of the duct is O.I5m, the first higher-order mode is cut on around 640Hz, so this 
frequency range is four times the first higher-order mode cut on frequency. And in this 
frequency range, there are altogether 17 modes propagating in the main duct (including 
the plane wave). The radius of the small duct (source duct) is only O.024m. So for this 
small duct at this frequency range, 
O~k*R~1.15 . (4.1) 
This value of Helrnholtz number is less than the first higher-order mode (± 1, 1) cut on 
value of 1.84, which means that only the plane wave can propagate in this small duct 
(source duct). So this type of source is considered as a plane wave source. Actually on 
the boundary between these two ducts or even a very small distance from this boundary, 
there should be many other higher-order modes, which are attenuating in an exponential 
manner. So in order to get an accurate description of this boundary condition, those 
attenuating higher-order modes should also be considered. 
( /, ,~ --D----rQ-~~--
;Source region 
(region I) 
A 
--F"'-:-.....,..,......"""""\""------
B 
Duct region 
(region 2) 
I 
'R I~ '.' I .~ 
....... " rr,. 'I' 
". I ?1;.(I. , R, 
------'f'-----I ".' 
1 
I 
I 
Fig 4.1 Configuration of the plane wave source in circular duct 
4.2.2 Description of the plane wave source boundary condition 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the acoustic pressure and particle velocity along the z-axis in 
one circular duct can be written as, 
ro ro 
P( ) - " "J (k ) jmOA -jk".,.' r,z,rp - L.J ~ m r.m,n r e m,ne , (4.2) 
m=-Q) n=l 
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k '" '" . ' 
V (r z rp) = ~ " " J (k r)eIm~ A e -jk".,,' 
z , , k L.J ~ m ,. ,m,n m,n • 
jJC m=-oo n",,1 
(4.3) 
So as shown in Fig 4.1, for region 1 (source duct), one can write the acoustic pressure as 
follows, for positive direction propagating wave, 
'" .} 
P s.'A -jkz "s.'A J (k i )e-Jk"" SA = DIe + L. On 0 r,O,n r . , 
1'/=2 
m=} n=1 
For negative direction propagating wave, 
. .} 
PSB = SB01e lkz + I SBonJo(k;,o,nr)ejk".", 
1'1=2 
c;() <:tJ • J 
+ "" J (e r)(SB' e -lm~ + SB- elm? )e]k."", ~~ m r,m,n mn mn 
m=1 n=1 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
For the positive and negative direction propagating waves in region 2 (main duct), the 
acoustic pressure can be written as 
00 .n 
P = A e-jkz + "A J (el r)e-jk"o,,' 
A 01 ~ On 0 r ,O,n 
n=2 
00 00 .11 
+ "" J (k ll r)(A' e-jm~ + A- elm'P)e -Ik"."z L..J L... m r,m,n mn mn , 
(4,6) 
m=1 n=l 
• H 
P B jkz "B J (k il )elk"",, B = Die +.L..J On 0 r,O,,/ . 
n=2 (4,7) 
in which, the parameters with superscript I, such as k:,m,n' are the values for region 1 
(source region) and the parameters with superscript IJ, such as k;Jm n' are values for 
region 2 (main duct region), 
Then at this boundary, the continuity conditions can be written as, for acoustic pressure, 
For particle velocity, 
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Here S is the cross sectional area of the main duct, S] is the cross sectional area of the 
source duct. 
For pressure continuity condition, multiplying both sides of equation (4.8) by 
J,(k:,I,/i)e-il'P and integrating over the small duct region (S]), for t = O,S = 1, there is 
SAo]eJkL +SBO]e-JkL)R]12 
= (Ao]e JkL + BO]e-JkL)R]12 
L~ ',HL 'kill 1 J 1,O,n - ) 1,0,n /1 II + (Aone + BOne )-1-1 -Jo(k"o,no])J] (k,.o.n R]) 
n=2 kr,Q,n 
(4.11 ) 
+ f f «(A;neJ':~m,.L + B;ne -Jk;~m .• L)e -JmBo + (A;neJk;~m,.L + B;ne -Jk;~m .• L )eJmBo ) 
m=l n=l 
e1 Jm(k:~mA)J](k:~m,nR]». 
r,m,n 
For t = O,S = 2,3, ... ,00, there is 
(SA eJk;,o"L + SB e -Jk;,o.,L)J (e R)R 12 Os Os 0 r,O,s 1 I 
<Xl • II ' 1/ kII 
= "(A e)k,.o .• L + B e -)k,.o .• L) ',O.n J (klI o)f (klI R) L.J On On I 2 Il 2 0 r,D,n 1 0 r,O,n 1 
n=2 kr,Q,s - kr,D,n 
(4.12) 
+ f f «(A;neJk;~"".L + B;ne-Jk:~m,.L)e -JmBo + (A;neJk;~", .• L + B;ne -Jk;~m,.L )eJmBO ) 
m=l n=l 
For t = 1,2, ... ,00,s = 1,2, ... ,00, there is 
2 
(SA-eJ,;""L, +SB-e-ik;""L')(I_ t )J (e R)R 12 
IS ts kl 2R2 t r,t,s I 1 
r,t ,s 1 
<Xl kll 
=" (A eJk:~o .• L, + B e-Jk:'o,.L')J (klI 0)( ',O,n )f(k lI R) L... On On I r,O,n I 1 2 IJ 2 t r,O,n 1 
n=2 k - k r,t,s r,O,n 
(4.13) 
kII 
( ',m.n )f(kII R» 1 2 /1 2 1 r,m,n 1 • k -k r,t,S r,m,n 
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Multiplying both sides of equation (4.8) with J,(k:'sr,)ejl~ and integrating it over the 
small duct region (S,), for t = 1,2, ... ,00,s = 1,2, ... ,00, there is, 
t 2 
--:2c--)J, (k:/sR,)R, 12 kI R2 " 
r,t,s 1 
(4.14) 
00 00 .11 .JJ 
+ "" ([(A+ eJk,~.,L + B+ e-]k,.m.,L)J (eI t5 )e-JmBo L..J L.. mrl mn m+t r,m,n 1 
m:l n=l 
The derivation procedure of equation (4.11) to equation (4.14) is given in Appendix C. 
For two particle velocity continuity conditions, multiplying both equation (4.9) and 
equation (4.10) by J,(k:I"r)e-jtB, integrating equation (4.9) over the small duct region 
(S,) and integrating equation (4.10) over other region (S - S,), adding them together, 
one can obtain the following equations. 
For t = O,s = I, there is 
(S.'A jkL S.E -jkL)R 2 (A jkL B -jkL)R 2 :.'i01 e - 01 e I = 01 e - 01 eo· (4.15) 
For t = a,s = 2,3, ... ,00, there is 
(SAo,e jkL -SBOIe-JkL ) k~' Jo(k::oA)J,(k::o"R,) 
7,0,5 
00 e 
+ L( zk,o,n (SA"neJk;.o,.,L -SBone-]k;.,.,L) 
n=2 
R,k;Io s (k II t5) (e R) '(kIf R» 
2 " 2 Jo r 0 s I Jo r 0 n I Jo r 0 s I e _kIf " , , ,. 
r,O,n r,O,s 
(4.16) 
ooook l ./ I I I 
+ LL( ';-" «SA:/k,.m.,L -SB:ne-jk,.m·.,L)+(SA~nejk,.m . .,L _sB~ne-jk,m . .,L» 
m=1 n=l 
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kll 'kH L k U L R2 2 I 
=.-!f!L( J eJ ", -B e-J ' .... )_0 J (e R). k """'"Os Os 2 0 r,o,s 0 
For t = 1,2, ... ,00,s = 1,2, ... ,00, there is, 
(S" jkL S'8 -jkL) -jIO'J (k ll ~) RI J (k ll R) 
.t:101e - me e t r,t,sUI kfI 1 r.t,s 1 
r,t ,S 
~ kl kJ L kl L '0 + L. ( Zk·o•n (SAoneJ '" - SBOne -J '.0,' )e-JI , 
»=2 
J,(k:l , A) Rr~,·, 2 J;(k:l, ,RI)Jo(k: 0 nRI» 
" e -kll .. , , 
r,o,n r,t,s 
(4.17) 
e ReI ~( I "I,' )J '(k ll R)J (e R )e-Jto,) k kl 2 _ kll 2 m r,t,s 1 m r,m,n 1 
r,m,n r,t,s 
Multiplying both equation (4,9) and equation (4.10) by J,(k::",r)e iIB , integrating 
equation (4,9) over the small duct region (SI) and equation (4.10) over other region 
(S - SI)' adding them together, One can get, for t = 1,2,,,.,00,s = 1,2" .. ,00, 
(S" jkL S'8 -jkL) JIB'J (k ll ~) RI J (k ll R) 
..t10te - OI e e t r,t,sUl kfI 1 r,f,s 1 
r,t,s 
co 00 1 ' I 
+ "" ([(SA+ ejk" .. L -SB+ e-Jku.,L)J (el t5) £...J ~ mn mn m+t r,t,s 1 
m=l n=l 
e ~( R kll I ','.' )J '(el R)J (e R )e jIB,) 
k e 
r,m,» 
2 II 2 m r,t,s 1 m r,m,n 1 
-k r,t,s 
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The derivation procedure of equation (4.15) to (4.18) is given in Appendix D. 
By now one has sufficient equations for the plane wave source boundary condition from 
equation (4.11) to equation (4.18). For example, if m=±4 and n=4, there should be 
totally 144 (2* (2 * n + 4 * ImI * n» unknown amplitudes (SAmn ,SBmn , Amn and Bmn)' At 
the same time, let t = 4 and s = 4, then from equation (4.11) to equation (4.18), one can 
get 72 (2 * s + 4 * t * s) independent equations. So combining with other boundary 
conditions, one can easily construct enough equations for those unknown amplitudes. 
These procedures will be adopted in the following chapters. 
4.3 The point source 
4.3.1 Configuratiou of the point source 
The second type of sound source to be introduced is the point source. The configuration 
of the point source is shown in Fig 4.2. In which one small hole is opened on a hard 
baffle to act as a point source. In experimental set-up, one tube with very small inner 
radius Rp is used to act as this point source. In this situation, the radius of this tube is 
Rp = 0.0075m. The smaller the radius of the duct, the more it behaves like a point 
source. However it can never be a true point source and can only be treated as a good 
approximate one. In the frequency range which is of interest from 0 Hz to 2600 Hz , the 
value of Helmholtz Number k * Rp ,,; 0.36, which is far less than the first higher-order 
mode (± I, I) cut on value of 1.84. Also the ratio of these two radii is 
0.0075m10.l5m = 1120 = 5%. 
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Fig 4.2 Configuration of the point source in circular duct 
4.3.2 Description ofthe point source boundary condition 
As discussed in ChapterIV ofRef [8] by S. N. Rschevkin, for a point source backed by 
a hard baffle, the particle velocity is related to acoustic pressure by 
Vs 
p(kl- j) 
pckl 
(4.19) 
in which, I is the distance from the point source. Ifthe radius of the source is very small, 
then the value of Helmholtz Number k * I is nearly equal to zero, compared with unity, 
it can be ignored, so equation (4.19) can be expressed as 
V '" - jp = ~ej(wt-kl) 
s pckl 2m2 ' (4.20) 
in which Q is the source strength. If the radius 1 is very small, then the particle velocity 
should approach infinity. So the particle velocity continuity at the hard baffle can be 
written as, 
(over source region SI) (4.21) 
If the particle velocity is expressed as equation (4.20), the continuity equation (4.21) is 
impossible, because the particle velocity v A + VB should be finite at that point. 
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Actually as discussed before, the ideal point source is replaced by a small duct of radius 
Rp . In the frequency range of interest, only the plane wave can propagate in this small 
tube. So it can be assumed that the particle velocity at this end of the duct is 
(4.22) 
in which va is constant that is decided only by the strength of the source. So the volume 
velocity for this situation is 
ul - *R 2 * a Z=-L - 7r p vo' (4.23) 
The velocity boundary conditions of the plane wave source are shown by equation (4.9) 
and equation (4.10). For the point source, they can be written as 
(4.24) 
where S, is the area of the source duct and S is the area of the main duct. To implement 
these boundary conditions, multiply both sides with J , (k:~.sr)e -jIB and integrate over 
their respective domains, finally add them together, one can get 
2KRp J JvoJ, «,.,r)e- i '8 r,dr,dtp 
a a 
2,R" 
= J J((Ao,e ikL - Bo,e-ikL ) 
a a 
00 klI . 11 . /J 
+ 2: 'k·a .• (Aa.efk,.,."L - Bane -f',.,."L )Jo (k:~o .• r) 
n=2 
00 00 klI . JJ • 11 • 
+ 2:2: ~[(A;nefk,.m."L _B;.e-fk,.m."L)e-frn8 + 
m=II1=l k 
f klI L -f"kJ1 L . 8 11 11 '8 (£ e '.m." - B- e ,.m." )e frn ]J (k r»J (k r)e-jI rdrdB. 
mn ml1 m r,m,n t r,t,s 
(4.25) 
This means for the main duct region, the integration is over the whole duct region, but 
for the point source region the integration is over the source duct region, which is the 
volume velocity. 
For t = O,S = 1, equation (4.25) can be written as, 
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2nRp 
I h'id'idq> 
o 0 
2ffR, 
= I I«A01e JkL - B01e-JkL ) 
o 0 
<>0 et) kll ,11. II 
+ "" ~J (klI r)[(A+ elk •.•. ,L -B+ e-Jk •.•. ,L)e-JmB Ld ..J k m r,m,n mn mn 
m=l n=l 
+ (A- eJk:~ •. ,L _ B- e -Jk:~ •. ,L )e JmB ])rdrdB 
mn rnn • 
(4.26) 
The left hand side of this equation is equal to the volume velocity Uo• For the right hand 
side of this equation, as discussed before, the volume velocities of those m oF 0 higher-
order modes are O. Applying the Bessel function relationships to the right hand side of 
this equation, 
R R 
IrJo(kr)dr = -J1(kR) . 
o k 
(4.27) 
One can get, 
Uo =1r*Rg*(AoleJkL-Bole-JkL). (4.28) 
For t = O,s = 2,3, ... ,00 , 
27,Rp f hJo(k::o.,r)'id'idq> 
o 0 
2ffR, 
II «A 
JkL B -JkL) 
= Ole - Ole 
o 0 
(4.29) 
et) «J kll . lJ • If , 
+ "" ~J (k'l r)[(A+ eJk •.•. ,L -B+ e-lk •. m.,L)e-lmB ~~ k m r,m,n mn mn 
m=l n=l 
+(A- eJk:~m.,L -B- e-Jk:~m.,L)eJmB]J (k'l r»rdrdB 
mn mn 0 7,0,S • 
The Grafs addition theorem of Bessel function is given below and the relationship 
between the coordinates is shown in Fig C.1. 
~ 
J m (I1r)e -JmB = L J m+ p (1161)J p (I1rl)e -J(p.+mBo) • (4.30) 
p=-«J 
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Applying equation (4.30) and equation (4.27) to the left hand side of equation (4.29), it 
can be written as, 
2JrRp 
I $voJo (k::o"r )ljdrAl1 
° 0 
2Jr R, 
= I IVaJa(k::o.A)Ja(k::o/])r]dr]drp (4.31 ) 
a ° 
J(e R) 
= 2 * * * J (kll 8) * R * ] ,.a., p 7r Vo 0 r,O,s 1 P kll 
T,O,S 
In equation (4.31), if the radius of the point source Rp is very small (compared with the 
radius of the main duct), according to the properties of the Bessel function, one can get 
J] (k:~o.,Rp) "" k:~o"Rp . 
So equation (4.31) can be written as, 
J (k ll R) 2 * 1Z' * V * J (kll 8) * R * ] ,.a,' p 
a 0 r,O,'] p eI 
r,O,s 
2* * *J (k ll ")*R *kII *R IkII ~ 1C Vo 0 r,O,sul p r,O,s p r,O,s 
= 2 * 1Z' * R/ * Vo * Ja(k;;a,A) 
= 2Ua * Ja(k::o,A) . 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
(A=,u). 
Applying the integral relations of Bessel function (4.34) to the right hand side of the 
equation (4,29), one can get 
21T Ro f J «Aa]e ikL - Ba]e-ikL ) 
a a 
DO kIJ . /l . 1/ 
+ '" ~(A e}k.,o .• L _ B e-}k.,o,.L)J (k ll r) L... k On On 0 r,O,n 
"=2 
aoaokll .Il 11 
+ "'''' z,m,n J (k ll r)[(A+ e}k.,.,.L -B+ e-Jk.,m,.L)e-imO L... L... k m T,m,n mn mn 
m=l n=l 
"elL 'eIL"f} +(A~neI .m,. -B~ne-I ',m,. )e1m ])rdrdB 
klI . I1 ' IT 
= ~(A }k.,o"L -B -}k.,o,.L)R'J'(k ll )J (k ll ) Ose Dse 0 0 rOsr 0 rOsr • k .. .. 
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Let equation (4.33) equal equation (4.35), one can get 
For t = 1,2, ... ,00,s = 1,2, ... ,00, 
21iRp 
f fvoJI(k:~,.,r)e-jl'ljdr,drp 
o 0 
27tRo 
= f f «Ao,eJkL - Bo,e-JkL ) 
o 0 
(4.36) 
(4.37) 
Applying equation (4.27) and equation (4.30) to the left hand side of this equation, there 
IS, 
21I'Rp J hJI(k:~,.,r)e-jloljdljdrp 
o 0 
21tRp 
= J he-M. JI(k::I.A)Jo(k:~,.,Ij)rAdrp 
o 0 
J(eI R) 
=2*7l'*v *e- jIB• *J(eI o)*R * 1 ,.1., P 
o t r,t,s 1 P kII 
r,t,s 
(4.38) 
Still equation (4.32) is applicable here, so equation (4.38) can be written as 
J(eI R) 2*7l'*v *e- jl', *J(kII o)*R * 1 ,.1., P 
o t r,t,s 1 P kll 
r,t,s 
'" 2 * 71' * V * e - jl'. * J (eI 0) * R2 o t r,t,s 1 p (4.39) 
= 2 * U * -jIO. * J (klI is) o e t r,t,s 1 • 
Applying equation (4.34) to the right hand side of equation (4.37), one can get 
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2.R, f f (AOlelid. - BOle-lid.) 
o 0 
00 kll 
+ " ~ (A elk;: •. ,L - B e-lk~ •. ,L)J (el r) L... k On On 0 r,D,n 
n=2 
<;0 00 kIf 11 11 
+ "" '.m.n J (k ll r)[(A+ elk,ft,L -B+ e-)k,~,L)e-jm8 L...L... k m r,m,n mn mn 
m=l n=l 
+(A- elk:: •. ,L -B- e-lk:: •. ,L)elm8])J (el r)e-118 rdrdB 
mn mn t r,t,s 
So let equation (4.39) equal equation (4.40), one can get 
(4.40) 
Multiplying both sides of equation (4.24) with J, (k::"sr)e J'B and integrating the first 
one of equation (4.24) over point source region and integrating the second one of 
equation (4.24) over other region, adding them together, for t = 1,2, ... ,00,s = 1,2, ... ,00, 
there is, 
el 2 
2 * U * ellB• * J (e J)= ...!.1L.(A+ elk:~.,L - B+ e -lk::"L) 1)2 J2(k II r)(I- t ) . (4.42) 
o t r,t,s 1 2k ts Is .L'-O t r,t,s kll 2 2 
r,t,s RQ 
So equation (4.28), (4.36), (4.41) and (4.42) provide one group of equations for the 
description of the point source boundary condition. Let rn = ±4 and n = 4, there are 
altogether 72 (2 * n + 4 * Irnl * n ) unknown amplitudes of Amn and B mn . At the same time, 
let t = 4 and s = 4, there are 36 (s + 2 * t * s) independent equations. Combining them 
with other boundary conditions, for example, for the boundary condition of the open 
duct end, as discussed in Chapter 3, there is 
00 
Bmn = L,RmnLAmL . (4.43) 
L=1 
Let rn = ±4 and n = L = 4, it can give 36 (n + Irnl * n) independent equations. So one can 
get 72 independent equations for those 72 unknown amplitudes Amn and B mn' So 
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through these 72 independent equations one can get the solution for those unknown 
amplitudes Amn and Bmn , then the in-duct field can be decomposed. 
4.4 Discussion 
Two different types of sound source are introduced in this chapter. Also the descriptions 
of the relevant boundary conditions are discussed. Combining with the open end 
boundary condition of the circular duct introduced in Chapter 3, one can get the 
unknown amplitudes Amn and B mn' and then the acoustic properties in circular duct 
without an aperture device presented can be obtained. As stated before, the effects of the 
source radius location on the acoustic properties in the duct will also be investigated in 
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 5 Sound field produced by a point source propagating in a 
circular duct without simple aperture devices 
5.1 Introduction 
In order to study the acoustic properties in circular ducts in the higher normalized wave 
number range, it is necessary to decompose the in-duct field into the different single 
higher-order modes, in other words, to get the amplitudes of Am. and Bm. in the circular 
duct. Once these amplitudes are determined, it is possible to analyse the acoustic 
properties of the in-duct field or the acoustic properties of the components (such as 
baffles, aperture devices). There are two approaches to decompose the in-duct field, 
which are the experimental decomposition approach and the theoretical decomposition 
approach. Significant research works, such as Ref [27] to Ref [33], have been done on 
the decomposition of the in-duct field into higher normalized wave number range and 
mainly considered the experimental decomposition approaches. 
Both experimental and theoretical decomposition approaches will be discussed in this 
chapter. However experimental decomposition approaches are always complicated and it 
is difficult to achieve the accurate decomposition of higher-order modes. So one 
experimental decomposition approach is demonstrated for the purpose of comparison 
with the theoretical approach and attention is mainly focused on the theoretical 
decomposition approach in this chapter. Based on the descriptions of the sound source 
boundary condition and the open end boundary condition, one theoretical approach is 
proposed. For this theoretical approach, only two reference measurements in the main 
duct region are required for the decomposition ofthe in-duct field. 
5.2 Experimental set-up 
As discussed in Chapter 4, a 0.9 m long copper duct with radius 0.0075 m is used as the 
point source. At one end it is connected to a speaker and at other end, it is connected to a 
rigid plate and then this plate is placed at the end of the main duct. A 3 m long duct of 
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internal radius 0.15 m is used as the main duct and is terminated with a large rigid baffle 
whose dimensions are 1.2 x 1.2meter. The experimental set-up is shown in Fig 5.1. 
Taking the baffled end of the duct as the origin ofthe coordinate system, along the z-axis 
of the duct, two different locations z = -0.54mand z = -O.ISm are taken. At each 
location, along the circumference of the duct, there are six equally positioned points, 
which are shown in Fig 5.2. Ideally more points mean greater measurement accuracy of 
the circumferential distribution. However too many drilled holes on the duct wall will 
affect the in-duct acoustic field. At each point, two closely placed holes are drilled to 
accommodate the microphone pair to measure particle velocity along the z-axis at that 
point (in this investigation, only this velocity is of interest). Using these positions, one 
can get the circumferential distribution of the acoustic pressure, as well as the 
circumferential distribution of the particle velocity. Another two pairs of holes, located 
at (0.15m,0,-2.33m) and (O.l5m,3*7l'14,-1.5m) respectively, are drilled and used 
for reference measurements. The detailed information of the experimental set-up is 
shown in Fig 5.2. The whole system is then placed in the middle of an anechoic room. 
The experiment equipments and connections are given in Appendix A. 
Fig 5.1 Picture ofthe experimental set-up for the measurement 
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Fig 5.2 Detailed sketch of the point source measurement set-up 
5.3 Experimental decomposition of the in duct acoustic field 
5.3.1 Theoretical derivation for experimental decomposition approach 
80mllL 
Some previous research introduced in Chapter 1 studied experimental approaches to 
decompose the in-duct field into single higher-order modes. As discussed by M. Abom 
in Ref [35], the decomposition approaches discussed before can be divided into two 
main types: direct approaches and correlation approaches. The basis for the direct 
approaches is simultaneous measurements of an acoustic field quantity, such as, 
acoustic pressure, at a number of measurement positions. If the in-duct field is a steady 
one, one can measure at these different positions one by one (by doing so, it doesn't 
need so many microphones to do the measurement simultaneously). The basis for the 
correlation approaches is the space-time correlation of an acoustic field quantity 
between several pairs of measurement points. These two approaches basically perfonn 
the modal decomposition either by a two-dimensional spatial F ourier transfonns over the 
duct cross-section or by the solution of a linear equation system that is fonned by using 
measured data from a number of independent positions. Now one direct approach is 
reviewed in this section to test the applicability of the experimental approach. 
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For acoustic wave propagation in a circular duct with constant cross section, at those 
positions that are not close to any sources or obstructions, there should be only a finite 
number of modes that can give significant contributions to the acoustic field. So one can 
have 
M N 
p(r,z,rp) = " " J (k r)efm~(A e-fk, .•. " +B efk, .•. ,,) ~ L.... m r,m,n m,n m,n ') (5.1) 
m=-M n=1 
in which M and N are finite integer numbers. 
Because the length of the main duct is finite and the in-duct field includes both incident 
waves and reflected waves, at least two z-axis measurement positions are needed to 
separate the incident waves from the reflected ones. According to the experimental set-
up shown in Fig 5.2, at each location, there are only six measurement points along the 
circumference, which limits the number of higher-order modes decomposable to a 
maximum of six experimentally. In the frequency range from 600 -1400 Hz , only five 
higher-order modes: (± I, 1) modes, (± 2,1) modes and (0, 2) mode are cut on in the duct 
(including the plane wave, there are six modes propagating in the duct). So equation 
(5.1) can be written as below: 
Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes. . (5.2) 
From the equation above, it can be seen that there are altogether Ao I' Bo I' A±II' B±II' 
, , , . 
A.2.1' B±2,1' A o,2 and B O,2' i.e. twelve unknown amplitudes. So if one can construct a set 
of twelve independent equations through the measurement at no fewer than twelve 
different positions, then one can get these twelve amplitudes. After these twelve 
amplitudes are obtained, the whole in-duct field can be expressed as the sum of these 
single modes. This is the theoretical basis for the experimental decomposition approach. 
So one can get the equation matrix as following: 
e-ilq eilq ], (k R)ef'l1 e-jk,.l.lZ, 1 r,l,l ], (k R)efk,~,z, o r.0,2 4,1 p/J.. 
e-ilq d/q ],(k R)ef""e-ik"l,lZl 
I r,t,l 
], (k R)efk"o.,z, o r.0,2 BO,! P2e'82 
* : - (5.3) 
-ilq dlq ]'(k R)efI'"e-A,1.,Z2 ], (k R)efk"o.z'2 
4,2 11 d~l e 1 r,t,l o r,O,2 11 
-ilq elq ],(k R)efrl't2e-ik"l.,Z, ], (k R)e'k,·O,i'2 130,2 Pr/~2 e I r,l,l o r,O,2 12"12 12"1 
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in which PI to P12 are acoustic pressure amplitudes measured at the twelve positions, 
rpl to rp12 are angle coordinates of the twelve measurement positions, 81 to 812 are 
phrase angles between the measurement microphone and the reference microphone. 
Then substituting the coordinates, such as z, rp and r, of these twelve measurement 
positions into equation (5.3), one can get these unknown amplitudes through the 
equation below: 
.40.1 p/81 
BO.l P2ei8, 
= [X ];";'12 * (5.4) 
.40.2 p eiOll 11 
B02 12*1 P e
ilJJ
'2 12 12*1 
in which X is the index matrix in equation (5.3). By solving equation (5.4), one can get 
these amplitudes respectively and so the in-duct field can be decomposed. 
5.3.2 Experimental decomposition results 
Based on the analysis above, one can use the experimental set-up shown in Fig 5.1 and 
Fig 5.2. One reference microphone is placed at position (O.15m,O,-2.33m). Take the 
sound source located at ,,= 0.06m(40%R) for example, one can first take twelve 
different measurements, six each at two different z-axis locations z = -0.54m and 
z = -O.ISm (shown in Fig 5.2). The frequency range is set from 600Hz to 1400Hz, in 
which there are (0, I), (± 1,1), (± 2,1) and (0, 2) six modes propagating in the duct. The 
measurement microphones are all nearly flush mounted at the duct wall. Because it is a 
circular duct, it is difficult to flush mount 1/ i' microphone on the duct wall and this 
causes some errors in the measurement result. 
Substituting these twelve positions' coordinates and measurement results into equation 
(5.4), the results are shown in Fig 5.3. Note the figure is plotted against normalised wave 
number k * R rather than frequency, the (+ 1,1) mode cuts on at k * R value of 1.84. Fig 
5.3 a) shows the decomposed amplitudes of Ao,p and BO,I; Fig 5.3 b) shows 
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decomposed amplitudes of A+I I and B+I I; Fig 5.3 c) shows acoustic pressure measured 
. . 
at two of the twelve different positions (position 1 and position 2 located at 
Z= -0.54m). 
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Fig 5.3 Experimentally decomposed amplitudes of (0, 1) mode and (+1,1) mode 
From the results shown in this figure, it can be seen that the results obtained by equation 
(5.4) are absolutely wrong, because the amplitudes of directly measured acoustic 
pressure are around 0.02 pa , however the amplitudes decomposed by equation (5.4) are 
around 100 pa. So this means the results obtained from equation (5.4) is unacceptable 
and so this experimental decomposition method is also unacceptable. The reason for the 
large errors may come from two aspects: first, these twelve measurement positions are 
not fully independent, which makes the matrix X badly constructed; secondly, this 
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matrix is sensitive to those small measurement errors, which can cause a large error in 
the final results. 
According to the analysis above, this experimental decomposition approach of the in-
duct field is not an effective one. Because it needs a significant number of measurement 
positions especially when there are many higher-order modes propagating in duct. To 
make the result sensible, at least 2 * N (N is the number of the higher-order modes 
propagating in duct) independent measurement positions are required. Sometimes it is 
quite difficult to get so many independent measurement positions practically (as shown 
in Fig 5.2, those 12 positions are not fully independent). Also as discussed by M. Abom 
in Ref [35], there is another limitation, which is the approaches can only effectively 
decompose those axially-unsymmetric modes, for these experimental decomposition 
approaches. For those axially-symmetric higher-order modes, most experimental 
methods cannot work properly. 
So in order to decompose the in-duct field effectively and conveniently, other 
approaches, such as theoretical decomposition approaches, should be introduced. In the 
following section, one theoretical decomposition approach, based on both coupled and 
uncoupled assumptions will be discussed and comparisons will be also made between 
theoretical predicted results and directly measured results. 
5.4 Theoretical decomposition approach of the in duct acoustic field 
For the open ended boundary of a circular duct, if the length of the duct is infinite and 
there are no other obstacles, such as aperture devices or baffles in it, the in-duct field 
only contains forward propagating waves. At this situation, every mode is independent 
of each other and there is no energy transferring between different higher-order modes. 
So there is no cross coupling effects appear in the equation below: 
00 00 
P == jpOJ "" J (k r)(A+ e-jm~ + A- ejm~)ej')/e-jk,.m.'z. (5.5) A ,L..J L.. m r,m,n m,n m,n 
m=O n=l 
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But if the length of duct is finite or there are some discontinuities in the duct, then at 
these points, there should be reflection of the incident wave, and the in-duct field at this 
situation is composed of both incident and reflected waves. So for the reflected field, the 
reflected waves can be written in the form: 
., ., 
p = jpOJ "" J (k r)(B+ e-Jmtp + B- eJm'P)eJOJte-Jk,.m."' B ~L... m r,m,n m,n m,n • (5.6) 
m=On=1 
In the reflected field, for example, the particle velocity of ( + 2, I) mode v;\ is not only 
caused by (+ 2, I) mode acoustic pressure p;\, but also caused by other higher-order 
modes such as, P;2' P;3 ... p;.(the acoustic pressures of (+2,n) mode). Then the 
intensity of this mode can be written as 
(5.7) 
n 
There should be some energy transfer from other higher-order modes to this one 
resulting from the discontinuities of the duct and also some energy transfer from this 
mode to other higher-order modes. Writing these in the form of the complex reflection 
coefficients, then as in equation (3.57), one has 
., 
Bm. = L;RmnLAmL . (5.8) 
L=l 
This equation is called the fully coupled equation. For an uncoupled equation, one 
makes the assumption that the cross coupling effects between higher-order modes are so 
weak that the energy transferring between different modes is too small to be considered. 
So the amplitude of each reflected mode Bm. consists only of the reflection of its own 
incident mode Am.' which can be written as 
(5.9) 
However for the fully coupled calculation, according to equation (5.8), the amplitude of 
Bm. should include contributions of all other higher-order modes with the same value m. 
Actually, only a finite number of higher-order modes are considered in the subsequent 
prediction. For example, if m = 5 in this equation, then only coupling effects between 
these five modes are considered, all other higher-order modes contributions are 
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neglected. So at this situation, the coupled equation can be called the partially coupled 
equation. 
5.4.1 Theoretical derivation 
The description of the point source boundary condition is given in equation (4.28), 
(4.36), (4.41) and (4.42). Combining these equations with the open end boundary 
condition given in equation (5.8) and equation (5.9), one can get both the coupled and 
uncoupled calculation. In either case, one can get a matrix equation of the general form: 
.40, u 
A~ U 
[X]D'D : = (5.1 0) 
B:(n-l) 0 
B:n 0 D" D'1 
in which X is the coefficient matrix for these amplitudes. Its dimension D is decided by 
how many higher-order modes are considered. For example, in this work, 17 modes cut 
on in the frequency range that is of interest. The mode with highest m value is (± 5,1) 
mode; the mode with highest n value is (0, 3) mode. So m = ±5 and n = 5 should be 
enough for the calculation (it includes 17 cut on modes and other 38 cut off higher-order 
modes). 
If m = ±5 and n = 5, the dimension of the matrixXis 110*110 (2 * n+ 4 *1mI* n). That 
means the matrix X is a very large matrix. In order to get the solution of these 
amplitudes, one should first try to invert the matrix X: 
.40, u 
A,~ U 
= [Xt'D * (5.11) 
B~(_,) 0 
B:n D" 0 D" 
But during the inversion, it is noted that the matrix is ill conditioned and is nearly 
singular. That means it is impossible to get the correct solution for this matrix. The 
reason, which causes the singularity of the matrix X, is there are many indexes contain 
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exponential items ·e-jk;~m"L. For this item, if L=-3m and j=1000Hz, one can get 
- jk ll -4722 - jk ll -6257 
e "4.4 = e . and e"'" = e . for (+4,4) mode and (+5,5) mode respectively. If 
the frequency is even lower, this value will be even smaller. Another reason is these 
items happen to appear on the leading diagonal of matrix X So when one tries to invert 
the matrix, these items approach infrnite and the matrix approaches singularity. 
Several possible approaches to overcome the singularity problem are considered as 
follow. 
1. The frrst one is re-arrangement of the matrix X If one can move those items 
containing e - jk;~m.,L from the leading diagonal of the matrix or make the elements 
on the leading diagonal similar scaled, the matrix X will be well conditioned. 
However, this approach is hardly achieved because from (4.28), (4.36), (4.41) 
and (4.42), one can see for most of those items that are non-zero contain this 
exponential item e - jk;~m.,L • This means on the leading diagonal of this matrix, 
there should be either these exponential style items or zero, but both of these two 
options will cause the singularity of the matrix. So this approach is not an ideal 
one. 
2. The second approach tries to move the original point of the coordinate system to 
the plane where the source is located. As known for those exponential items 
e-jk;~m.,L , if L equals zero, those exponential items should all equal 1. However, 
as discussed in Chapter 3, the original point of the coordinate system is taken at 
the open end of the duct. By doing so, the complex reflection coefficients RmnL 
are independent to the length of the duct. If one moves the original point into 
somewhere in the duct, it will cause the reflection coefficients changing as the 
length of the duct. This is also not possible. 
3. The third approach is the one that is adopted by this work. From those 
exponential items e - jk;~m"L, it can be seen that the reason why it causes the 
singularity of the matrix is before that mode cuts on, the wave number along z-
axis k;:m.n is imaginary and multiplied by j, it becomes a real number, 
subsequently this real number causes e -jk;~m"L to be exponential decaying. But if 
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one can keep the value of k;~m." always real, the values of these exponential items 
jk/J L 
e - ,.m." will be complex numbers, then these terms only change phases of those 
indexes rather than amplitudes of those indexes. The only way to keep k;~m.n 
always real is at the boundary condition, only those modes that can be 
propagating along the duct are considered and all other cut off higher-order 
modes are neglected. Thus contributions from all cut-off modes are ignored. 
For the main duct region, at different frequency ranges, there are different higher-order 
modes propagating in it, so one should just consider those modes that have been cut on. 
For example, at frequency 500Hz, only (0, 1) mode is considered and included in 
matrix X, at frequency 1000Hz, three modes (0, 1), (+1, 1) and (-I, 1) are considered 
and at frequency 2600Hz, totally 17 cut on modes (from (0, 1) to ... (+2,2), (-2, 2) and 
(0,3)) are included in matrix X. So for matrix X, its dimension D is not a constant one, it 
is dependent on the number of the cut on modes and increasing with the frequency. 
At this situation, the neglecting of those cut off higher-order modes will bring some 
errors to the prediction results. In the following sections, comparison would be made 
between the actual results (direct measurements) and results obtained from calculation 
by using equation (5.11) (predictions). 
5.4.2 Experiment measurements and results 
The experimental set-up is shown in Fig 5.1 and Fig 5.2. The frequency range is set from 
0-2600Hz (frequency step for the measurement is 4Hz). For convenience four 
microphones are used to measure the acoustic pressures and particle velocities. One pair 
is used to measure the acoustic pressure and particle velocity at the appointed positions 
(direct measurements); the other two microphones are used to measure at the two 
reference positions III the main duct, which are located at 
(0.15m(lOO%R),0,- 2.33m(-74.3%L)) and (0.15m(100%R),3 * 71: / 4,-1.5m(-50%L)) 
respectively (reference measurements). The reasons to use two-reference positions 
measurement are: 
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1. utilising different circumferential angles, it is possible to catch infonnation for 
the spiralling higher-order modes; 
2. utilising different z-axis values, it is possible to separate incident waves and 
reflected waves more accurately; 
3. through two positions measurement, one can reduce those random measurement 
errors introduced by using only one position measurement. 
According to equation (5.12), if one wants to get the actual values of the amplitudes, the 
amplitude of the volume velocity U must be detennined first. So the two reference 
measurement results are used to obtain the volume velocity of the point source. The 
procedure to calculate the amplitudes of the pressures by using the reference 
measurement results is given in Appendix E. Following this procedure, the amplitude of 
the volume velocity U, as well as the actual amplitudes of Amn and Bmn are determined. 
After detennining the actual amplitudes of different modes, the in-duct field is 
successfully decomposed. 
First, before considering the comparison between the predicted results with direct 
measurement, comparison is made between coupled and uncoupled predictions for the 
amplitudes of a single higher-order mode. Take (±l,l) modes for example, in Fig 5.4, 
three comparisons are plotted, Fig 5.4 a) shows the comparison between the amplitude 
of incident modeA~ and reflected mode B~; Fig 5.4 b) shows the comparison between 
the amplitude of A~ and A~; Fig 5.4 c) shows the comparison between the amplitude of 
Al~ obtained from the coupled prediction and the uncoupled prediction. 
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Fig 5.4 Comparison ofthe amplitudes of(±l,l) modes obtained by theoretical 
prediction 
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Based on the amplitudes obtained, it is possible to predict the acoustic pressure at any 
point in the main duct. So before discussing the results shown in Fig 5.4, position I 
located at z = -O.54m is taken as an example. The coupled predicted pressure, 
uncoupled predicted pressure and directly measured pressure at this point are shown in 
Fig 5.5 (sound source located at £5 = O.06m( 40%R». In order to show the results 
clearly, in Fig 5.5 b) and Fig 5.5 c), the linear frequency data is transferred to 116 octave 
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band (compared with 113 octave band, 116 octave band can give more detailed 
information at higher normalised wave number range). Fig 5.5 c) shows the comparisons 
of coupled predictions, uncoupled predictions with direct measurements. 
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Fig 5.5 Comparison between coupled, uncoupled predictions with the direct 
measurements (sound source located at <5 = O.06m( 40%R» 
From Fig 5.4 - 5.5, it can be seen that, 
1. The amplitude of Al~ equals to amplitude of A~. Which means the amplitudes 
of mode (+m,n) and mode (-m,n) are equal. From this figure, it can also be 
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seen that the amplitudes of those higher-order modes cut on at the respective cut 
on frequencies and then decay very quickly. 
2. The coupling effects at the open end of the duct can be neglected, because the 
amplitudes obtained from partially coupled prediction are equal to those got from 
uncoupled prediction. From Fig 5.4, it can also be seen that the amplitudes of 
A~ obtained from partially coupled prediction and uncoupled prediction are 
equal. Also from Fig 5.5, it can be seen that the partially coupled predicted 
acoustic pressure equals to uncoupled predicted acoustic pressure. 
3. The errors between those partially coupled prediction and direct measurement 
mainly fall into the range ± 10% of direct measurement (or even smaller), which 
are considered to be acceptable. 
5.4.3 Effects of the radial location of the sound source on prediction 
After discussing the difference between coupled and uncoupled predictions, in this 
section, the effects of the radial location of the sound source on the predictions are 
discussed. Two sound sources located at 8 = Om and 8 = 0.06m(40%R) are selected. 
The comparison of the errors between partially coupled predictions and direct 
measurement of these two sound sources are made. 
Fig 5.6 shows the coupled predictions, uncoupled predictions and the direct 
measurements when the sound source is located at 8 = Om and 8 = 0.06m (40%R) 
respectively. For clarity, the linear frequency data is transferred to 116 octave band and 
then the relative error is plotted in Fig 5.7. 
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Fig 5.6 Comparison between the coupled predictions and the direct measurements 
(a) shows the point source is concentric to the main duct situation (J = Om ); b) 
shows the point source is eccentric to the main duct situation (J = O.06m (40%R) » 
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Fig 5.7 Comparison of the prediction made for t5 = Om and t5 = 0.06m (40%R) (a) 
shows the acoustic pressure when the point source is concentric to the main duct 
situation; b) shows the acoustic pressure when the point source is eccentric to the 
main duct situation; c) shows the errors between the predictions and the direct 
measurements for both situations) 
From Fig 5.6 -5.7, it can be seen that 
1. For both t5 = Om and t5 = 0.06m (40%R), the biggest error appears at the very 
Iow normalized wave number range k * R -< 0.8 , which means this model is 
inapplicable to the very Iow normalized wave number range. This error could be 
caused by a resonance in the source duct, because the length of the source duct is 
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not considered in the theoretical calculation. However the length of the source 
duct affects the acoustic field in the main duct, especially in the low normalized 
wave number range. 
2. Other than k * R -< 0.8 , the errors for 8 = Om fall into ± 5% of the direct 
measurement and the errors for 8 = 0.06m(40%R) mainly fall into ±1O% of the 
direct measurement. It is apparently the errors for 8 = Om are less than those 
errors for8 = 0.06m(40%R). Because when the sound source is located at 
8 = Om , those axially-symmetric modes, such as (0, I) mode and (0, 2) mode, 
are dominant in duct; but when the sound source is located at 
8 = 0.06m (40%R), other higher-order modes appear and dominate in the 
respective cut on frequency ranges. So these higher-order modes bring extra 
errors to prediction. For example, one can see from Fig 5.7, for 
8 = 0.06m (40%R), at frequency range 2.5 -< k * R -< 3.5 , the errors are very 
large, because at this frequency, (± 1,1 ) mode and (± 2,1 ) mode cut on and these 
four spiralling higher-order modes dominate in this frequency range. 
5.4.4 Prediction for the different circumferential positions 
From Fig 5.7, one can see the effects of those spiralling higher-order modes on the 
prediction. In order to test whether or not this model can catch those spiralling higher-
order modes, in this section, predictions for the different points along the circumference 
of the main duct will be made. To some extent this highlights the possible errors due to 
the spiralling wave front of those axially-unsymmetric higher-order modes. As shown in 
Fig 5.2, in the main duct, there are two rings of measurement points. Take the first ring 
for example, there are six equally distributed measurement positions. Along this ring, 
point 1, point 3 and point 5 are taken and named as position 1, position 2 and position 3 
respectively in the following two figures. 
Fig 5.8 shows the pressures when the somce duct is concentric to the main duct 
(8 = Om ) and Fig 5.9 shows the pressures when the source duct is eccentric to the main 
duct (8 = 0.06m (40%R) ). 
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Fig 5.8 Comparison of the errors of different positions along the circumference of 
the main duct (the point source concentric situation /) = Om ). (a) shows the direct 
measurements at these three positions; b) shows the predicted results for these 
three positions; c) shows the errors between the predictions and the direct 
measurements at these three positions.) 
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Fig 5.9 Comparison of the errors of different positions along the circumference of 
the main duct (the point source eccentric situation <5 = O.06m( 40%R». (a) shows 
the direct measurements at these three positions; b) shows the predicted results for 
these three positions; c) shows the errors between the predictions and the direct 
measurements at these three positions.) 
From Fig 5.8 -5.9, it can be seen that 
1. For the concentric situation, Fig 5.8 shows that there is nearly no difference 
between the predictions of these three positions, but for direct measurements, 
there is a small difference between these three positions, which may be caused by 
the measurement errors or the source duct location errors (the source duct is not 
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perfectly concentric to the main duct). Even though the measurements of these 
three positions are quite similar, and the errors between prediction and direct 
measurement are similar and considered acceptable. This means that for the 
concentric situation, the in-duct field is really dominant by those axially-
symmetric modes (m = 0 ). 
2. For the eccentric situation, other higher-order modes cut on and propagate along 
the duct. Both predictions and direct measurements for these three positions are 
very different due to the spiralling higher-order modes. But by comparing errors 
of these three positions, one can see that the errors for all these three positions 
are large at normalized wave number range of k * R '" 3, which is just around 
(±I,I), (±2,1) modes cut on. These errors are all different for these three 
positions, which means prediction along the circumferential position for 
eccentric situation is dependent on the circumferential angle and frequency 
range. 
3. No matter whether the concentric or the eccentric situation is considered, 
compared with other parts of the frequency range, the low normalized wave 
number range (k * R -< 0.8) prediction has largest errors, which means this model 
is not applicable to the low normalized wave number range. 
4. Through these two figures, one can see that for both the concentric and the 
eccentric source location, the errors between predictions and direct 
measurements mainly fall into ± 10% of the direct measurements, which is 
considered acceptable for prediction. 
5.5 Discussion 
According to the analysis above, it can be seen that this theoretical decomposition 
approach can be successfully applied in the duct terminated with an infinite flange. The 
total errors (including the errors caused by the model description, the neglecting of those 
cut off higher-order modes and measurement errors at reference points and measurement 
points) inherent in this model are considered acceptable. 
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Most important of all, it provides an effective and accurate approach for the 
decomposition of the in-duct field with the point source. It combines the theoretical and 
experimental approach together. Unlike other time-consuming experimental 
decomposition approaches, it makes the decomposition of the in-duct field for the 
circular ducts without simple aperture devices much easier (only two points 
measurement needed). 
In next chapter, another type of sound source (the plane wave source) in circular duct 
without simple aperture devices will be studied and analysed. 
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Chapter 6 Sound field produced by a plane wave source propagating 
in a circular duct without simple aperture devices 
6.1 Introduction 
Two different types of sound source have been introduced and the acoustic properties of 
the sound field produced by the point source in circular duct have been discussed. The 
acoustic field produced by another type of source, the plane wave source, in circular duct 
will be introduced in this chapter. In Chapter 4, the plane wave source is introduced and 
its properties and description are presented. Also in Chapter 3, sound radiation from the 
open end of the circular duct is discussed and the complex reflection coefficients RmnL 
are obtained. Based on the reflection coefficients RmnL , one can get the relationships 
between the incident and the reflected waves in duct. In this chapter, consideration is 
given to combine these two boundary conditions together and hence the acoustic 
properties in circular duct without simple aperture devices. 
As discussed by C. L. Morfey in Ref [33], it is difficult to decompose the in-duct field 
experimentally, especially when there are many higher-order modes propagating in 
circular duct. In order to achieve the effective decomposition, at least 2 * N independent 
different measurements for N higher-order modes propagating in the duct are needed 
and any inaccurate measurement will introduce errors to the final results. So in this 
chapter, based on the theoretical descriptions of these two boundary conditions, only two 
reference measurements (either in source region or main duct region) are required for the 
decomposition of the in-duct field. Also in this chapter, the effects of the length of the 
duct and the eccentric locations of the sound source are investigated. 
6.2 Theoretical derivation 
For the open end of the duct, equation (3.57) is obtained to describe this open-end 
boundary condition: 
~ 
Bmn =: I Rml1LAmL ° 
L=l 
(6.1) 
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Also for the plane wave source boundary condition, equation (4.11) to equation (4.18) 
are obtained. So from these two groups of the equations, one can get the matrix below, 
SBO! SA,)! 
[X]D'D 
SB- SA- (6.2) m, 
= 
m, 
Ao! 0 
B~n 0 D'l . D'! 
in which X is the coefficient matrix for these amplitudes. Its dimension D is also decided 
by how many higher-order modes are considered. 
However compared equation (6.2) with equation (5.10), it is noticed that one extra item 
SBmn , which are the amplitudes of the reflected waves in the source duct region, appear 
in this equation. So if m = ±5 and n = 5, the dimension of the matrix X should be 
165*165 «n+ 2 *\m\ * n)+(2 * n+ 4* \m\ * n)) rather than 110*110 (2 * n+ 4*\m\ * n) for 
the point source situation. Still one should first try to invert the matrix X to get the 
solution. 
SB-
m, 
SA-
_ [Xl-! * m, 
- JD*D 
o 
(6.3) 
o D'l. 
During the matrix inversion, it is also noted that the matrix is ill conditioned and 
approaches singular. Similar to the analysis presented in Chapter 5, the third approach is 
selected to keep k;Im n always real at the source boundary. So for the main duct region, 
only those modes that can propagate along the main duct are considered in this matrix. 
Again at different frequencies, there are different higher-order modes propagating in the 
duct. For the source duct region, because the radius of the duct is r = 0.024m, there 
should be only the plane wave propagating along the source duct in the frequency range 
from 0 - 2600 Hz . So only (0, 1) mode is considered for the source duct region. 
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By considering only those modes that have cut on in both the main duct region and the 
source duct region, one can rewrite equation (6.3) as follow, 
SEO' SA. ej/cL R /2 I I 
A.I SA. ej/cLR' I I 
= [XtJ'D * (6.4) 
B:(n_l) 0 
E- O 
mn D'I D'l. 
From this equation, it can be seen that for the source duct region, only (0, I) mode is 
considered. Of course, if the radius of the source duct is larger, other higher-order modes 
should be cut on at this frequency range, so one should just include those cut on modes 
in this equation. However in this chapter, it is assumed that the source duct can 
propagate only the plane wave and this is why it is called the plane wave source. 
In this situation, the neglecting of those cut off higher-order modes will bring some 
errors to the results obtained from equation (6.4). In the following sections, comparison 
will be made between the actual results (direct measurements) and results obtained from 
this equation (predictions). 
6.3 Experiment measurements and results 
In order to get the modal amplitudes, the experimental set-up used is shown in Fig 6.1 
and Fig 6.2. A 0.94m long duct with radius 0.024m acts as the source duct. On one end 
it is connected to a speaker from which a sound wave is produced, on the other end, it is 
connected to a rigid circular plate. This plate is placed at one end of the main duct, the 
other end of the main duct is left open and one large wooden plate is used as the rigid 
baffle. 
The detailed experimental set-up is given in Fig 6.2 and the equipment set-up and 
connections are given in Appendix A. From this figure, it can be seen that there are three 
measurement points in the source duct region, in which the single one is used as 
reference measurement and two closely located (20 mm) points are used for the 
microphone pair measurement. For the main duct region, there are two rings of 
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measurement positions which are located at z = -O.ISm and z = -0.S4m from the open 
end of the main duct. Each ring contains six equally circumferential positioned 
measurement points. At each point, two closely located (20 mm ) holes are drilled on the 
duct wall, which are used for microphone pair measurement (acoustic pressure and 
particle velocity). The origin point of the coordinate system is taken at the centre of the 
open duct end plane. There are also two reference measurement points in the main duct, 
which are located at (O.lSm,O,- 2.33m) and (O.lSm,3 * 7T / 4,-1.5m) respectively. 
Fig 6.1 The picture of the plane wave source set-up for the measurement 
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Fig 6.2 Detailed sketch of the plane wave source measurement set-up 
Because the sound source is a constant one, the acoustic fields it produces in the source 
duct and the main duct are also constant. Consequently it does not need many 
microphones to measure simultaneously to catch those acoustic properties both in the 
source duct and the main duct. For convenience four microphones are used to measure 
acoustic pressures and particle velocities at appointed positions. For the measurement in 
the main duct region, one pair is used to measure acoustic pressure and particle velocity 
at the appointed positions (direct measurements); the other two microphones are used to 
measure at those two reference positions in the main duct, which are located at the 
positions with different z-axis and circumferential angle (reference measurements for 
prediction). The reasons for using two-reference positions measurement are given in 
Chapter 5. 
For the measurement in the source duct region, only three microphones are used. One 
pair is used to measure acoustic pressure and particle velocity at appointed positions 
(direct measurements); the other one microphone is used to measure at the reference 
position. Because only the plane wave propagate in the source region, so it is assumed 
one point measurement is sufficient for the prediction. 
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In order to obtain the amplitudes of those acoustic properties, it is necessary to know the 
amplitude of the incident wave SAol first. However it is quite difficult to get this value. 
So two methods are proposed. 
The first method (Method 1) is proposed as below: 
First let the amplitude of the incident wave SAOl be 1, then substitute it in equation (6.4), 
one can get other amplitudes (not the actual values but the relative ones) such as, SBOl , 
Ao" BOl .... • Then substituting SEol and the coordinate of the reference point 
Z = -I into equation below, 
(6.5) 
Let this value equal acoustic pressure measured directly at this point, one can get the real 
values of the amplitudes SAOl and SEol ' Then substituting these values into equation 
(6.4) again, one can get those amplitudes AOl , BOl '" in the main duct. 
Substituting these amplitudes and the coordinate of the this point (r, e, L ) into equation 
below, 
1n""On=l (6.6) 
one can predict the acoustic pressure at the measurement point. By comparing this value 
with the direct measurement, one can see whether or not this method works. If it works, 
one can also see how large are the errors brought in by neglecting those cut off higher-
order modes. This method is named the source duct region measurement prediction and 
is known as Method 1. 
Sometimes it is difficult to measure at the source region because of the small radius, so a 
second method (Method 2) is proposed. The procedure of the calculation in this method 
is given in Appendix F. Comparing with the former method (Method 1), this method is 
named the main duct region measurement prediction and is known as Method 2. Of 
course, one can also predict the source region with this method . 
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As discussed in Chapter 5, if the sound source is located at the centre of the duct, it can 
only produce and propagate axially-symmetric higher-order modes (m = 0). However if 
the sound source is located at other points rather than the centre of the duct, all other 
higher-order modes begin to propagate along the duct. So three situations, shown in Fig 
6.3, are considered in the following sections, one situation is the source duct is 
concentric to the main duct; the other two situations are the eccentric distance of source 
duct is 8 = 0.06m(40%Ra) and 8 = 0.09m(60%Ro) respectively from the centre of the 
main duct. Comparison will be made on the effects of eccentric distance on the errors of 
the prediction. 
Ro \1 .. ,R1 1 
\" I .1-$-
___ ~_~. i~.~~_,____. '-___ +~octO,06m .. 
I (40%R) 
Concentric 
situation 
I 
I 
Eccentric 
situation 1 
I 
Eccentric 
situation 2 
Fig 6.3 The relationship of the source duct with the main duct 
In order to show the differences between these two methods, the three source duct -
main duct relationships discussed above (concentric, 8 = 0.06m( 40% Ra) and 
8 = O.09m(60%Ro» are considered. The results for these three situations are similar 
and the worst one, which is the source duct is located at 8 = 0.09m(60%Ro), is selected 
to show the results (results of other two situations are better). 
Two figures are plotted to show the results obtained from these two methods for this 
situation (8 = 0.09m(60%Ro»)' Fig 6.4 shows the comparison of the predictions and the 
direct measurements using Method 1, which is using the reference measurements in the 
source duct region to do the prediction. Fig 6.5 shows the comparison of the predictions 
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and the direct measurements using Method 2, which is using the reference measurements 
in the main duct to do the prediction. In each figure, a) shows the comparison of the 
predicted pressure with the directly measured pressure in the main duct region; b) shows 
the comparison of the predicted pressure with the directly measured pressure in the 
source duct region; 
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From Fig 6.4 -6.5, it can be seen that: 
1. There are some errors between prediction and direct measurement for the main 
duct region, especially at the very low normalised wave number range 
( 0 < k * R -< 0.8). Apart from that frequency range, both of methods work well in 
the prediction of acoustic pressure for the main duct region. 
2. The errors between the predictions and direct measurements for Method 2 are 
smaller than those for Method 1 both in the main duct region and in the source 
duct region. The reason for this is mainly because the measurement in the main 
duct region can catch the higher-order modes information more accurately. 
However for the measurement in the source duct region, only the plane wave is 
considered in this region, although one can see the effects of the higher-order 
modes from the measurement, but the detailed information of those higher-order 
modes is difficult to be measured directly in the source duct region. 
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Using these two methods, through the measurement at only one reference point in the 
source duct region or two reference points in the main duct region, one can predict the 
acoustic properties of the whole in-duct field, such as acoustic pressure, particle 
velocity, etc, at any point both in the source duct region and the main duct region. This 
makes decomposition of the in-duct field much easier. Then the in-duct field can be 
decomposed into the different higher-order modes. 
In the following sections, comparison will be made between coupled predictions and 
uncoupled predictions, including the effects of the length of the main duct on the 
predictions and the effects of the radial location of the sound source on the predictions. 
The method used in the following sections is Method 2, which is to predict in-duct field 
through the measurement at the reference points in main duct region rather than in 
source duct region. The reasons to do so are: 
1. Method 2 is more accurate than Method 1; 
2. it is easier to do the measurement in the main duct. Because the radius of the 
source region is very small, sometimes it is difficult to measure in that region, 
especially in Chapter 5, for the point source, the measurement in the point source 
duct region is impossible; 
3. the measurement in the source duct region can bring more errors to the results, 
because it is more difficult to make W' microphone flush mounted to the wall of 
the duct with such small radius, so the intruding part of the microphone will 
cause disturbance to the measurements in this region. 
6.4 Difference between the coupled and uncoupled prediction 
For the main duct open end boundary condition, one can get the relationship described in 
equation (6.1). For this equation, if other modes contributions are considered, it is called 
the coupled equation. If other modes contributions are neglected, it can be written as, 
(6.7) 
which is called the uncoupled equation. 
Applying equation (6.1) and equation (6.7) separately into equation (6.2), one can get 
two groups of results, one is called the coupled prediction and the other is called the 
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uncoupled prediction. Through the comparison of these two different predictions, one 
can see the coupling effects between different higher-order modes at the open end of the 
duct. If the difference is negligible, the coupled equation can be substituted by the 
uncoupled one, which makes the calculation simpler and easier. Because only the 
acoustic properties in the main duct are of interest in this investigation, only 
comparisons in the main duct region are shown below. 
All three situations shown in Fig 6.3 are considered and two situations (concentric and 
0= 0.06m(40%Ro» are chosen and plotted in Fig 6.6. Fig 6.6 a) shows the coupled, 
uncoupled predicted pressures and directly measured pressures for source duct 
concentric situation; Fig 6.6 b) shows the coupled, uncoupled predicted pressures and 
directly measured pressures for source duct located at 0 = 0.06m(40%Ro) situation; 
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In order to show the results more clearly, the source duct concentric situation is chosen 
and the results are transferred to 1/6 octave band and shown in Fig 6.7 (errors between 
predicted and directly measured pressures for other eccentric situations will be shown in 
Fig 6.1 0 and 6.11). Fig 6.7 a) shows the coupled, uncoupled predicted pressures and 
directly measured pressures; Fig 6.7 b) shows the errors between coupled and uncoupled 
predicted pressures; the errors between coupled predicted and directly measured 
pressures; the errors between uncoupled predicted and directly measured pressures. 
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Fig 6.7 Comparison of the difference between uncoupled, uncoupled predictions 
with direct measurements (source duct is concentric to the main duct) 
From Fig 6.6 - 6.7, it can be seen that: 
1. There is nearly no difference between coupled and uncoupled predictions, which 
means the cross coupling effects at the open-end of the main duct between 
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different higher-order modes are negligible. In this situation, the coupled 
prediction is not a perfect one because it only considered the cross coupling 
effects between those cut on modes; actually it should be referred to as the 
partially coupled prediction. 
2. Both coupled and uncoupled predictions agree well with direct measurements for 
both concentric and eccentric situations. Especially for the concentric situation, 
from Fig 6.7, it can be seen that apart from the low normalized wave number 
range, the errors between predictions and direct measurements mainly fall into 
the range of ± 5% of the direct measurements, which is considered acceptable. 
Similar size errors are found for the two eccentric situations. 
3. The errors introduced by the neglecting of those cut off higher-order modes are 
very small for all three different situations (concentric and eccentric situations). 
Which means that the approach adopted to eliminate the imaginary exponential 
kJ! L items e -J '.m.' is acceptable. 
6.5 Effects of the length of the duct on prediction 
After discussing the difference between coupled and uncoupled predictions, attention is 
paid to the effects of the length of the duct on the accuracy of the prediction. Because as 
discussed before, the origin of the coordinates is set at the open end of the duct, the 
source boundary condition is related to the length of the duct (e - jk::m .• L). So in this 
section, another O.53m long duct with the same radius (Ro = O.l5m) is used as the main 
duct, the plot ofthe experimental set-up is given in Fig 6.8. The purpose of testing ducts 
with different lengths is to check that the errors in the prediction are independent of the 
length of the duct. 
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Fig 6.8 The plot of the experimental set-up ofthe short duct 
Two situations, which are source duct concentric to the main duct and source duct 
eccentric to the main duct (8 = 0.06m(40%Ro))' are considered. The predictions of 
acoustic pressures in the main duct region are made for both the long duct and the short 
duct. The results are shown in Fig 6.9 and Fig 6.10. For clarity, the results are shown in 
1/6 octave band rather than linear frequency. Fig 6.9 shows the comparison when the 
source duct is concentric to the main duct; Fig 6.10 shows the comparison when the 
source duct is eccentric to the main duct (8 = 0.06m(40%Ro)). In each figure, a) shows 
the predicted pressures and directly measured pressures in the long duct; b) shows the 
predicted pressures and directly measured pressures in the short duct; c) shows the errors 
between predicted pressures and directly measured pressures for both situations . 
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Fig 6.9 Comparison of the predictions with direct measurements for long duct and 
short duct (source duct is concentric to the main duct) 
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Fig 6.10 Comparison of the predictions with direct measurements for long duct and 
short duct (source duct is eccentric to the main duct 0 = 0.06m( 40% Ro)) 
From the comparison shown in Fig 6.9, it can be seen that for the concentric situation the 
errors for short duct are similar to those for long duct, most of them fall into the range of 
± 5% of the direct measurements (apart from low frequency range). However for the 
eccentric situation shown in Fig 6.1 0, the errors for the short duct are a little bit larger 
than those for the long duct (most of them fall into the range of ± 10% of the direct 
measurements). The reason for this is if the main duct is too short, the plane wave and 
some higher-order modes cannot fully develop in the duct, so there should be some 
errors for the prediction made using the measurement in the main duct. So if the length 
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of the main duct is not too short, the errors of the prediction are considered acceptable 
and the effects of the length of the duct on the prediction can be ignored. 
6.6 Effects of the radial location ofthe sound source on the prediction 
In this section, the effects of the radial location of the sound source on the predictions 
are discussed. The three different source duct- main duct relationships shown in Fig 6.3 
are tested. Comparison is shown in Fig 6.11. 
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Fig 6.11 Comparison ofthe errors for the concentric and eccentric source situations 
(a) shows concentric situation; b) shows t5 = 0.06m(40%Ro) situation; c) shows 
t5 = 0.09m( 60% Ro) situation; d) shows comparison of the errors of these three 
situations 
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From this figure, it can be seen that even for the eccentric situations, the predictions 
agree well with the direct measurements. But the errors for the eccentric situations are 
larger than those for the concentric situation. This is because, for the concentric 
situation, only those axially-symmetric higher-order modes, such as (0, 1) mode and (0, 
2) mode are dominant in the main duct; on the other hand, for eccentric situations, 
axially-unsymmetric higher-order modes, such as (± 1,1) modes and (± 2,1) modes, are 
dominant in the main duct and there are more of these modes. These spiralling higher-
order modes bring some extra errors into the prediction. 
Also through the comparison of those two eccentric situations, as expected, one can see 
that the errors for the 15= 0.09m(60%Ra) situation are a little bit larger that those for the 
a = 0.06m( 40% Ra) situation, which means the further the distance of the sound source 
from the centre of the main duct, the larger errors are produced in predictions. 
6.7 Predictions for different circumferential positions 
In Chapter 5, comparisons between predictions for different circumferential positions are 
made and from the analysis one can see that for the point source situation, the model 
proposed can catch those spiralling higher-order modes accurately. So in this section, for 
the plane wave source situation, the procedure in Section 5.4.4 is repeated to test the 
accuracy of the predictions for different circumferential positions. 
So predictions for different points along the circumference of the main duct are made. 
To some extent this highlights the possible errors due to the spiralling wave front of 
those axially-unsymmetric higher-order modes. As shown in Fig 6.2, at the main duct, 
there are two rings of measurement points. Take the first ring for example, there are six 
equally distributed measurement positions. Along that ring, point I, point 3 and point 5 
are taken and named as position 1, position 2 and position 3 respectively in the following 
two figures. 
Fig 6.12 shows the situation when the source duct is concentric to the main duct and Fig 
6.13 shows the situation when the source duct is eccentric to the main duct 
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(t5 = 0.06m( 40% Ro». In these two figures, a) shows the direct measurements at these 
three positions; b) shows the prediction results for these three positions; c) shows the 
errors between predictions and direct measurements for these three positions. 
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From Fig 6.12 .. 6.13, the similar conclusions as in Chapter 5 are drawn as follow, 
1. For the concentric situation, Fig 6.12 shows that there is no difference for the 
predictions of these three positions, but for direct measurements, there is a small 
difference between these three positions, which may be caused by the 
measurement errors or the source duct location errors (the source duct is not 
perfectly concentric to the main duct). Even though the measurements of these 
three positions are quite similar, and the errors between predictions and direct 
measurements are similar and considered acceptable. This means that for the 
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concentric situation, the in-duct field is really dominant by those axially-
symmetric modes (m = 0 ). 
2. For the eccentric situation, other higher-order modes cut on and propagate along 
the duct. Both predictions and direct measurements for these three positions are 
different, which is caused by the spiralling higher-order modes. But by 
comparing errors of these three positions, it can be seen that these errors are 
different at different normalized wave number range. For example, before (± 1, 1) 
modes cut on, the errors for these three positions are nearly the same and after 
(± 1,1 ) mode cuts on (k * R '" 2 ), the errors for these three positions are different. 
This means prediction along the circumferential position for the eccentric 
situation is dependent on the circumferential angle and frequency range. But the 
errors for these three positions mainly fall into 10% of the direct measurements. 
3. For either the concentric or eccentric situation, the Iow normalized wave number 
range (k· R < 0.8) prediction has the largest errors, which means this model is 
not applicable for the very Iow normalized wave number range. The possible 
reason for this error is given in Chapter 5. 
6.8 Discussion 
From the analysis presented in this chapter, it can be seen that the model proposed to 
describe the plane wave source boundary is acceptable. The total errors inherent by this 
model are acceptable. This model stiJI provides an effective and accurate approach for 
the decomposition of the in-duct field with the plane wave source. It combines the 
theoretical and experimental approaches together and makes the decomposition of the 
in-duct field much easier. 
Also by comparing the prediction results for the point source and the plane wave source, 
it can be seen that the errors for the plane wave source are smaller than those for the 
point source. This is because the source duct, used to act as a point source in the 
experiment, is not a perfect one (actually, the smaller the radius of the source duct, the 
more like it acts as a point source). However the errors are considered small enough to 
justify the applicability of this model for both source types. 
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In Chapter 5 and this chapter, two types of sound sources (the point source and the plane 
wave source) in circular ducts without simple aperture devices are studied and the results 
obtained from these models are considered acceptable. In the following chapters, simple 
aperture devices (with one or more circular orifices) will be placed in the circular duct 
and the effects of these orifices on the in-duct field will be studied. 
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Chapter 7 Sound field produced by a point source propagating in a 
circular duct with simple aperture devices 
7.1 Introdnction 
Circular ducts are widely used in many engineering aspects, such as ventilation ducts 
and mufflers. Usually there are some devices installed in the ducts either for noise 
control or flow control. So in order to achieve these controls, the effects of these devices 
on the acoustic fields need to be fully understood. Significant previous works, such as 
Ref [51] to Ref [53], have been done on different types of devices in circular ducts, but 
none can provide a generic solution for the effects of the devices on the in-duct field. 
The following is based on the study of the acoustic properties of a point source in a 
circular duct without an aperture device as described in Chapter 5. In this chapter, a 
simple rigid device with different nmnbers of circular orifices (single orifice, two 
orifices and several orifices) is placed in the circular duct and its effects on the acoustic 
field will be studied. One model is proposed to describe the boundary conditions 
between the main-duct field and the orifice field. Combining these boundary 
descriptions with those of the source boundary and open end boundary descriptions, it is 
possible to get a solution for the amplitudes of the various modes. From the knowledge 
of these amplitudes, one can study the effects of an aperture device on the acoustic field 
in detail, especially those effects of the nmnbers of the orifices; the effects of the 
comparative cross section positions of different orifices and the effects of comparative 
cross section position of the point source with those orifices. After getting the theoretical 
predicted results, measurements of the acoustic field in the duct with same aperture 
devices are made to compare with those theoretical calculations. 
7.2 Aperture device with a single orifice 
7.2.1 Theoretical derivation 
As shown in Fig 7.1, when there is a simple aperture device (shown in Fig 7.2) placed in 
the duct, the whole system can be divided into five regions, which are region 1 (radiation 
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region), region 2 (after orifice region), region 3 (orifice region), region 4 (before orifice 
region) and region 5 (source region) respectively, separated by four boundaries: 
boundary I (duct end boundary), boundary 2; boundary 3 and boundary 4 (sound source 
boundary). 
Point main 
source duct duct 
/ 
Region 4 
1 \ 
Ll 
Boundary 4 
Region 3 
small 
duct 
Baffle 
Region 2 /" 
'-.--...."c '-·~E 
Boundary 1 
./ 
Region 1 
.--.--.--.--.~~~.--.--.--.--.--
B,-·-... I . F ........... -.. 
/1 
Boundary 3 
L2 'I L3 
I Boundary 2 
z=o 
Fig 7.1 Plot of Circular duct with simple aperture device 
Fig 7.2 Picture of aperture devices used in experimental investigation 
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According to previous analysis, the acoustic pressure and particle velocity in a circular 
duct can be written as (for incident wave): 
"' "' P( ) - " "J (k ) jm'A - jk"m."' r,z,q; - ~ L..J m r,m,nr e m.ne , (7.1) 
m=-<t:J n=l 
k "'"' 
U ( ) ,.m.n" "J (k ) jm, A -jk,."' z r,z,qJ =-- ~ £.... m r,m,nr e m,ne ·'. 
pck m=--oo n=1 
(7.2) 
So in Fig 7.1, for region 4, one can write the acoustic pressure as follow, for positive 
direction travelling wave, 
. . [ 
P = J e-JJa + "J J (e r)e-Jk"o!o' 
A..n.ol L... "'~n 0 r,O,n 
»=2 
"' "' [ 
+ "" J (e r)(A+ e- jm, + A- ejm"')e-jk,.m,"' L...L... m r,m,n mn mn • 
(7.3) 
m=l n=1 
For negative direction travelling wave, 
"' .[ 
D B jJa "B J (k l )eJk, 0"' 
r B = O}e + L.... On 0 7,0.nr ,. 
n=2 
~ co . I 
+ "" J (e r)(B+ e-Jm• + B- ejm')eJk"m,"' L...L.... m r,m,n mn mn • 
(7.4) 
m=ln=l 
For region 3, 
co . 11 
D C - jle "C J (kll )e-Jk, 0.' 
re = Ole + L... On 0 r.O.nr ' 
»=2 
"' "' II 
+ "" J (kll r)(C+ e- jm , + C- ejm')e-jk"m,"' L...L... m r,m,n mn mn , 
(7.5) 
m=l n=} 
• II 
D D jle "D J (k ll )ejk, 0"' 
r D = Ole + L... On 0 r,O,nr ., 
»=2 
00 00 .n 
+ "" J (kll r)(D+ e- jm, + D- ejmW)eJk"m,", L...L... m r,m,n mn mn • 
(7.6) 
m=l n=l 
For region 2, 
00 , 111 
P, = E e -jle + "E J (ell r)e- Jk"o."' 
E 01 L... On 0 r,O,n 
n=2 
00 00 .1/1 
+ "" J (ell r)(E+ e- jm• +E- ejmW)e-Jk,.m."z L...L.. m r,m,n mn mn , 
(7.7) 
m=l n=1 
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(7.8) 
m=l n=l 
In which the items with superscript I are the values for region 4, the items with 
superscript 11 are the values for region 3, the items with superscript III are the values for 
region 2. 
At boundary 1 (duct end boundary), according to the analysis presented in Chapter 4, 
from the continuity of the acoustic properties between region 1 and region 2, one can 
get, 
~ 
Fmn = 'LRmnLEmL . 
£=, 
(7.9) 
At boundary 2 and boundary 3, the boundary condition continuity can be given as below, 
At boundary 2, for the continuity of the acoustic pressure, there is: 
For the continuity of the particle velocity, there are: 
Uc +UDlz~_L3 =UE +UFlz~_L3 
UE+UFlz~_L3 =0 (over (S- S,» . 
At boundary 3, for the continuity of the acoustic pressure, there is: 
For the continuity of the particle velocity, there are: 
U c + U Dlz~-L3-L2 = U A + U Blz~-L3-L2 
U A + U Blz~-L3-L2 = 0 (over (S-S,». 
(7.10) 
(7.11) 
(7.12) 
(7.13) 
(7.14) 
(7.15) 
In which S, is the cross section area of the orifice, S is the cross section area of the main 
duct, (S - S,) is the area difference between the main duct and the orifice. 
At boundary 2, for the acoustic pressure boundary condition, following the derivation 
procedure presented in Appendix C, the following equations can be obtained: 
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For t = 0, s = 1 , 
(Co,elkL, +Do,e-lkL,)R,/2 
= (E01elkL, + F"o,e-lkL, )R, /2 
~ jklH ~ _jklll ~ 1 JJ/ 1II 
+ L .. )Eone •. 0 .• + Fone .,0,. )liIJo(kr.o,,o,)J,(kr.o,nR,) 
n=2 kr.D,n 
0000 .ll! . III . . ff! ./fI. 
+ LL«(E;nelk.,m . .h +F:ne-Am··L,)e-,mBO + (E:ne,k.,m .• L, +F"~ne-'k"m··L,)e,mBo) 
m=} n=l 
e! Jm(k:~~,A)J,(k:~~.nR,». 
r,m,n 
For t = O,S = 2,3, ... ,00, 
(c eJkf,o"L, +D e-Jk;:o.,L,)J (k ll R)R 12 Os Os 0 r,O,s 1 1 
00 HI ' JJJ klIl J 
= "(E elk"o,.L, +F e-Jk.,o,.L,) ,.O.n J (k'lJ <5)J (ell R) L.. On On kJ/ 2 kJ[/ 2 0 r,O,n 1 0 r,D,n I 
~2 -
- r,O,s r,O,n 
eIJ 
'.m ,n J (kJJ/ <5 )J.' (kJJ/ R» 
2 2 m ,mn I 0 rm"' . kll _ kIll ' , , , 
r,O,s r,m,n 
For t = 1,2, ... ,00,s = 1,2, ... ,00, 
'ell L klIl L III ' B + (E- e' '~.' 3 + F- e -, '.m.' 3)J (k <5 )e,m 01 
mn mn m+t r,m,n 1 
kIll 
( ',m,n )f(ell R» II 2 III 2 t r,m,n 1 • k -k r,t,s r,m,n 
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And 
00 ell 
= "(E eJ'2o,.L, + F, e -J'1';o,.L')J (ell t5)( ',O,n )J '(ell R) 
L., On On I ,.O.n I kll 2 klI/ 2 I ',O,n I 
n=2 r,l,s - r,O,n 
(7.19) 
ell , 
( ',m.n )J (ell R)) II 2 JII 2 t r,m,n 1 k -k r,t,s r,m,n 
For the particle velocity boundary condition, following the derivation procedure 
presented in Appendix D, the following equations can be obtained: 
For t = 0, s = I, 
(C JkL, D -JkL,)R2 (E JkL, '" -JkL,)R2 Ole - Ole I = Ole -rOle O' (7.20) 
For t = O,S = 2,3, ... ,00, 
(C01eJkL, -D01e-JkL,) k~i Jo(k:~~A)Jl(k:~~A) 
r,o,$ 
(7,21) 
klll III . JJJ R2 
= ,.0,. (E eJk"o,,1, _ F, e - 1",0,,1,) _0 f (ell R) k Os Os 2 0 r ,0,S 0 
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For t = 1,2, ... ,00, S = 1,2, ... ,00 , 
(c eikL, -D e-ikL')e-itO'J (ell J)..!LJ (ell R) 01 01 t r,t,s 1 kIlf I r,t,s 1 
r,t,s 
ro 
+L 
n=2 
ReIl 
I ',t,' J '(ell R)J (kll R)) kIl 2 _ klIl 2 0 r,t,s I 0 r,o,n 1 
r,o,n r,t,s 
m=l n=} 
(7.22) 
And 
(C ikL, D - ikL ,) jtO'J (k lll 0) RI J (k lll R) 01 e - 01 e e t r t sOl -Ill I r t s 1 
.. k .. 
r ,I ,$ 
ro 
+L 
n=2 
kIl "k" L 'k// L ' 0 III (~ (C e1 ,..., , - D e - 1 ,..., ')eJl 'J (k <5 ) k On On t r ,I ,$ 1 
ReIl 
I ',t,' J '(ell R)J (k ll R)) 
II 2 1II 2 0 r,t,s 1 0 r,o,n 1 k -k r,o,n r,t,s 
«l ctJ U 11 
+ "" ([(C+ eik,.m,.L, - D+ e - ik"m .• L')J (ell <5) ~ L..J mn mn m+t r,t,s I (7.23) 
m=1 n=l 
'k// L "k ll L + (C- e1 ,.m,' , - D- e -1 ',m," ')(_1)m J (ell <5)] 
mn mn I-m r,t,s I 
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At boundary 3, for the acoustic pressure boundary condition, following the derivation 
procedure presented in Appendix C, the following equations can be obtained, 
For t = 0,8 = 1, 
(c ejk(L,+L,) + D e-Jk(L,+L,)R /2 01 01 I 
- (J ejk(L,+L,) + B e-jk(L,+L,)R /2 
- ""'"01 01 I 
+ ~(A eJk:,o,·(L,+L,)+B e-Jk:,o,.(L,+L,)_l_J. (kl o')J(e R) L. ~n On ki 0 r,D,n 1 1 r,O,n 1 
n=2 r,O,n 
(7.24) 
+ f f «A;neJk;,.,.L, + B;ne -jk;,.,.L, )e-jmBo + (A~nejk;,.,,.L, + B~ne -)k;,.,J" )ejme,,) 
m=l n=1 
For (=0,s=2,3" .. ,OO, 
(c ejk:~o,,(L,+L,) +D e-Jk;~o,,(L,+L,)J (el R)R 12 Os Os 0 r,O,s 1 1 
~ I I k1 
= "( A eJk"o,.(L,+L,) + B e -Jk"o,.(L,+L,) ',O,n J (e ~ )J' (k l R) L... "'On On II 2 I 2 0 "O,nU' 0 ',O,n , 
11=2 kr,Q,s - kr,o,n 
For t = 1,2, ... ,oo,s = 1,2" .. ,00, 
00 
=L (7,26) 
n=2 
00 00 
+1:1: ([(A+ eJk:,.,.(L,+L,) + B+ e - Jk;,.,.(L,+L')(_l)' J (e t5 )e- jmB, mn mu m-( f',m,n 1 
m=ll1=1 
e ' 
( ',m,n )J (e R » klI 2 _kI 2 t ',m,n 1 
r,t,s r,m,n 
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And 
~ 
=L 
n=2 
(7.27) 
co ao I I 
+ "" ([(A+ eJk,.m .• (L,+L,) + B+ e-Jk,.m .• (L,+L'))J (e cS )e-Jm8, L...J L..J mn mn m+t r,m,n I 
m",l n=l 
+(A- eJk;.m .• (L,+L')+B- e-Jk; .•.• (L,+L'))(_I)'J (e cS)e Jm8,] 
mn mn m-I r,m,n 1 
e ( '.m." )f(e R )) Il 2 I 2 t r,m,n 1 k -k r,t,s r,m,n 
For the particle velocity boundary condition, following the derivation procedure 
presented in Appendix D, the following equations can be obtained: 
For t=O,s=l, 
(7.28) 
For t = O,s = 2,3, ... ,00, 
(c eJk(Z,+Z,)_D. e-Jk(Z,+Z,))J!LJ (kI o)J(f( R) 01 01 kl 0 r,o,s I 1 r,o,s 1 
r,o,s 
(7.29) 
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For t = 1,2, ... ,00, S = 1,2, ... ,00 , 
(c eJk(L,+L,) - D e-Jk(L,+L'»e-J,ooJ (e 0 )~J (e R) 01 01 t r,t,s 1 kI 1 r,t,s 1 
r ,I,s 
oc)oo 11 11 
+ "" ([(C+ eJk,.m.,(L,+L,), - D+ e-Jk"m,,(L,+L'»(_I)m J (e 0) ~ L.J mn mn I-m r,t,s I (7.30) 
m=l n:::l 
(C- Jk::m,,(L,+L,) _ D- -Jk::m,,(L,+L'»J (k I s:)] + mn e mn e m+t r,t,sUt 
k:~m,n ( Rg"s )J '(e R)J (kII R )e- jlOO) k kIl 2 _ kI 2 m ',t,s 1 m r,m,n 1 
r,m,n r,t,s 
And 
(c eJk(L,+L,) -D e-Jk(L,+L,»ejlOoJ (e 0 )J!LJ (e R) 
. 01 01 t r,l,s 1 kJ 1 r,l,s 1 
r,t,s 
ao co , /l II 
+ "" ([(C+ e)k"m,(L,+L,) - D+ e-Jk"m,,(L,+L'»J (e 0) ~ L... mn mn m+t r,t,s 1 
m=l n=l (7.31 ) 
+ (C- Jk::m,,(L,+L,) - D- -Jk::m,,(L,+L'»(_I)m J (e 0)] 
mn e mn e I-m r,t,s 1 
k:~m,n ( R,k:,t,s )J '(e R)J (k II R )eJ'OO) k kll 2 _ kl 2 m r,t,s I m r,m,n I 
r,m,n r,t,s 
Boundary 4 is the boundary between the point source and the main duct, as discussed in 
Chapter 4, equations (4,28), (4.36), (4.41) and (4.42) have been obtained for this 
boundary. 
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So now, a complete description for all these four boundary conditions has been obtained. 
Combining equation (7.9), equation (7.16) to equation (7.31) with equations (4.28), 
(4.36), (4.41) and (4.42), an equation group for the solution of the acoustic properties in 
circular duct with a simple aperture device is given as follow, 
Am, 
Bm, 
[X ]D'D Cm, =[~L. (7.32) Dm, 
Em, 
Fm, D'l 
in which X is the coefficient matrix for these amplitudes. Its dimension D is decided by 
how many higher-order modes are considered in both the main duct region and the 
orifice region. For example, in this research project, as discussed before, 17 modes are 
cut on in the main duct region at the frequency range that of interest. The mode with 
highest m value is (± 5, I) mode; the mode with highest n value is (0, 3) mode. For the 
orifice region, the number of the modes cut on is dependent on the radius of the orifice. 
But the radius of the orifice can only be smaller or equal to the radius of the main duct. 
So at frequency range 0 - 2600 Hz, there are at most 17 modes cut on in the orifice 
region. Thus m = ±5 and n = 5 should be sufficient for the calculation. 
If m = ±5 and n = 5, the dimension of the matrix X should be 330*330 
(3*(2*n+4*Imi*n». That means compared with the matrix appeared in Chapters 5 
and 6 for duct without an aperture device, matrix X is a significantly larger one. So in 
order to keep this matrix well conditioned, the method used in the former two chapters to 
solve the singularity problem of the matrix will be also adopted here. By only 
considering those higher-order modes which have been cut on in both the main duct 
region and the orifice region, one can make sure that the powers of the exponential items 
e1k:.,L appeared in matrix X will be always complex numbers rather than real numbers. 
So for the matrix X, at this situation its dimension D is not a constant one, it is dependent 
on the numbers of cut on modes and increases with the increasing frequency. 
After treating the matrix X in the manner described above, one can just multiply both 
sides of the equation (7.32) with the inversion of the matrix X, then the solution for this 
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equation group is obtained which give the amplitudes, such as Am.' Bm.' Cm.' Dm., 
Em. and Fm. (the detailed procedure is given in Appendix E). 
7.2.2 Experimental set-up and measurement results 
According to the theoretical derivation described above, it can be seen that there is no 
limitation or requirement for the thickness of the aperture devices and the radius of the 
orifice. However if the thickness of the device is too small, then the descriptions for 
boundaries 2 and 3 are so similar that the matrix X approaches singularity. Also in 
engineering situations, the thickness of the aperture device is normally not very large 
compared to wavelength. So in this investigation, the thickness of the aperture device is 
taken as L = 0.025m which gives a range of k * L values from 0 to 1.2. As shown in Fig 
7.2, two different orifice radii are selected, which are r = 0.03m (open area is 4% of 
total area) and r = 0.02m (open area is 1.7% of total area) respectively. Through the 
selection of different numbers of orifices, one can get different open areas. 
The experimental set-up is shown in Fig 7.3. It is quite similar to the experimental set-up 
adopted in Chapter 5. The aperture device is placed in z = -O.4m (-13.3%L). Two rings 
of measurement points, located at z = -O.54m (-18%L) and z = -O.l8m (-6%L) 
respectively, are taken for appointed position measurements (direct measurements) in 
the before orifice field and the after orifice field. Two reference measurement positions, 
located at (0.15m(IOO%R),0,-2.33m(-74.3%L)) and 
(0.1Sm(100%R),3 * iT / 4,-1.Sm(-SO%L)), are taken for the reference measurement in 
the before orifice field. 
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Circumference measurement 
positions arrangement 
1 
V Baifle 
Speaker J.QOO"",,-
Source duct 
80"",-
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measurement points 
\ 
. Jipert re dIrect m asurement d . 
. t eVIc pom'S 
Fig 7.3 Experimental set-up for acoustic properties measurement before and after 
aperture device 
In order to show the effects of the aperture device on the acoustic properties in the 
circular duct, two situations, which are the sound source is concentric and eccentric to 
the main duct respectively, are selected and the acoustic pressures measured at positions 
before and after orifice are shown in Fig 7.4. 
Fig7.4 a) and b) show the acoustic pressures when the sound source is concentric to the 
main duct. In which, 'without aperture device' means there is no aperture device in the 
duct; 'with aperture device' means there is a device with a single orifice which is also 
concentric to the main duct (Situation I in Fig 7.6) in duct. Fig7.4 c) and d) show the 
acoustic pressures when the sound source is eccentric to the main duct 
(8 = O.06m(40%Ro)). Again in which, 'without aperture device' means there is no 
aperture device in the duct; 'with aperture device' means there is a device with a single 
orifice which is also eccentric to the main duct (Situation 4 in Fig 7.6) in the duct. 
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Fig 7.4 Comparison ofthe acoustic pressures measured at different positions for 
without aperture device and with aperture device situations 
From this figure, it can be seen that at the very low normalized wave number range 
(k * R -< 0.8), there is nearly no difference between these two situations. Which means 
the presence of the aperture device does not affect the acoustic pressures both before and 
after the aperture device in this normalized wave number range. In this situation, the 
device thickness is small compared to wavelength. However if the normalised wave 
number is larger than 0,8, there are some differences between these two situations, 
which means the presence of the aperture device has an effect on the acoustic properties 
in the circular duct. Compared with its effects on acoustic field in the region before 
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aperture device, its effects on acoustic field in the region after the aperture device are 
larger, especially for higher normalised wave number range (k * R >- 5). 
In following sections, the effects of the aperture device on acoustic field are studied in 
detail. 
7.2.3 Comparison of coupled and uncoupled predictions 
In Chapter 5, for a duct without an aperture device, it is concluded that at the open end 
of the duct, the cross coupling effects between higher-order modes can be neglected. So 
in this section, these cross coupling effects are reconsidered when there is an aperture 
device in the duct. 
Several combinations of the comparative source-orifice relationships, such as, 
concentric-concentric, concentric-eccentric, eccentric-concentric and eccentric-eccentric, 
are considered. The results are similar and only one comparative source-orifice 
relationship, which is eccentric-eccentric (Situation 5 in Fig 7.6), is chosen and the 
results are shown in Fig 7.5. Fig 7.5 a) shows coupled prediction, uncoupled prediction 
and direct measurements for the before orifice field; Fig 7.5 b) shows coupled 
prediction, uncoupled prediction and direct measurements for the after orifice field; Fig 
7.5 c) shows the difference between coupled and uncoupled predictions both for the 
before orifice field and the after orifice field. 
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Fig 7.5 Comparison of coupled, uncoupled prediction with direct measurements for 
the before orifice field and the after orifice field 
From this aperture it can be seen that for the after orifice field, there is a little difference 
between coupled and uncoupled predictions when the normalised wave number is larger 
than 4. However this difference is so small (less than 0.5%) that it can be neglected. For 
the before orifice field, there is no difference for coupled and uncoupled predictions, 
which means that the cross coupling effects shown in equation (3.57) between those 
higher.order modes at the open end of the duct is negligible. So in following analysis, 
these cross coupling effects are not considered and it is assumed at the end of the duct, 
no cross coupling effects occur. 
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7.2.4 Comparison of predictions with direct measurements for a device with 
single orifice 
For an aperture device with a single orifice, six comparative source-orifice relationships 
(shown in Fig 7.6), which are concentric-concentric, concentric-eccentric, eccentric-
concentric, eccentric-eccentric (three different situations), are considered. 
For all situations shown below, the acoustic pressure plotted for the before aperture field 
is taken at the point with coordinate (O.l5m,1r 13,- 0.54m), which is 
(lOO%R,Jr 13,-18%L) in non-dimensional form; acoustic pressure plotted for the after 
aperture field is taken at the point with coordinate (O.l5m,1r/3,-O.l8m), which is 
(IOO%R,1r 13,- 6%L) in non-dimensional form. 
Situation 1 Situation 2 Situation 3 
Situation 4 Situation 5 Situation 6 
o Sound source o Orifice 
Fig 7.6 Comparative source-orifice relationships for device with single orifice 
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Not all situations shown in Fig 7.6 are displayed, because the results for some situations 
are quite similar. So four situations are selected and shown below. In each figure, a) 
shows the acoustic pressure for the before orifice field; b) shows the acoustic pressure 
for the after orifice field; c) shows the errors between predictions and direct 
measurements for both the before orifice field and the after orifice field. In order to show 
these errors clearly, the results are transferred into 1/6 octave band. Fig 7.7 shows the 
concentric-concentric situation (Situation 1 in Fig 7.6). 
a) 
b) 
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Fig 7.7 Comparison ofthe acoustic pressure for both the before orifice field and the 
after orifice field for device with single orifice (Situation 1 in Fig 7.6) 
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Fig 7.8 shows 'the concentric-eccentric situation (Situation 2 in Fig 7.6). 
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Fig 7.8 Comparison of the acoustic pressure for both the before orifice field and the 
after orifice field for device with single orifice (Situation 2 in Fig 7.6) 
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Fig 7.9 shows the eccentric--eccentric situation (Situation 6 in Fig 7.6), for this one it can 
represent other similar situations, such as Situation 4 and situation 5 in Fig 7.6. 
a) 
bJ 
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Fig 7.9 Comparison of the acoustic pressure for both the before orifice field and the 
after orifice field for device with single orifice (Situation 6 in Fig 7.6) 
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Fig 7.10 shows the eccentric-concentric situation (Situation 3 in Fig 7.6). 
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Fig 7.10 Comparison of the acoustic pressure for both the before orifice field and 
the after orifice field for device with single orifice (Situation 3 in Fig 7.6) 
From Fig7.7 -7.10, it can be seen that: 
1. For the concentric-concentric situation (shown in Fig 7.7), most errors for both 
the before orifice field and the after orifice field are less than 10% of the direct 
measurements. At the higher normalized wave number range (k * R )- 3.5 ), these 
errors are less than 5% of the direct measurements. Also the errors for the after 
orifice field are a little larger than the before orifice field. 
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2. For the eccentric-eccentric situation, there are three different configurations for 
source-orifice relationship. The results are very similar and only one situation is 
chosen and shown in Fig 7.9. From this one, it can be seen that other than very 
low normalized wave number range (k * R -< 0.8 ), predictions for both the before 
orifice field and the after orifice field agree well with direct measurements. 
3. For the concentric-eccentric situation (shown in Fig 7.8), the predictions for the 
after orifice field do not agree with the direct measurements. From this figure, it 
is easy to see that the errors between prediction and direct measurement are 
largest after the (0, 2) mode cuts on (k * R = 3.05). Also the (0, 2) mode 
dominates in the direct measurement but does not dominate in the prediction. For 
the after orifice field, it can be treated as one short duct with the plane wave 
source situation. According to the discussion in Chapter 6, when the plane wave 
source is eccentric to the main duct, those axially-symmetric higher-order modes, 
such as (0, 2) mode, should not be dominant in duct. However, for this situation, 
the (0, 2) mode dominates in the duct, which is in contradiction to the conclusion 
drawn from Chapter 6. So there is only one explanation for the (0, 2) mode 
domination in this field, which is that this (0, 2) mode is from the before orifice 
field. Because the wooden aperture device used is not a perfectly rigid one, so the 
plate can radiate this (0, 2) mode to the after orifice field; also there are always 
some gaps between the plate and the wall of the duct, so this (0, 2) mode can also 
propagate through these gaps to the after orifice field. So this axially-symmetric 
higher-order mode appears and dominates in the after orifice device. For this 
situation, this method cannot be used directly to predict the after orifice field. 
4. For the eccentric-concentric situation (shown in Fig 7.10), the predictions for the 
after orifice field do not agree with the direct measurements, especially in 
frequency range 1.8 -< k * R -< 3.5. In this frequency range, four axially-
unsymmetric higher-order modes, which are (± 1,1) modes and (± 2,1) modes, 
cut on in the main duct. For the before orifice field, because the sound source is 
eccentric to the main duct, so these axially-unsymmetric higher-order modes are 
dominant and prediction agrees with direct measurement. However for the after 
orifice field, as discussed in former paragraph, it can be treated as one short duct 
with the plane wave source (discussed in Chapter 6). If the source is concentric 
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to the main duct, then the in-duct field should be dominant with those axially-
symmetric higher-order modes. However from Fig 7.10, one can see that for the 
after orifice field, those axially-unsymmetric higher-order modes, (± 1,1) modes 
and (± 2,1 ) modes, dominate in that frequency range, which is contradicted with 
conclusion drawn in Chapter 6. Again the only explanation for (± 1,1) modes and 
(±2,1) modes domination in this field is (±1,1) modes and (±2,1) modes are 
from before aperture field. Again it is caused by the non-perfect rigid aperture 
device and the gaps between the device and the duct wall. So these axially-
unsymmetric higher-order modes penetrate the aperture device and appear in 
after aperture device. For this situation, this method cannot be used directly to 
predict the after orifice field either. 
7.3 Aperture device with two orifices 
If there are more than one orifice in the device, as shown in Fig 7.11, it can be divided 
into two situations: two orifices situation and several orifices situation. The first one to 
be studied is the two orifices situation. 
7.3.1 Theoretical derivation 
two apertures 
situation 
several apertures 
situation 
Fig 7. 11 Geometric configurations for orifices iu the device 
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If the aperture device consists of two orifices (as shown in the left one of the Fig 7.11), 
with radius RI and R, respectively, the boundary conditions at 2 and 3 are given as 
below, 
At boundary 2, for the acoustic pressure, 
Pc + PDIz.-L3 = PE + PFlz~-L3 
For the velocity, 
Uc +UDlz~_L3 =UE +UFlz=_L3 
UE +UFlz~_L3 =0 
At boundary 3, the acoustic pressure, 
p +pl =P +pl C D Z=-L3-L2 A B Z=-L3-L2 
For the velocity, 
Uc +UDlz~_L3_L' = UA +UB lz=_L3_L2 
(7.33) 
(over SI and S,), (7.34) 
(over(S-SI-S,», (7.35) 
(7.36) 
(over SI and S,), (7.37) 
(over(S-SI-S,», (7.38) 
in which SI is the area of orifice I, S, is the area of orifice 2, S is the area of the main 
duct. 
Following the derivation procedure of the single orifice situation, at boundary condition 
2, for acoustic pressure, one can get, for t = 0, s = I , 
(CI01 eJid, + Dlol e -Jid, )RI 12 
= (EoleJid, + Fole-Jid,)RI12 
<Xl <Xl • III ' lJl, . !If . III , 
+ L L «(E~neJk,.m .• I, + F:ne -Am .• I, )e-Jm~ + (E~ne;k,.m .• I, + F;;;ne -A.m.h )eJmB,) 
m=l n=} 
k}/ Jm(k:~~.n81)JI(k:~~.nRI»· 
r,m,n 
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(C20' eJkL, + D2o, e -JkL, )R, 12 
= (EO,eJkL, + FOle-JkL,)R, 12 
(7.40) 
in which Cl o" Dlo, are amplitudes in orifice I and C20, ' D2o, are amplitudes in 
orifice 2. 
For t = O,S = 2,3, ... ,00, 
ell 
r.m.n J (ell cS)f (ell R» 
II ' klIl 2 m r,m,n I 0 r,m,n 1 k -lr,O,s r,m,n 
ell 
r.m.n J (kill o)f (ell R» 
11 ' kIll 2 m r,m,n 2 0 r,m,n 2 k -2r,0,s r,m,n 
For t = 1,2, ... ,00,s = 1,2, ... ,00, 
~ ell 
= ""(E eJk;:t,L, +F e-Jk;:t,L,)J (ell 0)( r.O.n )J'(ell R) L... On On t r,O,n 1 kll ' kIll 2 t r,O,n 1 
n=2 Ir/,s - r,O,n 
(7.43) 
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00 00 
+ "" ([(E+ ejk;~m"L, + F+ e-jk;:~"L, )(-1)' J (ell 0 )e-jmB, ~ L... mn mn m-I r,m,» 1 
m=l 11=:1 
+ (E- ejk;:~"L, + F- e - jk;~m"L')J (ell 0 )e jmB,] 
mn mn m+t r ,m,» 1 
ell 
( r,m,n )f(ell R» II 2 III 2 t r,m,» I k -k lr,t,s r,m,n 
2 
(Cl + eJk/:""L, + D1 + e - jk{:""L, )(1- t )J (k ll R)R /2 Is Is klI 2Rz t lr,t,s 1 1 
lr,t ,s 1 
- km 
= "(E ejk;:~"L, + F e - jk;':o"L')J (ell 0)( r,O,n )f(eII R) ~ On On t r,O,» I k" 2 klII 2 t r,O,n 1 
11=2 11",(,5 - 1",0,,, 
(7.44) 
m=l n=1 
ell 
( r,m,n )f(ell R» 11 2 III 2 t r,m,n 1 k -k lr,t,s r,m,n 
'kIT T. 'kll t2 (eT eJ "",,", + D2- e-J """'"')(1_ )J (k ll R)R 12 Is Is kII 2.R 2 I 2T,I,S 2. 2 2T,I,S 2. 
00 .J}].IIJ kIll, 
= '" (E elk"."L, + F. e-jk".,L,)J (ell t5 )( r,O,n )J (ell R ) ~ On On I r,O,n 2. klI 2 klJ1 2 / r,O,n 2. 
/1==2 21",1,8 - 1",0,n 
(7.45) 
+ (E- ejk;'!.,"" + F- e -jk;'!."L')J (ell t5 )ejme' l 
mn mn m+1 r,m,» 2. 
ell 
( r,m,n )f(kJJ1 R» If 2. JII 2. t r,m,n 2 k -k 2T,I,S r,m,/1 
2 
(C2+ ejk;~""L, + D2+ e - jki~""L, )(1- t )J (kJI R)R /2 Is Is kII 2. R2 f 2r,l,s 2 2 
21',t,$ 2 
00 ,.11f . JI1 kill, 
= '" (E ejk"o,.L, + F. e - jk"o,.L')J (ell 0)( r,O,n )J (eJI R) L... On On t 7,0,n 2 kll 2 klll 2 t 7,0,/1 2 
11=2 21" ,I ,5 - r ,0,/1 
00 00 .m.m . 
+ "''' ([(E+ elk".,.L, + F+ e -lk"m,.L')J (kJJ1 t5 )e-1mB, ~ ~ mn mn m+t r,m,n 2 (7.46) 
m""II1=1 
"kl!1 L 'kill LLB + (E- el ',m,' , + F- e -1 "m" ')(-1)' J (eT t5 )eJm ,] 
mn mn m-I r,m,n 2 
eIl 
( r,m,n )f(elI R» kIf 2 _ klll 2 t r,m,n 2 
2r,t,s r,m,n 
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For the velocity boundary condition, multiplying equation (7.34) by J,(k:~;,sr)e-jtOdS 
and integrating over orifice SI and orifice S2 respectively; also multiplying equation 
(7,35) by Jt(k:~;,sr)e-jtOdS and integrating over the region S-SI -S2' then adding 
these three integration together, one can get, 
For t =O,s=l, 
(Cl ejkL, - Dl e - jkL, )R2 + (C2 ejkL, - D2 e - jkL, )R2 01 01 1 01 01 2 
= (EOlejkL, -FOle-jkL,)R!i 
For t=O,s=2,3, .. "oo, 
(Cl jkL, Dl - jkL,) RI J (kIll S:)J (kIII R) 01 e - 01 e kllI 0 r,0,sU1 I r,o,s 1 
r,o,s 
ReIl 
I ',O,S J (ell S:)J (lrll R )J' (kIll R» 
2 2 0 r 0 sUI 0 "1r 0 n 1 0 r 0 S I IrII _kIII " " " 
"1r,O,n r,o,s 
(7.47) 
(7.48) 
00 00 klI ./1 .11 .11 .If 
+ "" ( IZ,m,n ((Cl+ elk,.,.,"L, _ Dl+ e -Ik,.,.,"L,) + (Cr ejk,.,.,"L, _ Dl- e - lk,.,.,"L,» 
~~ k - - - -m=l n=l 
ReIl 
I ',O,S J (ell 5)J (eI R)f (ell R» 
II 2 III 2 m r,o,s 1 m lr,m,n I m ',a,s 1 k -k Ir,m,n r,o,s 
(C2 jkL, D2 - jkL,) R2 J (k III S:)J (kIII R ) + 01 e - 01 e klIl 0 r,0,sU2 1 r,o,s 2 
r,o,s 
Reil 
2 ',o,s J (ell S:)J (kII R )J' (kllI R» 
2 2 m r 0 sV2 m 2r m n 2 m r 0 s 2 kll _ ell ' , , , , , 
2r,m,n r,o,s 
kIII R2 . III . 1lI 
= ~(E elk.,."L, - F, e - lk.,,,L, )_0 J 2(ell R) k Os Os 2 0 r,o,s 0 
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For t = 1,2, ... ,00,s = 1,2, ... ,00, 
(Cl ejkL'-DI e-jkL')e-jtB'J(kllI O,)Ji:L J (kllI R) 01 01 t r,t,s I klll 1 r,t,s I 
r,t,s 
~ Irll 
+ "(~(Cl· ejk{~.o,nL3 -Dl e-jk{~,o,n~)e-jt()l 
~ k On On 
n=2 
Rell J (ell 6) 1 t.t,' J '(ell R)J (lrll R » 
t r,t,s I II 2 klll 2 0 r,f,s 1 0 n-:tr,o,n I 
ki"o,n - r,t,s 
~ ~ II H 
+ "" ([(Cl + ejk" .•.• L, - Dl + e - jk" .•.• L, )(_1)'" J (ell 6) ~~ ~ ~ I-m rJ.s 1 
m=l n=l 
(7.49) 
el Rell 
b,rn,. ( 1 t.t,' )J '(eII R)J (lrll R )e-}t8,) k II 2 _ klI/ 2 m r,t,s 1 m ~r,m,n 1 
kjr,m,n r,t,s 
(C2 jkL, D2 - jkL,) - jtB, J (klll "') R2 J (klll R ) + Die - Die e t r,t,sU2 klll 1 ',t,s 2 
r,t,s 
R ell 
J (eII 6) 2 t,',S J '(eII R )J (k ll R» 
t r,t,s 2 II 2 kit' 2 0 r,t,s 2 0 lr,D,n 2 k -2r,O,n r,t,s 
00 00 .// .ll 
+ "" ([(C2+ ejk",.,.L, - D2+ e - jk" .•.• L, )(_1)'" J (ell 6 ) L.....L...J mn mn I-m r,t,s 2 
m=l n=l 
e l R ell 
2z,"',. ( 2 t,',' )J '(ell R )J (e R )e-jtB,) k kII 2 _ klIl 2 m r,t,s 2 m 2r,m,n 2 
2r,m,n r,l,s 
2 
t )J 2(ell R) klll 2 2 t rtt ,S 0 . 
r,t,s ~ 
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And 
CCl eJkL, -Dl e-JkL')eJtB'Jcell <5)lJ Cell R) 01 01 t r,t,s I klll I r,t,s 1 
r,t,s 
co kII .11 .11. 
+ '" C 1',O,n CCl elk",o,.L, _ Dl e - ,k",o,.L, )e,'B, L..k On On 
n==2 
ReIl 
J cell <5) 1 ',I,' J 'cell R)J (/r ll R» 
t r,t,s 1 z,.II 2 _ kllI 2 0 r,t,s 1 0 fl-J.r,O,n 1 
il-Jr,O,n r,t,s 
co CC) 11 Jl 
+ '" '" C[CCl + eJk",.,.L, - Dl + e -Jk"",.L')J cell <5) L.. L..J mn mn m+t r,t,s 1 
m=l n""l 
/rII yell 
~( "~,,t,' )J '(ell R)J (k ll R )eJIB,) k kIl 2 _ klIl 2 m r,t,s 1 m lr,m,n 1 
lr,m,n r,t,s 
(C2 JkL, D2 -JkL,) JIB, J (kIll ") R2 J (kIll R ) + 01 e - 01 e e t r,t,sUZ kill 1 r,t,s 2 
r,t,s 
Loo k2ll 0 'k/J L kll L . B + (~(C2 e' ",0, , _ D2 e -, ",0,. ')e" , k On On n=2 
ReIl 
J (kIll ") 2 ',I,' J '(kIll R )J (kll R» t r t sU 2 2 2 0 r t s 2 0 2r 0 n 2 
.. e I _kIll .. " 
2r,D,n r,t,s 
(7,50) 
co CC) .11 .11 
+ '" "'([(C2+ e,k",,,L, _ D2+ e - jk'"m,.L')J (eII <5 ) L...L.. mn mn m+t r,t,s 2 
m=l n""l 
kll ReIl 
2',m,n ( 2 r,t,s )J 'cell R )J (k ll R )eJtB,) k kll 2 _ klII 2 m r,t,s 2 m 2r,m,n 2 
2r,m,n r,t,s 
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At boundary 3, following the derivation procedure of the boundary 2, one can get these 
equations for the acoustic pressure as follow. 
Fort=O,s=l, 
(Cl eJk(L,+L,) + Dl e-Jk(L,+Lz)R /2 01 01 1 
- (J eJk(L,+L,) + B e-Jk(L,+L,)R 12 
- .0'""01 01 I 
+ ~(J eJk~,o,"(L,+L,) + B e -Jk~,o."(L,+L,)_I_J (e 8.)J (e R) L... .non On kI 0 7,0,n I 1 r,O,n 1 
12=2 r,O,n 
00 c:Q • I . 1 . 
+ II([(A~neJk,.m,"(L,+L,) + B:ne-Am,"(L,+L,)e-jme, (7.51) 
m=l 12=1 
+ (A- eJk~,m."(L,+L,) + B- e -Jk~.m,"(L,+L,)eJmB,l 
mn mn 
1 j I 
rJm(k,.m.A)J1(k"m"R1) . 
r,m,n 
(C2 eJk(L,+L,) + D2 e - Jk(L,+L,))R 12 01 01 2 
- (J eJk(L,+L,) + B e-Jk(L,+L,)R 12 
- ""-'1>1 01 2 
+ ~(J eJk~,o·"(L,+L,)+B e-Jk~'O,"(L,+L,)_I_J (e is )J(e R) L... .I""On On kl 0 r,O,n 2 1 r,O,n 2 
12=2 r,O,n 
00<0./ .1 
+ I I ([(~nejk"m,"(L,+L,) + B~ne-jk,.m·"(L,+L,)e-Jmez (7.52) 
m=l n=1 
For t = O,s = 2,3, ... ,00, 
(Cl eJk{~,o,(L,+Lz) +DI e-Jk{~,o,'(L,+Lz)J (el R)R 12 Os Os 0 1r,O,s 1 1 
~ kl 
= "( J eJk:,O,"(L,+L,) + B e -Jk:,o."(L,+L,) ,.O,n J (e is)f (kl R) L... ~n On kll 2 J 2 0 r,O,n 1 0 "O,n 1 ~ -k ' lr,O,s r,O,n 
oooo.f .1 
+ I I ([(A;neAm." (L,+L,) + B;ne -lk"m,"(L,+I")e-JmB, 
m=l n",1 (7.53) 
+ (A- eJk:,m,"(I,,+L,) + B- e -Jk;,m,"(L,+L,)eJme, 1 
!nn mn 
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Q() 00 . I . J 
+ L L «((A;neJk..·,·(!.,+!.,) + B;ne -,k,,·,·(l-'+!.,)e-JmB, (7.54) 
m=l n=l 
+ (A- eJk:,.,.(!.,+L,) + B- e -Jk:,·,·(!.,+L,J)eJmB, 1 
mn mn 
For t = 1,2, .. ,,00,s = 1,2, ... ,00, 
2 (cr eJkl:,u(L,+L,) + Dr e-Jkl:",,(L,+L')(l_ t )J (el R)R 12 ts ts kII 2 R2 t lr,l,s 1 I 
Ir,t,s I 
Q() 00 . / . 1 
+" "([(A+ eJk"m,.(L,+L,) + B+ e-lk".,.(L,+L')(_l)' J (e <5 )e-JmB, (7.55) L... L... mn mn m-t r,m,n 1 
m=l n=l 
k' ( ',m,n )f(e R) kII 2 _ kl 2 t r,m,n I 
Ir,t,s r,m,n 
(C1+ eJkl:",,(L,+L2) + D1+ e-Jkl:",,(L,+L2)(1_ t
2 )J (k JI R)R 12 
Is Is kIl 2 R2 t Ir,l,s 1 1 
If ,I,s 1 
00 I'l 
= "(A eJk:,o,.(L,+L,) + B e-Jk:,o,.(L,+L2)J (e <5 )(k"o,nJ , (k"o.nRl» 
L... On On t r,O,n 1 k JI 2 kl 2 
n=2 Ir,t,s - r,O,n 
00 co , J . I 
+ " "([(A+ elk"m,.(L,+L,) + B+ e -Jk"m,.(L,+L')J (k' <5 )e- JmB, L... L... mn mn m+t r,m,n 1 (7.56) 
m=l n=l 
e ( ',m,n )f(k' R » kIl 2 _ kI 2 t r,m,n 1 
lr,1,s r,m,n 
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co 00 . / . ! 
+ """" ([(A+ e}k,.m.,(L,+L,) + B+ e-Jk"m,,(L,+L')(_I)' J (e ,) )e-JmB, (7.57) L.J L... mn mn m-I r,m,n 2 
m=ln::l 
e 
( '.m.n )f(e R» 1/ 2 I 2 t r,m,n 2 k -k 21',1,S r,m,n 
2 
(C2+ eJkj',.",(L, +L,) + D2+ e - Jkj~", (L,+L')(I_ t )J (el R)R /2 ts Is kII 2 R2 t 21',1,$ 2 2 
21',I,s 2 
C() 1 I I 
= "" (E eJk;,o,,(L,+L,) + F. e-Jk;,o,,(L,+L')J (e ,) )(k,.o,nJ , (k"o,n R2» 
L... On On I 1',0,1'1 2 kll 2 kl 2 
n=2 21',I,S - 1',0,1'1 
ooOO.I.J . 
+ "" ""([(E+ e}k"m,,(L,+L,) + F+ e-}k"m,,(L,+L')J (e ,) )e-}mB, L... L... mn mn m+t r,m,1I 2 (7.58) 
m=l n=1 
e 
( ',m,n )f(e R» II 2 kl 2 t l',m,n 2 • k -21',I,S r,m,n 
Also for the particle velocity boundary condition, one can get 
For t = 0, s = I, 
- (A eJk(L-;+L,) _ B e-Jk(L,+L')R 2 
- 01 01 0 
For t = O,s = 2,3, ... ,00, 
(Cl eJk(L,+L,) -Dl e-Jk(L,+L,)-.!!LJ (e ,)J (e R) 01 01 kI 0 r,o,s I 1 r,o,s 1 
r,o,s 
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+ (C2 elk(L,+L,) - D2 e-lk(L,+L,)..!!:LJ (e O)J (e R) 01 01 kl 0 r,o,s 2 I r,o,s 2 
r,o,s 
(7.60) 
For t = 1,2, ... ,00,s = 1,2, ... ,00, 
(Cl elk(L,+L,) - D1 e-lk(L,+L')e-ltB'J (kl t5. )~J (e R) 01 01 t r,t,s 1 kl 1 r,t,s 1 
r,t,s 
~ ~ II n 
+ "''''C[CCI+ elk",.,"(L,+L,) -Dt e-lkh,.,"(L,+L')C_I)m J (e 0) ~~ mn mn I-m r,t,s I 
m=l n=] 
+ (C1- elk!;,.,"(L,+L,) - Dr e -Jk{;,.,"(L,+L')J (e 0)] 
mn mn m+t r,t,s 1 
iT11 Re ~( 1 r,t,' )J'W R)J (k ll R)e-lIB,) k kll 2 _kI 2 m r,t,s 1 m IT,m,n 1 
lr,m,» r,t,s 
+(C2 elk(L,+L,) -D2 e-lk(L,+L')e-JtB'J (e 0 )..!1...J (e R) 
01 01 t r,t,s 2 kI I r,t,s 2 
r,l,s 
(7.61) 
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et) c:o 11 11 
+ ""([(C2+ eJk".m .• (L,+L,) -D2+ e-1k".m .• (L,+L'))(_1)m J (e 5) L...L... mn mn t-m r,t,s 2 
m=l n=1 
+ (CT Jkj'u .• (L,+L,) _ DT -lk!J, ... (L,+L'))J (e 5)] 
mn e mn e m+t r,t,s 2 
eI Re 2,.m .• ( 2 ',I,' )J '(e R)J (eI 1) )e-J1B,) k kII 2 _ kl 2 m r,t,s 2 m 2r,m,n.L'1 
2r,m,n r,t,s 
And 
(Cl eJk(L,+L,) - Dl e-Jk(L,+L'))eJIB'J (e 5 )lJ (e R) 01 01 t r,t,s 1 kl I ',t,s I 
r,t,s 
00 et:! I1 1/ 
+ ""([(Cl+ eJk".m,.(L,+L,) -Dl+ e-Jk",m,.(L,+L'))J (e 5) L..JL... mn mn m+l r,t,s I 
m=l n=1 
+(cr eJk{;,,,(L,+L,) -Dl- e-Jk{;,m,.(L,+L'))(_l)m J (e 5)] 
mn mn f-m r,t,s 1 
k{;,m.n ( R~k:" 2)Jm'(k:"R,)Jm(k::mnR,)eJlB,) 
k kII -e ' , 
lr,m,n r,t,s 
(7.62) 
+ (C2 eJk(L,+L,) - D2 e-Jk(L,+L'))eJIBo J (e 5 )l!:LJ (e R) 
01 01 t r,t,s 2 kl 1 r,t,s 2 
r,t,s 
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co co Jf J/ 
+ "''''([(C2+ eJk" ... CL,+L,) _ D2+ e-Jk".m .• CL,+L'»J (e <5) L.. L..J mn mn m+t r,t,s 2 
m=l n=1 
eI Re 
'z.m._ ( , '.I.s )J '(e R)J (k II R )eJ10,) k kIl 2 _kI 2 m r,t,s 2 m 2r,m,n 2 
2r,m,n r,t,s 
= k;."s (A+eJk;,.,CL,+L,) _B+e-Jk;,.,CL,+L,»Rg (1 
k Is Is 2 
, 
t )J'(e 1l) 
k:,t,s 2 R.g t r,t,s,l~ • 
7.3.2 Experimental set-up 
The experimental set-up for the two orifices situation is the same as that for the single 
orifice situation. The devices used in measurements. are shown in Fig 7.2, with unused 
orifices being blocked with wooden blocks of the same thickness. 
For device with two orifices situation, nine different comparative source-orifice 
relationship situations (shown in Fig 7.12) are considered. These situations can represent 
most possible source-orifice relationships for a device with two orifices. 
7.3.3 Comparison of predictions with direct measurements for a device with two 
orifices 
The predicted and direct measured acoustic pressures of different situations are shown in 
the figures below. In each figure, a) shows the predicted and direct measured acoustic 
pressures for the before orifice field; b) shows the predicted and direct measured 
acoustic pressures for the after orifice field; c) shows the errors between prediction and 
direct measurement for both the before orifice field and the after orifice field. In order to 
show these errors clearly, the results are transferred into 1/6 octave band. 
For all situations shown below, the acoustic pressure plotted for the before orifice field 
is taken at the point with coordinate (0.15m,7l' / 3, - 0.54m), which is 
(I OO%R,7l' / 3, -18%L ) in non-dimensional form; acoustic pressure plotted for the after 
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aperture field is taken at the point with coordinate (0.15m,1l"/3,-0.18m), which is 
(lOO%R,1l" 13,- 6%L) in non-dimensional form. 
Situation 1 Situation 2 Situation 3 
Situation 4 Situation 5 Situation 6 
Situation 7 Situation 8 Situation 9 
o So wtd source o Orifices 
Fig 7.12 Comparative source - orifice relationships for device with two orifices 
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Because for some situations, the results are similar, so there is no need to shown all. 
Then only three situations are chosen and shown in the figures below. Two of the 
situations are source concentric situations and one is source eccentric situation. Fig 7.13 
shows the concentric - axially-unsymmetric with concentric orifice situation (Situation 2 
in Fig 7.12). 
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Fig 7.13 Comparison of the acoustic pressure for both the before orifice field and 
the after orifice field for device with two orifices (Situation 2 in Fig 7.12) 
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Fig 7.14 shows the concentric - axially-unsymmetric without concentric orifice situation 
(Situation 3 in Fig 7.12). 
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Fig 7.14 Comparison of the acoustic pressure for both the before orifice field and 
the after orifice field for device with two orifices (Situation 3 in Fig 7.12) 
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For the source eccentric situation, all six different orifice configurations give similar 
results. So only one situation (Situation 9 in Fig 7.12) is chosen and the results are 
shown below. 
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Fig 7.15 Comparison of the acoustic pressure for both the before orifice field and 
the after orifice field for device with two orifices (Situation 9 in Fig 7.12) 
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From Fig 7.13 -7.15, it can be seen that 
1. For the source concentric situation, if an orifice in the device is concentric to the 
main duct, predictions for both the before orifice field and the after orifice field 
agree with the direct measurements (less than ± 10% of direct measurements). 
2. However if there is no orifice in the device which is concentric to the main duct, 
such as Situation 1 and Situation 3, predictions do not agree with the direct 
measurements, especially for the after orifice field. As shown in Fig 7.14, the 
largest errors appear when (0, 2) mode cuts on (k * R >- 4 ). The reason is given 
in the single orifice situation. 
3. For source eccentric situation, six different configurations of the orifices have 
been considered and from the results shown in Fig 7.15, it can be seen that other 
than at very low nonnalized wave number range, the predictions for both the 
before orifice field and the after orifice field agree with the direct measurements 
(less than ± 1 0% of direct measurements). Which means for these situations, this 
model works well in the decomposition of the in-duct field. Because for all these 
situations, there are always at least one eccentric orifice in the aperture device, so 
for both the before orifice field and the after orifice field, those axiaIly-
unsymmetric higher-order modes are dominant in the in-duct field. 
7.4 Device with several orifices 
7.4.1 Theoretical derivation 
The effects of the device with two orifices situation have been studied in previous 
section. In this section, the effects of several orifices on the in-duct field will be 
discussed. If the device consists of more than two orifices (as shown in the right picture 
of Fig 7.2), with radius RI' R, ... Rn respectively, the boundary conditions at 2 and 3 
are given as below, 
At boundary 2, for the acoustic pressure, 
Pc + PDlz=-L3 = PE + PFlz=-L3 (7.63) 
For the velocity, 
U c + U Dlz=-L3 = U E + U Flz=-L3 (7.64) 
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UE +UF lz=_L3 '= 0 (over (S-SI -S2",-Sn))' (7.65) 
At boundary 3, the acoustic pressure, 
Pc + PDlz=-L3-L2 '= PA + PBlz=-L3-L2 (over SI ,S2 .. , Sn)' (7.66) 
For the velocity, 
U c + U Dlz=-L3-L2 = U A + U BIz,-L3-L2 (over SpS2 ... Sn) , (7.67) 
UA +UBlz=_L3_L2 = 0 (over (S -SI -S2"'-S.)), (7.68) 
Just following the derivation procedure of the two orifices situation, one can easily get 
the equations for the device with several orifices situation. These equations are similar to 
those obtained for the two orifices situation. 
7.4.2 Experimental set-up 
The experimental set-up for several orifices situation is the same as that for the single 
orifice situation and the two orifices situation. The devices used in measurements are 
shown in Fig 7.2, with unused orifices being blocked with wooden blocks of same 
thickness. 
For several orifices situation, ten different comparative source - orifice relationship 
situations are considered. These situations can represent many possible source - orifice 
relationships for several orifices situation. From these ten different situations, one can 
not only test the effects of up to 28% open area in the device on the in-duct field, but 
also test the effects of different orifice combinations on the in-duct field. 
7.4.3 Comparison of predictions with direct measurements for a device with 
several orifices 
In order to keep the results comparable, the predicted and direct measured acoustic 
pressures of different situations are shown in figures below. In each figure, a) shows the 
predicted and direct measured acoustic pressures for the before orifice field; b) shows 
the predicted and direct measured acoustic pressures for the after orifice field; c) shows 
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the errors between prediction and direct measurement for both the before orifice and the 
after orifice field. In order to show these errors clearly, the results are transferred into 
116 octave band. 
For all situations shown below, the acoustic pressure plotted for the before aperture field 
is taken at the point with coordinate (0.15m,n-!3,-O.54m), which is 
(IOO%R,7r 13,-18%L) in non-dimensional form; acoustic pressure plotted for the after 
aperture field is taken at the point with coordinate (0.15m,7r/3,-0.18m), which is 
(lOO%R,7r 13,- 6%L) in non-dimensional form. 
Situation 1 Situation 2 Situation 3 Situation 4 
Situation 5 Situation 6 Situation 7 Situation 8 
Situation 9 Situation 10 
0- SOlUld source o Orifice 
Fig 7.16 Comparative source - orifice relationships for device with several orifices 
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For all these ten situations, three situations are chosen and shown in Fig 7.17 to Fig 7.19. 
In which two of them are the source concentric situations and one is the source eccentric 
situation. Fig 7.17 shows the sound source concentric to the main duct, while the orifices 
are axially-unsymmetric to the main duct without concentric orifice situation (Situation 
1 in Fig 7.16). 
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Fig 7.17 Comparison of the acoustic pressure for both the before orifice field and 
the after orifice field for device with several orifices (Situation 1 in Fig 7.16) 
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Fig 7.18 shows the sound source is concentric to the main duct, while the orifices are 
axially-symmetric to the main duct with concentric orifice situation (Situation 4 in Fig 
7.16). 
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Fig 7.19 shows the sound source eccentric to the main duct, while the orifices are 
axially-unsymmetric to the main duct with concentric orifice situation (Situation 8 in Fig 
7.16). 
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Fig 7.19 Comparison of the acoustic pressure for both the before orifice field and 
the after orifice field for device with several orifices (Situation 8 in Fig 7.16) 
From Fig 7.17-7.19, it can be seen that 
1. For source concentric situation, still if an orifice in the device is concentric to the 
main duct (Situation 2 and Situation 4), predictions for both the before orifice 
field and the after orifice field agree with the direct measurements (less than 
± 10% of direct measurements). However if there is no orifice in the device 
which is concentric to the main duct, such as Situation 1 and Situation 3, no 
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matter those orifices are axially-symmetric (Situation 3) or axially-unsymmetric 
(Situation 1), predictions do not agree with the direct measurements, especially 
for the after orifice field. As shown in Fig 7.17, the largest errors appear when 
(0, 2) mode cuts on (k * R >- 4). The reason is given in the single orifice 
situation. 
2. For source eccentric situation, six different configurations of the orifices have 
been considered and from the results shown in Fig 7.19, one can see that other 
than at very low nonnalized wave number range, the predictions for both the 
before orifice field and the after orifice field agree with the direct measurements 
(less than ± 10% of direct measurements). Which means for these situations, this 
model works well in the decomposition of the in-duct field. 
7.5 Error analysis 
From all these figures shown above, it can be seen that for all these situations, 
predictions for the before orifice field agree with direct measurements. Other than the 
very low nonnalized wave number range (k * R -< 0.8), the errors between predictions 
and direct measurements are less than 10% of direct measurements, or even smaller. 
Which means this model is effective in prediction of acoustic properties in the before 
orifice field, as well as in decomposition of the before orifice field into single higher-
order mode. 
For most situations, such as concentric-concentric situation and eccentric-eccentric 
situations, predictions for the after orifice field agree with direct measurements. Still 
other than the nonnalized wave number range (k * R -< 0.8), the errors between 
predictions and direct measurements in these situations are less than 10% of the direct 
measurements. Which means for these situations, through measurements in the before 
orifice field, one can accurately predict those acoustic properties in the after orifice field. 
However for some other situations, predictions for the after orifice field do not agree 
with direct measurements in some nonnalized wave number range. These situations can 
be divided into two groups: source concentric group and source eccentric group. 
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For the source concentric group, if there is no orifice located concentric to the main duct, 
no matter how many orifices are in the device (Situation 2 in Fig 7.6, Situation 1 and 3 
in Fig 7.12, Situation 1 and 3 in Fig 7.16), the predictions for the after orifice field do 
not agree with the direct measurements. However, through the comparison between Fig 
7.8 and Fig 7.13, one can see if there is an extra concentric orifice presented in the 
device, the predictions agree with the direct measurements. This concentric orifice can 
produce those axially-symmetric higher-order modes in the after orifice field. So these 
situations can be described as source concentric and no concentric orifice situation. 
For the source eccentric group, if there is only a single concentric orifice in the device 
(Situation 3 in Fig 7.6), the predictions for the after orifice field do not agree with the 
direct measurements. For all other situations, predictions agree well with the direct 
measurement. So this situation can be described as source eccentric and only one 
concentric orifice situation. 
So other than these two different situations discussed above, one can predict both the 
before orifice field and the after orifice field with just two reference measurements in the 
before orifice field. But for these two special situations, in order to get accurate 
prediction for the after orifice field, another two reference points in the after orifice field, 
which are located at (0.15m(lOO%R),0,-0.12m(-4%L)) and 
(0.15m(100%R),2 * 7r /3,- 0.20m(-6.67%L)), respectively, are used. 
Using these two reference measurements for the predictions in the after orifice field (the 
procedure is given in Appendix E), for source concentric and no concentric orifice 
situation, take the source-orifice relationship shown as Situation 3 in Fig 7.12 for 
example, the results are shown in Fig 7.20. For source eccentric and only one concentric 
orifice situation, the results are shown in Fig 7.21 (predictions for the before orifice field 
are still using those two before orifice field reference measurements and are not shown 
here). 
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From Fig 7.20 - 7.21, it can be seen that for these two specific situations, predictions for 
the after orifice field by using reference measurements in the after orifice field agree 
with direct measurements. Which means through the reference measurements in the after 
orifice field, one can still decompose the after orifice field effectively for these two 
specific situations. 
7.6 Discussion 
In this chapter, a simple aperture device is placed in the duct and twenty five different 
source-orifice relationships (including one orifice, two orifices and several orifices) are 
discussed and from the results shown, one can see that the predictions for both the before 
and the after orifice fields are considered acceptable. This means the model proposed to 
describe the boundary conditions of the simple aperture device is effective and the 
combination of the simple aperture device boundary conditions with the point source 
boundary and open end boundary can give accurate solution for the whole in-duct field. 
So using this model, one can achieve the decomposition of the in-duct field both before 
and after aperture device. 
By successfully decomposing the in-duct field into different higher-order modes, one 
can study the effects of different aperture devices on the different higher-order modes. 
This will be discussed in detail in Chapter 9. 
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Chapter 8 Sound field produced by a plane wave source propagating 
in a circular duct with simple aperture devices 
8.1 Introduction 
Compared with the point source, the plane wave source is more widely adopted in the 
analysis of engineering utilities, such as ventilation ducts and mufflers. In most 
situations there are devices installed in duct either for noise reduction or flow control. So 
in order to analyse the acoustic properties of these systems, the effects of the devices on 
the acoustic fields need to be fully understood. 
In Chapter 7, the sound field produced by a point source in a circular duct with a simple 
aperture device has been studied and the model which combines those boundary 
condition descriptions together to decompose the in-duct field is considered to be 
acceptable for further use. So based on the study made in Chapter 6, the same simple 
aperture device used in the last chapter is placed in the circular duct and its effects on the 
acoustic field produced by the plane wave source will be studied. The same model 
proposed to describe the boundary conditions between the main duct field and the orifice 
field in Chapter 7 is still applied here. Combining these boundary descriptions with those 
of the plane wave source boundary and open end boundary descriptions, it is possible to 
get the solution for the amplitudes of the acoustic field in the duct. By knowing these 
amplitudes, one can study the effects of the aperture device on the acoustic field in 
detail. 
8.2 Aperture device with a single orifice 
8.2.1 Theoretical derivation 
Fig 8.1 shows the various regions with an aperture device presented in the duct. It is 
quite similar to that is shown in Fig 7.1. Compared with Fig 7.1, the only difference lies 
in the region 5 (source region). In this chapter, the sound field produced by a plane wave 
source is investigated. 
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At boundary 1 (open end boundary), according to the analysis presented in Chapter 4, 
the following equation can be obtained, 
00 
Fmn = LRmnLEmL' 
L=l 
(8.1) 
At boundary 2 and boundary 3, the boundary conditions continuities can be expressed in 
the same form as equation (7.10) to equation (7.15). So following the same procedure, 
one can get the same equations as those from equation (7. I 6) to equation (7.31). 
Boundary 4 is the boundary between the plane wave source and the main duct, As 
discussed in Chapter 4, one can get eight equations from equation (4.11) to (4.18) for 
this boundary. So combining equation (8.1), equation (7.16) to equation (7.31) with 
equation (4.11) to equation (4.18), one can have an equation group for the solution of the 
acoustic properties in circular duct with a simple aperture device, which is given as 
Am. 
Bm. 
SBOl 
[X]D'D Cm. (8.2) 
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in which X is the coefficient matrix for these amplitudes. Again like the matrix X in 
Chapter 7, its dimension D is decided by how many higher-order modes are considered 
in the main duct region, the orifice region and the source duct region. 
If m = ±5 and n = 5, the dimension of the matrix X should be 385*385 
(3*(2*n+4*\m\*n)+(n+2*\m\*n)). This means compared with the matrix X 
obtained in Chapter 6 for duct without aperture device, matrix X in this chapter is a 
significantly larger one. So in order to keep this matrix well conditioned, the method 
used in the former three chapters to solve the singularity of the matrix is also adopted 
here. By only considering those higher-order modes which have been cut on in the main 
duct region, the orifice region and the source duct region, one can make sure that the 
powers of the exponential items ejk:~m.,L appeared in matrix X are always complex 
numbers rather than real numbers. 
After treating the matrix X in the manner as described in Chapter 5, one can multiple 
both sides of equation (8.2) by the inversion of the matrix X, then the solution for this 
equation is obtained as well as those amplitudes, such as SBal , Amn , Bmn , Cmn , Dmn , 
Em" and Fm" (The detailed procedure is given in Appendix F). 
8.2.2 Experimental set-up and measurement results 
According to the theoretical derivation described above, one can see there is no 
limitation on or requirement for the thickness of the aperture devices and the radius of 
the orifice. However if the thickness of the device is very small, then the descriptions for 
boundaries 2 and 3 are so similar that the matrix X approaches singUlarity. Also in 
engineering situations, the thickness of the aperture device is normally not very large 
compared to wavelength. So in this investigation, the thickness of the aperture device is 
taken as L = O.025m which gives a range of k * L values from 0 to 1.2. As shown in Fig 
7.2, two different orifice radii are selected, which are r = O.03m (open area is 4% of 
total area) and r = O.02m (open area is 1.7% oftotal area) respectively. 
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The experimental set-up is shown in Fig 8.2. It is similar to experimental set-up adopted 
in Chapter 6. The aperture device is still placed in z = -O.4m (-13.3%L). Two rings of 
measurement points, located at z = -O.S4m (-18%L) and z = -0.18m (-6%L) 
respectively, are taken for appointed position measurements (direct measurements) in 
the before orifice field and the after orifice field. Two reference measurement positions, 
located at (O.ISm(100%R),O,- 2.33m(-74.3%L» and 
(O.15m(100%R),3 *;r / 4,-1.5m(-50%L», are taken for the reference measurement in 
the before orifice field. 
Source due 
Circwnference measurement 
positions arrangement 
1 
p BajJl 
Reference 
measurement 
points 
MWn/i. 
Direct measurement Apertu e 
points device 
Fig 8.2 Experimental set-up for acoustic properties measurement for both the 
before orifice field and the after orifice field 
In order to show the effects of aperture device on the acoustic properties in the circular 
duct, two situations, which are the sound source concentric and eccentric to the main 
duct respectively, are selected. The acoustic pressures measured at positions before the 
orifice and after the orifice are shown in Fig 8.3. Fig 8.3 a) and Fig 8.3 b) show the 
acoustic pressure when the sound source is concentric to the main duct. In which, 
'without aperture device' means there is no aperture device in duct; 'with aperture 
device' means there is a device with a single orifice which is also concentric to the main 
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duct (Situation 1 in Fig 8.5). Fig 8.3 c) and Fig 8.3 d) show the acoustic pressure when 
the sound source is eccentric to the main duct. Again in which, 'without aperture device' 
means there is no aperture device in duct; 'with aperture device' means there is a device 
with a single orifice which is also eccentric to the main duct (Situation 5 in Fig 8.5). 
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Fig 8.3 Corn parison of the acoustic pressures measured at different positions for 
without aperture device and with aperture device situations 
This figure is similar to Fig 7.4, so it can also be seen from this figure that 
1. For very low normalized wave number range (k* R -< 0.8), the presence of the 
aperture device has very little effect on the acoustic pressures in both the before 
orifice field and the after orifice field at very low frequency range. 
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2. However other than that normalized wave number range (k * R )-- 0.8), the 
effects of the aperture device on the acoustic properties in circular duct are 
apparent. However the effects on the before orifice field are not very significant. 
3. For the before orifice field, in the normalized wave number region k * R )-- 3.5, 
there is an increased pressure when the device is installed. However for the after 
orifice field, there is a decreased pressure when the device is installed. So the 
installation of the device reduces the pressure in the after orifice field at higher 
wave numbers. 
4. Compared with the effects on the before orifice field, the effects on the after 
orifice field are larger, especially for higher normalized wave number range 
(k * R )-- 5). 
8.2.3 Comparison of coupled and uncoupled predictions 
In Chapter 6 for duct without an aperture device, it was concluded that at the open end of 
the duct, the cross coupling effects between higher-order modes could be neglected. So 
in this section, these cross coupling effects are reconsidered when there is an aperture 
device placed in the duct. 
Consider the plane wave source located at r = 0.06m (40%R) and the aperture device 
located at z = -OAm(-13.3%L) for example. The results from this configuration are 
shown in Fig 804. Fig 804 a) shows the coupled, uncoupled predictions and direct 
measurements for the before orifice field; Fig 804 b) shows coupled, uncoupled 
predictions and direct measurements for the after orifice field; Fig 8.4 c) shows the 
difference between coupled and uncoupled predictions for both the before orifice field 
and the after orifice field. 
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Fig 8.4 Comparison of coupled, uncoupled predictions with direct measurements in 
the before orifice and the after orifice field 
From this figure it can be seen that for the after orifice field, there is a small difference 
between the coupled and uncoupled predictions when the normalised wave number is 
larger than 5. However this difference is so small (less than 0.5%) that it can be 
neglected. For the before orifice field, there is nearly no difference between the coupled 
and uncoupled predictions, which means that the cross coupling effects shown in 
equation (3.57) between the higher-order modes at the open end of the duct are 
negligible. So jn following analysis, the cross coupling effects are not considered and it 
is assumed that no cross coupling effects happen at the end of the duct. 
This conclusion is the same as those obtained in Chapter 5 and Chapter 7. Which means 
for both types of the sound source, no matter there is an simple aperture device in the 
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duct or not, the self coupling effects (coupling between (m, n) mode and (m, n) mode) 
are the dominate one and the cross coupling effects (coupling between (m, n ) mode and 
(m, N) modes) are very small. From these conclusions, it can also be seen that the 
coupling effects at the open end of the duct are independent on the type of the sound 
source, as well as the aperture device. So the cross coupling effects can be considered 
negligible for both types of source in the situations under consideration. 
8.2.4 Comparison of predictions with direct measurements for a device with 
single orifice 
For a device with a single orifice, six source-orifice relationships (shown in Fig 8.5), 
which are concentric-concentric, concentric-eccentric, eccentric-concentric, eccentric-
eccentric (three situations), are considered. Again for all situations shown below, the 
acoustic pressure plotted for the before aperture field is taken at the point with 
coordinate (0.15m,n'l3, - O.54m), which is (l OO%R,7l' / 3, -18%L) in non-dimensional 
form; pressure plotted for the after aperture field is taken at the point with coordinate 
(O.l5m,7l' /3,- O.l8m), which is (lOO%R,7l' /3,- 6%L) in non-dimensional form. 
Situation 1 Sitt.ation 2 Situation 3 
I 
-*'-H--
I 
Situation 4 Situation 5 Situation 6 
o Sonn,l source o Orifices 
Fig 8.5 Comparative source - orifice relationships for device with single orifice 
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Because the results for some situations are similar, so not all situations shown in Fig 8.5 
are displayed, only four situations are selected and shown below. In each figure, a) 
shows the acoustic pressure for the before orifice field; b) shows the acoustic pressure 
for the after orifice field; c) shows the errors between predictions and direct 
measurements for both the before orifice field and the after orifice field. In order to show 
these errors clearly, the results are transferred into 1/6 octave band. 
Fig 8.6 shows the concentric-concentric situation (Situation 1 in Fig 8.5). 
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Fig 8.7 is for the concentric-eccentric situation (situation 2 in Fig 8.5). 
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Fig 8.8 is for the eccentric·eccentric situation (situation 5 in Fig 8.5). Altogether three 
different comparative relationships (Situation 4, 5 and 6 in Fig 8.5) are considered and 
the results for these three different situations are similar, so situation 5 is chosen to show 
below. 
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Fig 8.8 Comparison of the acoustic pressure for both the before orifice field and the 
after orifice field for device with single orifice (Situation 5 in Fig 8.5) 
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Finally, Fig 8.9 is for the eccentric-concentric situation (Situation 3 in Fig 8.5). 
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Fig 8.9 Comparison of the acoustic pressure for both the before orifice field and the 
after orifice field for device with single orifice (Situation 3 in Fig 8.5) 
From Fig 8.6 - 8.9, it can be seen that 
1. For the concentric-concentric situation (shown in Fig 8.6), all errors for both the 
before orifice field and the after orifice field are less than 10% of the direct 
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measurements, at higher normalized wave number range (k * R >- 3.5), the 
errors are less than 5% of the direct measurements. 
2. For the eccentric-eccentric situation, there are three different configurations for 
the source-orifice relationship. From Fig 8.8, it can seen that other than very low 
normalized wave number range (k * R -< 0.8), predictions for both the before 
orifice field and the after orifice field agree well with the direct measurements. 
3. For the concentric-eccentric situation (shown in Fig 8.7), the predictions for the 
after orifice field do not agree with the direct measurements. From this figure, it 
is easy to see that the errors between predictions and direct measurements for the 
after orifice field are largest just after the (0, 2) mode cuts on. This is the same 
as the point source situation, so the explanation given in the previous chapter is 
also applicable here. For this situation, this method cannot be used directly to 
predict the after orifice field. 
4. For the eccentric-concentric situation (shown in Fig 8.9), the predictions for the 
after orifice field do not agree with the direct measurements, especially in the 
normalized wave number range 1.8 -< k * R -< 3.5. Also the same explanation 
given in the previous chapter is suitable for this situation. For this situation, this 
method cannot be used directly to predict the after orifice field. 
8.3 Aperture device with two orifices 
If there are more than one orifice in the device, as shown in Fig 7.12, it can be divided 
into two situations: two orifices situation and several orifices situation. The first one to 
be studied is the two orifices situation. 
8.3.1 Theoretical derivation 
If the device consists of two orifices (as shown in the left one of the Fig 7.12), with the 
radius RI and R2 respectively, following the same procedure, one still can get the same 
equations as those from equation (7.39) to equation (7.62). So combining these 
equations with those for the plane wave source and the open end of the duct, one can 
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have an equation group for the solution of the acoustic properties in circular duct with 
simple aperture device (two orifices), which is similar to equation (8.2). 
8.3.2 Experimental set-up 
The experimental set-up for two orifices situation is the same as that for the single 
orifice situation. The aperture devices used are shown in Fig 7.2, with unused orifices 
being blocked with wooden blocks of same thickness. 
F or a device with two orifices situation, ten different comparative source-orifice 
relationships (shown in Fig 8.11) are considered. These situations can represent most 
possible source-orifice relationships for a device with two orifices. 
8.3.3 Comparison of predictions with direct measurements for a device with two 
orifices 
The predicted and direct measured acoustic pressures of different situations are shown in 
figures below. Still in each figure, a) shows the predicted and direct measured acoustic 
pressures for the before orifice field; b) shows the predicted and direct measured 
acoustic pressures for the after orifice field; c) shows the errors between predictions and 
direct measurements for both the before orifice and the after orifice field. In order to 
show these errors clearly, the results are transferred into 116 octave band. 
For all situations shown below, the acoustic pressures plotted for the before orifice field 
and the after orifice field are taken at the same points used for the device with a single 
orifice situation. 
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Situation I Situation 2 SituationJ Situation 4 
Situationli Situation 7 9tuamn8 
Situation 9 SituamnlO 
o Sumd s."",. o Orlfte 
Fig 8.11 Comparative source - orifice relationships for a device with two orifices 
For some situations, the results are similar, so there is no need to shown them all. Only 
three situations are chosen and shown in the figures below. Two of them are for the 
source concentric situation and one is for the source eccentric situation. Fig 8.12 is for 
the axially-unsymmetric to the main duct with a concentric orifice situation (Situation 2 
in Fig 8.11). 
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Fig 8.12 Comparison of the acoustic pressure for both the before orifice field and 
the after orifice field for device with two orifices (Situation 2 in Fig 8.11) 
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Fig 8.13 is for the concentric - axiaIly-unsymmetric to the main duct without concentric 
orifice situation (Situation 1 in Fig 8.11). 
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Fig 8.13 Comparison ofthe acoustic pressure for both the before orifice field and 
the after orifice field for device with two orifices (Situation 1 in Fig 8.11) 
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Because for the source eccentric situation, all seven different orifice configurations give 
similar results, so only one situation (Situation ID in Fig 8.11) is chosen and the results 
are shown in Fig 8.14. 
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Fig 8.14 Comparison ofthe acoustic pressure for both the before orifice field and 
the after orifice field for device with two orifices (Situation 10 in Fig 8.11) 
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From Fig 8.12 - Fig 8.14, it can be seen that 
1. For the source concentric situation, if an orifice in the device is concentric to the 
main duct, predictions for both the before orifice field and the after orifice field 
agree well with the direct measurements (less than ± 5% of direct 
measurements). 
2. However if there is no orifice in the device which is concentric to the main duct, 
such as Situation I and Situation 3, predictions do not agree with the direct 
measurements, especially for the after orifice field. As shown in Fig 8.13, the 
largest errors appear when (0, 2) mode cuts on (k * R "" 4 ). The reason is given in 
the previous chapter. 
3. For the source eccentric situation, seven different configurations of the orifices 
have been considered and from the representative results shown in Fig 8.14, it 
can be seen that other than at very low normalized wave number range, the 
predictions for both the before orifice field and the after orifice field agree with 
the direct measurements (less than ± 5% of direct measurements). Thus for these 
situations, this model works quite well for the in-duct field. 
8.4 Aperture device with several orifices 
8.4.1 Theoretical derivation 
If the device consists ofn orifices (n>-2), with the radius Rp R2 ... R
n 
respectively, 
the boundary conditions at 2 and 3 are the same as those from equation (7.63) to 
equation (7.68). Just following the derivation procedure of the two orifices situation, one 
can get the equations for the several orifices situation, which are similar with those 
obtained for the two orifices situation. 
8.4.2 Experimental set-up 
The experimental set-up for the several orifices situation is same as the single orifice 
situation, as well as the two orifices situation. The devices used in the measurements are 
shown in Fig 7.2, with unused orifices being blocked with wooden blocks of same 
thickness. 
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For several orifices situation, ten different comparative source - orifice relationships are 
considered. These situations can represent many possible source - orifice relationships 
for several orifices situation. From these ten different situations, one can not only test the 
effects of up to 28% open area in the device on the in-duct field, but also test the effects 
of different orifice combinations on the in-duct field. 
8.4.3 Comparison of predictions with direct measurements for a device with 
several orifices 
In order to keep the results to be shown in the same style, still the predicted and direct 
measured acoustic pressures of different situations are shown in figures below. And for 
all situations shown below, the acoustic pressures plotted for the before orifice field and 
the after orifice field are taken at the same points used in device with single orifice 
situation. 
Situatiln 1 Situafun2 Situation 3 Situation 4 
Situafun5 Situati))t 6 Situation 7 SItuationS 
Situafun 9 SituafunlO 
o Sou.nd sou.rre 0 Orifire 
Fig 8.15 Comparative source - orifice relationships for a device with several 
orifices 
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For the ten situations, three situations are chosen as representative and the results are 
shown in Fig 8.16 to Fig 8.18. Two of them are for the source concentric situation; one 
is for the source eccentric situation. Fig 8.16 is for the sound source concentric to the 
main duct, while the orifices are axially-symmetric to the main duct with a concentric 
orifice (Situation 1 in Fig 8.15). 
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Fig 8.16 Comparison ofthe acoustic pressure for both the before orifice field and 
the after orifice field for device with several orifices (Situation 1 in Fig 8.15) 
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Fig 8.17 is for the sound source concentric to the main duct, while the orifices are 
axially-unsymmetric to the main duct without a concentric orifice (Situation 4 in Fig 
8.15). 
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Fig 8.17 Comparison of the acoustic pressure for both the before orifice field and 
the after orifice field for device with several orifices (Situation 4 in Fig 8.15) 
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Fig 8.18 is for the sound source eccentric to the main duct, while the orifices are axially-
unsymmetric to the main duct without a concentric orifice (Situation 6 in Fig 8.15). 
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Fig 8.18 Comparison of the acoustic pressure for both the before orifice field and 
the after orifice field for device with several orifices (Situation 6 in Fig 8.15) 
From Fig 8.16- 8.18, one can get the same conclusions as those obtained for two orifices 
situation. Which means the effects of the number of the orifices on the predictions of the 
in-duct field is not significant. On the contrary, it is the configuration of the orifices and 
the comparative source - orifice relationships that affect the predicted results. 
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8.5 Error analysis 
From all twenty-six different source - orifice situations shown above, it can be seen that 
for all these situations, predictions for the before orifice field agree with the direct 
measurements. Other than very low normalized wave number range (k * R -< 0.5), most 
errors between predictions and direct measurements are less than 5% of the direct 
measurements, or even smaller. Which means this model is effective in prediction of 
acoustic properties in the before orifice field, as well as in decomposition of the before 
orifice field into single higher-order mode. 
For most situations (twenty out of twenty-six situations), predictions for the after orifice 
field agree with the direct measurements. Still other than very low normalized wave 
number range (k * R -< 0.5), the errors between predictions and direct measurements are 
less than 5% of the direct measurements. Which means for these situations, through 
measurements in the before orifice field, one can accurately predict those acoustic 
properties in the after orifice field. 
For other six situations, predictions for the after orifice field do not agree with direct 
measurements in some specific frequency range. Still these six situations can be divided 
into two groups: source concentric group and source eccentric group. 
For source concentric group, it can be seen that ifthere is no orifice located concentric to 
the main duct, no matter how many orifices are in the device (Situation 2 in Fig 8.5, 
Situation 1 and 3 in Fig 8.11, Situation 1 and 3 in Fig 8.15), the predictions for the after 
orifice field do not agree with the direct measurements. However, through the 
comparison between Fig 8.7 and Fig 8.12, one can see if there is an extra concentric 
orifice in the device, the predictions agree with the direct measurements. Because this 
concentric orifice can produce those axially-symmetric higher-order modes in the after 
orifice field, so these situations can also be named as source concentric and no 
concentric orifice situation. For this situation, this method cannot be used directly to 
predict the after orifice field. 
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For source eccentric group, only when there is a single concentric orifice in the device 
(Situation 3 in Fig 8.5), the predictions for the after orifice field do not agree with the 
direct measurement. For all other situations, the predictions agree well with the direct 
measurements. So this situation can also be named as source eccentric and only one 
concentric orifice situation. 
For all other situations, one can just predict both the before orifice field and the after 
orifice field with two reference measurements in the before orifice field. But for those 
two specific situations mentioned above, in order to get accurate prediction for the after 
orifice field, another two reference points in the after orifice field, which are located at 
(0.15m(100%R),0,- 0.12m(-4%L)) and (0.15m(100%R),2 * 11: 13,-0.20m(-6.67%L)) 
respectively, are taken. Using these two reference measurements for prediction in the 
after orifice field (the procedure is given in Appendix F), for source concentric and no 
concentric aperture situation, take Situation I in Fig 8.11 for example, the results are 
shown in Fig 8.19. For source eccentric and only one concentric orifice situation 
(Situation 3 in Fig 8.5), the results are shown in Fig 8.20. 
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Fig 8.19 Comparison of direct measurements with predictions for the after orifice 
field (Situation 1 in Fig 8.1) 
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Fig 8.20 Comparison of direct measurements with predictions for the after orifice 
field (Situation 3 in Fig 8.5) 
From Fig 8.19 -8.20, it can be seen that for these two specific situations, predictions for 
the after orifice field by using reference measurements in the after orifice field agree 
with the direct measurements. Which means through measurements in the after orifice 
field, one can still decompose the after orifice field effectively for these two specific 
situations. So for these two specific situations, the after orifice field is decomposed by 
this method rather than former one. 
8.6 Predictions for different circumferential positions both before and after 
aperture device 
In order to test whether or not this model can detect the spiralling higher-order modes 
both for the before orifice field and the after orifice field, predictions for different points 
along the circumference of the main duct are made in this section. To some extent this 
highlights the possible errors due to the spiralling wave front ofthe axially-unsymmetric 
higher-order modes. As shown in Fig 8.2, for the main duct region, there are two rings of 
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measurement points, which are located at Z = -O.54m(-18%L) and 
Z = -0.18m(-6%L) respectively. The first ring is for the measurement in the before 
orifice field and the second ring is for the measurement in the after orifice field. For both 
rings, there are six equally distributed measurement points along the circumference of 
the duct. Along each ring, point 1, point 3 and point 5 are taken and named as position 1, 
position 2 and position 3 respectively in the following figures. 
Take two different source-orifice situations for example, the first situation is source 
concentric and single orifice concentric situation (Situation 1 in Fig 8.5), which 
represents the concentric situation; the second situation is source eccentric and five 
orifices eccentric situation (Situation 6 in Fig 8.15), which represents the eccentric 
situation. The results are shown below. Fig 8.21 shows the comparison for the before 
orifice field of the first situation and Fig 8.22 shows the comparison for the after orifice 
field of the first situation. Fig 8.23 shows the comparison for the before orifice field of 
the second situation and Fig 8.24 shows the comparison for the after orifice field of the 
second situation. In each figure, a) shows the direct measurement at these three positions 
and b) shows the predicted results for these three positions and c) shows the errors 
between predictions and direct measurements for these three positions. 
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the before orifice field (Situation 1 in Fig 8.5) 
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Fig 8.22 Comparison of the errors of different positions along the circumference for 
the after orifice field (Situation 1 in Fig 8.5) 
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Fig 8.23 Comparison of the errors of different positions along the circumference for 
the before orifice field (Situation 6 in Fig 8.15) 
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Fig 8.24 Comparison ofthe errors of different positions along the circumference for 
the after orifice field (Situation 6 in Fig 8.15) 
From Fig 8.21 - 8.24, it can be seen that 
1. For the source concentric situation, Fig 8.21 and Fig 8.22 show that there is no 
difference along the circumference for the predictions of both the before orifice 
field and the after orifice field. But for the direct measurements, there is a small 
difference between these three positions both in the before orifice field and in the 
after orifice field, which may be caused by the measurement errors or the source 
duct location or the orifice location errors (the source duct and the orifice are not 
perfectly concentric to the main duct). Even though the measurements of these 
three positions are quite similar, and the errors between predictions and direct 
measurements are similar and considered acceptable. These two figures show 
that when the sound source and orifice are concentric to the main duct, the 
acoustic properties for both the before and the after orifice field are axially-
symmetric (At this situation, the acoustic field is dominated by axially-
symmetric higher-order modes). 
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2. For the source eccentric situation, before the first higher-order mode ((± 1,1) 
mode) cuts on, only the plane wave propagates in the duct. The acoustic 
pressures for three positions in the before orifice field are nearly equal and the 
acoustic pressures for three positions in the after orifice field are also equal, 
which agrees with the plane wave theory. 
3. For the source eccentric situation, after the first higher-order mode (( ± 1,1) 
mode) cuts on, other higher-order modes cut on and propagate along the duct. 
Both the predictions and the direct measurements for these three positions are 
different, which is caused by those spiralling higher-order modes. By comparing 
errors for these three positions in both the before and the after orifice field, it can 
be seen that these errors for the before orifice field are nearly the same but these 
errors for the after orifice field are different at normalized wave number range 
2 -< k * R -< 5, which should be caused by the spiralling (± 1,1) modes and 
(± 2, I) modes. This means the predictions along the circumferential positions 
for source eccentric situation depend on the circumferential angle and frequency 
range. Even though, the errors for all six positions in both fields mainly fall into 
the range ± 5% of the direct measurements, which is considered acceptable. 
4. So through these four figures, it can be seen that no matter what the comparative 
relationships between source and the aperture device are (in the plane transverse 
to z-axis), this model can accurately predict the acoustic properties along the 
circumference of the duct. Which means those amplitudes, such as Amn, Bmn' 
Cmn , Dmn, Emn and Fmn, obtained from this model are considered to be 
acceptable. 
8.7 Discussion 
In this chapter, a simple aperture device is placed in the duct and twenty six different 
source-orifice relationships (including one orifice, two orifices and several orifices) are 
discussed and from the results plotted, it can be seen that the prediction for both the 
before orifice field and the after orifice field are considered acceptable. This means the 
model proposed to describe the boundary conditions of the orifices are effective and the 
combination of the orifice boundary conditions with the plane wave source boundary 
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and open duct end boundary can give accurate solution for the whole in-duct field. So 
using this model, one can achieve the decomposition of the in-duct field in both the 
before and after orifice regions. 
Comparing the analysis in this chapter with that for the point source in Chapter 7, it can 
be seen that all conditions are the same except the type of the sound source. From the 
results shown in these two chapters, it can also be seen that the predictions for these two 
sound source types are quite similar: The predictions for both the before orifice field and 
the after orifice field agree with the direct measurements. The errors for both types of 
sound source are considered acceptable. Normally the errors between the predictions and 
direct measurements for the plane wave source situation are less than those for the point 
source situation. Because of the similarity shared by these two types of the sound 
sources, in next chapter, only the plane wave source is selected to be studied. 
From the analysis made in Chapter 7 and this chapter, it can also seen that it is not the 
type of the sound source which determines the after orifice field. Actually it is the 
configuration of the aperture device and the comparative cross sectional source-orifice 
relationships which determines the after orifice field. 
By successfully decomposing the in-duct field into different higher-order modes, one 
can study the effects of different configurations of the aperture device and cross 
sectional source-orifice relationships on different higher-order modes. So in next 
chapter, the power radiated out of the duct for each single higher-order mode will be 
studied, as well as the insertion loss (IL) for each configuration. By analysing the power 
and the insertion loss (IL) for each situation, one can have a full understanding of the 
overall effects of different orifice configurations on the whole in-duct field. 
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Chapter 9 Radiated power and the insertion loss for different 
aperture devices 
9.1 Introduction 
There are many parameters that can be used to describe the effects of the aperture device 
on the in-duct field, such as the acoustic impedance, acoustic pressure, volume velocity, 
transmission loss (TL), insertion loss (lL) and level difference (LD), etc. If there is only 
the plane wave propagating in ducts, these parameters can all be used for the analyses of 
the effects of different aperture devices. As discussed in Chapter 2, acoustic pressure and 
volume velocity are treated as two lumped parameters and the acoustic impedance is 
chosen to show the effects of different aperture devices. However, if higher-order modes 
begin to propagate along the duct, many of these parameters carmot give the overall 
effects of the device because the parameters, such as the acoustic pressure, volume 
velocity and the acoustic impedance, are values which are dependent on not only the z-
axis coordinate but also the (r, tp) coordinates in the plane transverse to z-axis. In this 
situation these parameters are not suitable for the analysis of the higher-order modes in 
the duct. 
Transmission loss (TL) is defined as the difference between the power incident and that 
transmitted downstream. Level difference (LD) is defined as the difference in sound 
pressure level at two selected points along the duct. When there are higher-order modes 
propagating along the duct, the pressure is different in the plane transverse to z-axis, so 
this parameter can also only be applied to the plane wave propagation situation. So many 
common parameters are excluded for the analysis in the higher normalized wave number 
range. 
The power radiated out ofthe duct is an aggregate value, because it is independent of the 
coordinates (z,r,tp). Also if the sound produced by the sound source is time invariant, 
then the power radiated out of the main duct should be also time invariant. So the power 
radiated out of the duct is taken as a lumped parameter in this chapter and together with 
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the acoustic pressure, the approximate lumped-parameter model is constructed. The 
applicability of this approximate model will be discussed. 
Also after determining the powers radiated out of the duct for different situations, the 
insertion loss (/L) is chosen to show the effects of the aperture devices in circular duct at 
higher normalized wave number range. 
As presented in Ref [3] (Chapter If), the insertion loss (IL) is defined as the difference 
between the acoustic powers radiated without any filter and those with the filter. For the 
study of the effects of the aperture devices in this. investigation, one can treat the 
aperture device as a filter, so the insertion loss can be written as, 
(9.1) 
in which Wj is the power radiated out of the duct without any aperture device, Wll is the 
power radiated out of the duct with aperture device. 
In order to obtain the insertion loss of the aperture device, first one has to get the powers 
radiated for a duct without an aperture device and a duct with an aperture device 
respectively. 
9.2 Power radiated into and out of the main duct 
Equation (9.1) is widely adopted for the study of the effects of filters in an exhaust 
system, because for most situations in an exhaust system, only the plane wave is 
considered and it is easier to get the power radiated from the end of the exhaust system 
through measurement. But if there are higher-order modes cut on in the system, the 
acoustic pressure and particle velocity are different at any two points, so it is difficult to 
get the radiated powers only through measurement. 
One possible experimental approach to measure the radiated power is to subdivide the 
area into a mesh outside of the duct, then measure the acoustic pressure and particle 
velocity at each point in the mesh to get the power transmitted through each point, 
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finally add them together to get the total power radiated out of the duct. In order to get 
more accurate results, one should keep the area of each mesh as small as possible. 
However the smaller the area of each mesh is, the more measurement points are needed. 
So it requires quite a lot of measurement work to make the result sensible and any 
measurement errors will be brought into the final results. Thus this time and labour 
consuming experimental approach is not an ideal way for the study of radiated power, as 
well as the insertion loss (IL), for the higher-order modes situation. 
As discussed in previous chapters, the in-duct field has been decomposed into a 
combination of single higher-order modes and the amplitude of each higher-order mode 
has been obtained. If one can calculate the radiated power through these amplitudes, it 
will provide a theoretical approach for the analysis of radiated power, as well as the 
insertion loss (IL). The derivation of the power radiated from the end of the duct is given 
below. 
9.2.1 Derivation of the power radiated from the open end of the duct 
The acoustic pressure at any point in-duct can be written as, 
'" per z m) = (J e-ila + B eila ) + "( J e -;<"o,.Z + B eik"o"Z)J (k r) 
".." IJ.ol 01 L..J ~-'()n On 0 r,O,n 
n==2 
'" '" + "" (J (k r)[(A+ e -ik".,.z + B+ eik"",Z)e-im~ ~i..J m r,m,n mn mn (9.2) 
m==t n=1 
and the particle velocity along z-axis can be written as, 
1 Kz Kz 
vz(r,z,rp)=-«Aole-} -BOle} ) 
pc 
+ ~ kz,o,n (J e -ik".,.z ~ B eik"o,.Z)J. (k r) L... k .L"'On On 0 T,O,» 
n=2 (9.3) 
'" '" k ., + ""(~J (k r)[(A+ e-;k".,.z -B+ e;k".,.Z)e-im~ L...L... k m r,m,n mn mn 
m=l n=1 
+ (A- -ik".,., _ s- ik".,.,) imo/]) mne mne e . 
So one can write the sound intensity at any point as, 
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1= P*v '. z (9.4) 
Then integrate this sound intensity over the whole circular duct region; one can get the 
power as, 
2KR 2KR 
W = ffI * rdrdq;> = Hp * v; * rdrdq;> 
o 0 0 0 (9,5) 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the origin point of the coordinate system is taken at the plane 
of the open end of the duct, so at this point 
z=o. (9.6) 
Substitute z = 0 into equation (9.2) and equation (9.3), one can get the acoustic pressure 
and particle velocity at the open end of the duct as, 
"' per, z,q;» = (AOl + BOl ) + I (Aon + Bon)Jo (k,.o,n r ) 
n=2 (9.7) 
"' "' 
+ IIJm(k"m,nr)[(A;n +B;n)e-jm• +(A~n +B~n)ejm.], 
m=l n=l 
(9.8) 
Substitute these two equations into equation (9.5), one can get the power at the open end 
of the duct. 
2,R 
W = JIP * v; * rdrdq;> 
00 
271"R 1 CC) 
= ff-«A{)! +BOl )+ I(Aon + Bon)Jo(k"O,nr) 
00 pc n=2 
"' "' 
+ IIJm(k"m,nr)[(A;n + B;n)e- jm• + (A~n + B~n)ejm.]) 
m:l n=1 
"' "' k 
+ "" ~J (k r)[(A+ -B+ )e-fm<P +(£ -B- )ejm"'])'rdrdm L...L... k m r,m,n mn mn mn mn 'f" • 
m=l n=l 
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For convenience, this equation can be written as the aggregation offollowing equations. 
In which w" W2 ••• W9 are given as follow, 
2<R 1 k 
W2 = If-(ADI +Bol)~)...!2!!..Jo(k,onr)(Aon -Bon)frdrdrp 
oope n=2 k 
R 
= 27T (Aol +Bol)~)kzon(Aon -Bon)f JrJo(k,onr)dr. 
pek n=2 0 
Applying equation below into equation (9.12) 
r rJo(kr)dr = ~ JI(kR). 
One can get 
W2 = 27TR (Aol + BDI ) ~)kzon(Aon - Bon)f J I (k,onR) = 0 . pek n=2 
Applying equation below into this equation 
One can get 
W3=0. 
(m 7' 0) 
(m= 0) 
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(9.13) 
(9.14) 
(9.15) 
(9.16) 
(9.17) 
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2JrR 1 • 
W4 = ff-LJo(k,onr)(Aon + Bon)(AOI - Bol ) rdrdrp 
ooPCn=2 
= 27r (Aol -BOI)'L(Aon + Bon)frJo(k,onr)dr . 
pc n=2 0 
Applying equation (9.13) into this equation, one can get 
W4 = 27r (AOl - BOI)'L(Aon + Bon)J1 (k'OnR) = O. 
pc n=2 
2HR 1 
W,= If -LJo(k'ONr)(AoN+BoN) 
00 pc N=2 
*L[kzon Jo(k,o.r)(Ao. -Bon)frdrdrp. 
n=2 k 
Applying integral relations ofBessel function (9.21) into this equation 
If kZON * kzon (N * n), one can get 
R 
frJo (k'ONr)JO (k,onr)dr = O. 
o 
So equation (9.20) can be written as 
1 2HR 
W, = - IfLJg(k,onr)(Aon + BOn)[k,on(Aon - Bon)f rdrdrp 
pck 00 n=2 
R 
= 27r fL(Ao• + BOn)[k'On(Aon -Bon)r Jg(k,onr)rdr 
pck 0 n=2 
= 7rR2 L(Aon + BOn)[kzon(Aon -Bon)f Jg(k,onR) . 
pck n=2 
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(k;O p) 
(9.21) 
(A=p). 
(9.22) 
(9.23) 
(9.24) 
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Applying equation (9.16) into this equation, because in this equation, there is m * 0 , so 
one can get 
W6 = o. 
Applying equation (9.16) into this equation, one can get 
W7 =0. 
Still one can apply equation (9.16) into this equation, then there is 
Ws =0. 
According to the relationship between the complex conjugates 
(A * Br = A' * B', 
(9.25) 
(9.27) 
(9.28) 
(9.29) 
(9.31 ) 
Applying equation (9.16) into equation (9.32), one can see if M * m , the integration 
should be equal zero, so equation (9.32) can be written as, 
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Then according to integral relations of Bessel function (9.21), only those items that 
agree N = n are not equal to zero. So the equation can be written as, 
So From equation (9.11) to equation (9.34), one can get the values of WI to W,. Also 
from these equations, one can see that only WI , W, and W, are not zero. So equation 
(9.10) can be written as, 
W=W1 +W2 +···W8 +W, 
=~+W5+W, 
:rR2 • 
=-{k(Ao1 +B01)(Aol-Bol) + 
rxk 
+ (A:n + B:n)(A:n - B:.rm . 
(9.35) 
From equation (9.35), it can be seen that the power at the open end of the duct is a 
function of the amplitudes of different higher-order modes, such as AOj, BoI '" A:n and 
B:
n
• Which means if these amplitudes are obtained, one can get this power easily from 
equation (9.35). In previous chapters, the amplitudes of those higher-order modes have 
been obtained. So just substitute these amplitudes into the equation above to get the 
power theoretically. 
The power Wobtained from equation (9.35) is a 'complex power', the real part of W is 
the mean (active) power which is radiated from the end of the duct along z-axis. The 
imaginary part of W is the reactive power which only exists in the plane transverse to z-
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axis and cannot be radiated out of the duct. So the power radiated from the end of duct 
should be written as 
Wr = real(W) 
(
1tR2 { • 
= real -- k(AOl + Bo, )(Ao, - Bo,) + pck 
'L,k;.o.Jg(kronR)(Aon + Bon)(AOn -BoS + 
n=2 
~~(k;.m.n_(l k~::R~ )J~ (~r.~.nR)[(A~n + B~n)(A;n - B~n)'l. 
+ (Amn + Bmn)(Amn -Bmn) n} 
(9.36) 
From equation (9.36), it can be seen that the power radiated from the duct end is the sum 
of the powers radiated in different modes. There is no cross coupling effects appearing 
in this equation. Which means for the radiated power, the acoustic pressure of one single 
mode Pm, can only drive the particle velocity V MN of same mode (M = m and N = n). 
The cross coupling items, such as Pm, • VMN' (m 0= M or n 0= N), are all equal to zero. 
In equation (9.36), the amplitudes of the higher-order modes, such as AOl , BOl''' A~, 
and B:" are complex numbers. Take A~, and B;, for example, one can write them as, 
A+ +' mn =X1 'Yl' 
B + . mn =X2 +IY2" 
(9.37) 
In which, x" y" X2 and Y2 are all real numbers. 
So the item real{(A;n + B~n)(A~n - B;,)'} in equation (9.36) can be given as, 
real«A;, +B;n)(A;n -B~n)') 
= real{«x, + x2) + iCy, + Y2» * «x, - x2) + i(Y2 - y,))} 
= (x~ + y~)-(xi + y;). 
(9.38) 
From this equation, it can be seen that the first item is the square of the amplitude of the 
incident wave A~n and the second item is the square of the amplitude of the reflected 
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wave Ir"n' Also from the complex reflections coefficients RmnL shown in Chapter 3, 
which defines the relationships between A;n and B;n' there is 
Amplitude(RmnL ) ::; 1 . 
So one can have the following relationship 
(x; + y;) >= (x; + y;). 
(9.39) 
(9.40) 
Which means the item real{(A;n + B;n)(A;n - B;n)'} is always larger than zero, the 
same is for items such as, and 
real{(AOn + BOn)(AOn - Bon)'}' So every item in equation (9.36) is not a negative value 
and the total value of the power radiated TV, from the end of the duct is always positive, 
which agrees with the real situation - the net power is always radiated out of the duct 
rather than in the duct along the z-axis at the open end. 
9.2.2 Approximate lumped-parameter model 
For the source duct end, only the plaue wave is considered and the amplitudes of the 
incident and reflected wave, SAol and SB01 ' are also obtained, substitute these 
amplitudes and the coordinate of the source plane into equation (9.5), one can also get 
the power radiated from the source duct end (Le. the power transmitted into the main 
duct) as follow, 
Ws, = real(Ws) 
2 
_ l{lrR, (S" -jkz SE Jkz)(S" -jkz S13 jkz)'} 
- rea -- cli01e + Ole cli01e - Ole • 
(9.41) 
pc 
From equation (9.41), the power radiated into the main duct can be obtained. From 
equation (9.36), not only the total powers radiated out of the duct, but also the powers of 
different modes radiated out of the main duct can be obtained. Then one can take 
acoustic pressure and power as two parameters and construct the approximate acoustical 
two-port system as shown in Fig 9.1. Assume that the duct and aperture device consist of 
a black box, when one apply specific acoustic pressure and power from the input end, 
accordingly one can get the corresponding acoustic pressure and power pattern from the 
output end. 
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Fig 9.1 The plot ofthe approximate two-port system model 
Compared with the two-ports system model shown in Chapter 2, for the sound source 
end, there is only the plane wave propagating along the duct, so the acoustic pressure in 
the plane transverse to z-axis is equal everywhere and the power radiated out is all in the 
plane wave form. 
However, at the open end, the power radiated out in the form of the combination of 
different higher-order modes, so the powers radiated in different modes rather than the 
total power can be taken as the lumped parameters. Also at the open end of the duct, the 
acoustic pressure is dependent on the coordinate (r, rp) in the plane transverse to z-axis. 
So this model can only be called an approximate lumped-parameter model. This 
investigation is focused on the distribution of the powers radiated out of the duct rather 
then the acoustic pressure at the open end. 
So one can analyze the performances of different aperture devices in two aspects. 
L Analysis of the radiated power, especially the power of every single mode. 
Through the comparison of these powers at different normalized wave number 
ranges, one can get the relationships between the powers of different higher-
order modes, as well as the relationship between the power of a single mode with 
total power radiated out of the duct Through these relationships one can tell the 
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effects of the aperture devices on the whole in-duct field, as well as the 
applicability of this approximate model. 
2. Analysis of the insertion loss (1L) of different aperture devices. Through the 
comparison of the IL for different aperture devices, one can also study the effects 
of different aperture devices on the in-duct acoustic field. From equation (9.1), it 
can be seen that the insertion loss is a relative value between the radiated powers 
for the duct with an aperture device situation and the duct without an aperture 
device situation. So through the study of the insertion loss, one can separate the 
performance ofthe aperture device from the performance of the main duct. 
9.2.3 Energy loss along Z-axis in the main duct 
From equation (9.36) and equation (9.41), one can get the power radiated from the end 
of the duct and the source end respectively. Taking several different situations for 
example, comparison is made between the power radiated from the end of duct W; and 
the power radiated from the source duct end Ws,. The results are shown in Fig 9.2 (l) 
and the comparative relationships between source duct and orifices are shown in Fig 9.2 
(ll). These different situations include (a) source duct located eccentric and no aperture 
device in the main duct; (b) source duct located eccentric and a simple aperture device is 
placed in duct; (c) source duct located concentric and no aperture device in the main 
duct; (d) source duct located concentric and a simple aperture device is placed in the 
duct. 
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Fig 9.2 (II) Configurations of four source-orifices relationship situations 
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It can be seen that theoretically for all situations shown in Fig 9.2 (11), the power 
radiated from the duct end equals to the power radiated from the source duct end. Which 
means all energies transmitted into the main duct are radiated out from the end of the 
duct and there is no energy loss along z-axis in duct. This is considered to be reasonable, 
because first there is no energy absorbing materials applied in the main duct; secondly, 
the wall of the main duct is considered perfect rigid. So theoretically there is no energy 
loss mechanism in this situation. 
So from this figure it can be seen that the simple aperture device used in the 
investigation cannot cause any energy loss. Instead it changes the impedance of the 
acoustic system and then change the amplitudes of different higher-order modes, finally 
it can change the power radiated from the sound source duct at different parts of the 
frequency range. 
9.2.4 Effects of the source location on the radiated power 
First of all, take the duct without an aperture device for example, when the source duct is 
located at 0'" 40"IoR (O.06m) (eccentric situation, Situation a in Fig 9.2(11) and 
0= O%R (O.OOm) (concentric situation, Situation c in Fig 9.2(11) respectively, the 
powers radiated from end of the duct are plotted in Fig 9.3. Fig 9.3 a) is plotted in linear 
frequency range; Fig 9.3 b) is plotted in 1/6 octave band; Fig 9.3 c) shows the difference 
between these two situations: Powers radiated at eccentric situation - Powers radiated at 
concentric situation. 
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From this figure, it can be seen that when there is no aperture device in duct, the powers 
radiated from the duct end for these two situations are different. The biggest difference 
appears at the normalized wave number range of 1.84 -< k * R -< 3.5. In which four 
axially- unsymmetric higher-order modes (±l,l) and (±2,1) begin to propagate along 
the duct. So the powers radiated out of the duct at this normalized wave number range 
for the source eccentric situation are larger than those for the source concentric situation, 
because for the source concentric situation, these four axially- unsymmetric higher-order 
modes do not propagate along the duct at this normalized wave number range. After the 
symmetric higher-order mode, (0, 2) mode cuts on; the power radiated from the duct end 
for concentric situation is larger than that for the eccentric situation. Because at this 
frequency range, the axially-symmetric higher-order modes are the dominate ones. 
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From this figure, one can see the effects of the sound source location in the plane 
transverse to the z-axis. For the plane wave range and even higher nonnalized wave 
number range (k * R >- 6), this effect is very small, because the radiated powers for these 
two situations are nearly equal. In the normalized wave number range (1.8 -< k * R -< 6), 
the powers radiated from duct end for these two situations are quite different from each 
other. In this nonnalized wave number range, there are mainly (0, 1) mode, (± 1,1) 
modes, (± 2,1) modes, (0, 2) mode and (± 3, 1) modes propagation in main duct. So 
discussion in the following sections will be focused on the radiated powers of those 
modes and the totally radiated power in this normalized wave number range. 
9.3 Analysis of the radiated power of different single higher-order mode 
From equation (9.36), it is easy to obtain the total power radiated from the end of the 
duct, as well as the power radiated in the fonn of each mode. So in this section, the 
relationships between them are studied. Still according to the relationship between the 
sound source and the main duct, there are source concentric situation and source 
eccentric situation. The first one to be studied is the source concentric situation. 
9.3.1 Source concentric situation 
One can get the power radiated from the end of the duct for each mode from equation 
(9.36). In order to show the relationships between different modes for different source-
orifice situations, some source-orifice situations are chosen and plotted in the figures 
below. In these figures, a) shows power radiated for the each mode from the end of the 
duct (for clarity, not all propagating modes are plotted, only (0, I) mode, (±I,l) modes, 
(±2,1) modes, (0,2) mode and (±3,1) modes are plotted). b) shows the percentages of 
the power of each mode over the total power radiated from the end of the duct. 
Fig 9.4 shows the situation when there is no aperture device in duct; Fig 9.5 shows the 
situation when there is a single concentric orifice (Situation I in Fig 8.5); Fig 9.6 shows 
the situation when there is a single eccentric orifice (Situation 2 in Fig 8.5). 
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relationships with total power (Situation 2 in Fig 8.5) 
From Fig 9.4-9.6, it can be seen that, 
1. Without an aperture device in the duct, only axially-symmetric modes radiate 
energy from the end of the duct. Before (0, 2) mode cuts on, all energy radiated 
out of the duct is in the form of (0, 1) mode; after (0, 2) mode cuts on, most 
energy (90% of total energy) radiates in the form of (0,2) mode. 
2. For the device with a single concentric orifice situation, still only axially, 
symmetric modes radiate energy from the end of the duct. Through the 
comparison of Fig 9.4 and Fig 9.5, it is easy to find that they are quite similar. 
Which means the presence of such an aperture device in the duct does not 
change the pattern of the energy radiated out of the duct. 
3. For the device with a single eccentric orifice situation, with such an orifice 
presence, other higher-order modes begin to radiate some energy out of the 
duct. After the first higher-order mode cuts on, most energy is radiated in the 
form of the axially-unsymmetric higher-order modes (the contributions of the 
axially-symmetric modes only account 10%-20%). Which means the presence 
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of such an aperture device in the duct changes the pattern of the energy 
radiated out of the duct dramatically. 
All other configurations of the orifices are considered and the configurations fall into 
four categories, which are the axially-synnnetric without concentric orifice situation; the 
axially-synnnetric with concentric orifice situation; the axially-unsynnnetric without 
concentric orifice situation and the axially-unsynnnetric with concentric orifice situation. 
So taking one example from each category and the results are shown below. 
Fig 9.7 is for the axially-synnnetric with concentric orifice situation (Situation 4 in Fig 
8.15); Fig 9.8 is for the axially-synnnetric without concentric orifice situation (Situation 
3 in Fig 8.15). Fig 9.9 is for the axially-unsynnnetric with concentric orifice situation 
(Situation 2 in Fig 8.11); Fig 9.10 is for the axially-unsynnnetric without concentric 
orifice situation (Situation 3 in Fig 8.11). 
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Fig 9.10 Powers radiated from the end ofthe duct for different modes and the 
relationships with total power (Situation 3 in Fig 8.11) 
From Fig 9.7-9.10, it can be seen that 
1. For the axially-symmetric with concentric orifice situation (shown in Fig 9.7), 
all higher-order modes appear in the after orifice field after these modes cut on. 
At most of the wave number range, the plane wave contributes most to the total 
energy. Even with the concentric orifice, after the (0, 2) mode cuts on, this 
mode contributes only about 2% of total energy, which means although this 
axially-symmetric higher-order mode appears in the after orifice field, 
compared with other modes, it is nearly negligible. 
2. For the axially-symmetric without concentric orifice situation (shown in Fig 
9.8), only axially-symmetric higher-order modes appear in the after orifice 
field. Which is contrary to what is expected. At this situation, it is expected that 
those axially-unsymmetric higher-order modes appear or even dominate in the 
after orifice field after these modes cut on. The only reason for this 
phenomenon is that those axiaIly-unsymmetric higher-order modes produced 
by those axially-symmetric orifices counteract with each other and only 
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axially-symmetric higher-order modes are left in the after orifice field. From 
this figure, it is also observed there is nearly only the plane wave is left in the 
after orifice field. Although after (0, 2) mode cuts on, this mode contributes 
2%-8% of total energy, compared with the contribution of the plane wave 
(more than 90% of total energy), this higher-order mode contribution is very 
small. 
3. For the axially-unsymmetric with concentric orifice situation (shown in Fig 
9.9), all those modes appear in the after orifice field and the contributions of 
those axially-symmetric higher-order modes are significant. Before (0, 2) mode 
cuts on, the plane wave contributes most to the total energy and after (0, 2) 
mode cuts on, (0, 2) mode contributes more than 70% oftotal energy. 
4. For the axially-unsymmetric without concentric orifice situation (shown in Fig 
9.10), it is noticed that only the plane wave, (±2,1) modes and (0,2) mode 
appear in the after orifice field; (± 1,1) modes and (± 3,1) modes disappears. 
This is also contrary to what is expected to be. It is expected these four axially-
unsymmetric higher-order modes should appear after those modes cut on. Still 
the only reason for this phenomenon is those four higher-order modes produced 
by those two orifices counteract with each other. Also the contribution of (0, 2) 
mode is negligible, which agrees with the expectation. 
5. Through the comparison of Fig 9.7 with Fig 9.8 and Fig 9.9 with Fig 9.10, one 
can see that for the source concentric situation, the concentric orifice in the 
device plays a very important role in the distribution of the energies between 
the higher-order modes. For axially-symmetric placed orifices, the concentric 
orifice can increase the percentage of the power radiated out of the duct by the 
axially-unsymmetric higher-order modes. For axially-unsymmetric placed 
orifices, the concentric orifice can increase the percentage of the power 
radiated out of the duct by the axially-symmetric higher-order modes. 
6. Through the comparison between Fig 9.7 and Fig 9.10, it can be seen that the 
arrangement of the eccentric orifices also have a significant effect on the 
distribution of the power radiated out of the duct between higher-order modes. 
By arranging different numbers of the orifices or the positions of the orifices, 
one can eliminate some higher-order modes from the after orifice field, as well 
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as one can increase or decrease the contributions of some specific higher-order 
modes. 
From the analysis above, it can be seen that the arrangement of the orifices in the device 
do have a decisive effect on the higher-order modes distribution in the after orifice field 
for the sound source concentric situation. In next section, the effects of those orifices on 
the after orifice field when the sound source located eccentric to the main duct are 
discussed. 
9.3.2 Source eccentric situation 
In this section, the source duct located eccentric to the main duct situation is studied. In 
order to show the relationships between different source-orifice situations, certain 
source-orifice situations are chosen and plotted in the figures below. In these figures, a) 
shows power radiated for the each mode from the end of the duct (for clarity, not all 
propagating modes are plotted, only (0, I) mode, (±1,1) modes, (±2,1) modes, (0, 2) 
mode and (± 3,1) modes are plotted); b) shows the percentages of the power of each 
mode over the total power radiated from the end of the duct. 
Fig 9.11 shows the situation when there is no aperture device in the duct; Fig 9.12 shows 
the situation when there is a single concentric orifice in the duct (Situation 3 in Fig 8.5); 
Fig 9.13 shows the situation when there is a single eccentric orifice in the duct (Situation 
4 in Fig 8.5). 
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Fig 9.13 Powers radiated from the end of the dnct for different modes and the 
relationships with total power (situation 4 in Fig 8.5) 
From Fig 9.11-9.13, it can be seen that 
1. Normally, the contribution of each mode to the total power is largest just 
around that mode cuts on and it decays to a nearly constant lower level with the 
increasing of the frequency. 
2. For the without aperture device situation, all cut on higher-order modes radiate 
energy from the end of the duct. From Fig 9.11 it can be seen that the plane 
wave plays a very important role in the power radiation even after (± 1, 1) 
modes and (±2,1) modes cut on (when (±l,l) modes cut on, the plane wave 
contributes 60% of all power and (± 2,1) cuts on, the plane wave still 
contributes nearly 40% of all power). Also when (±2,1) modes cut on, (±2,1) 
modes contribute only 20% of all power. 
3. For the device with single concentric orifice situation, only axially-symmetric 
modes radiate energy from the end of the duct. Before the (0, 2) mode cuts on, 
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all energy radiated out of the duct is in the form of (0, 1) mode; after (0, 2) 
mode cuts on, most energy (90% of total energy) radiates in the form of(O, 2) 
mode. This is similar to that source concentric situation. 
4. For the device with single eccentric orifice situation, still all cut on higher-
order modes radiate energy from the end of the duct. Through the comparison 
of Fig 9.11 and Fig 9.13, it is noticed that the situations are quite similar. 
Which means the presence of such an eccentric aperture device in the duct does 
not have a significant effect on the pattern of the energy radiated out of the 
duct. 
Other than these three situations, all source eccentric situations discussed in Chapter 8 
have been considered. Still four different configurations of those orifices, which are the 
axially-symmetric without concentric orifice situation, the axially-symmetric with 
concentric orifice situation, the axially-unsymmetric without concentric orifice situation 
and the axiaIly-unsymmetric with concentric orifice situation, are selected and the results 
are shown below. 
Fig 9.14 is for the axially-symmetric with concentric orifice situation (Situation 10 in 
Fig 8.15); Fig 9.15 is for the axially-symmetric without concentric orifice situation 
(Situation 9 in Fig 8.15); Fig 9.16 is for the axialIy-unsymmetric with concentric orifice 
situation (Situation 5 in Fig 8.15); Fig 9.17 is for the axiaIly-unsymmetric without 
concentric orifice situation (Situation 7 in Fig 8.15). 
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relationships with total power (situation 9 in Fig 8.15) 
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From Fig 9.13-9.17, it can be seen that 
1. Unlike the source concentric situation, every cut on higher-order mode appears 
in the after orifice field for these four different situations, although the 
contributions of each mode to the total energy are different from each other. 
2. Through the comparison of Fig 9.14 and Fig 9.15, it can be seen they are very 
similar, which means the extra concentric orifice has little effect on the 
distribution of the power between those higher-order modes in the after orifice 
field. At most of the wave number range, the powers mainly radiate in the form 
of the plane wave, (± I, I ) modes and (± 2,1) modes, the contributions of other 
higher-order modes are very small. 
3. For the axially-unsymmetric orifices configuration, it can be seen that the 
presence of the concentric orifice in the device has a significant effect on the 
distribution of the power radiated out of the duct. For with the concentric 
orifice situation, after (0, 2) mode cuts on, it contributes 30%-70% of total 
power and dominate in the after orifice field. However for without the 
concentric orifice situation (shown in Fig 9.17), after (0, 2) mode cuts on, it 
contributes only 10%-30% of total power. 
4. For the source eccentric situation, the arrangement of the orifices does have 
some effects on the distribution of the power between higher-order modes. 
However these effects are not so significant as those for source concentric 
situation. Even though one can still through the arrangement of those orifices in 
the device to adjust the relationships between different higher-order modes in 
the after orifice field. For example, if it is required that the (0, 2) mode to be 
dominated in the after orifice field, one can make those orifices axially-
unsymmetric arranged and add a concentric orifice. If it is required (0, 2) mode 
to be cancelled in the after orifice field, one can make those orifices axially-
symmetric arranged. 
9.3.3 Applicability of the approximate lumped-parameter model 
In Fig 9.4 -9.1 7, the total power radiated out of the duct and the powers in the form of 
some modes (from (0, 1) mode to (3, 1) mode) are plotted. As discussed before, the 
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power radiated out of the duct is equal to the power radiated into the main duct from the 
source region. So the relationships between the input power (total power) and the output 
powers (powers in different single modes) can also be seen from these figures. By 
successfully separating the total power into the sum of the powers of different modes, 
one can study the detailed effects of different aperture devices on the distribution of 
higher-order modes in circular duct. For example, one can eliminate some specific 
higher-order modes by arranging the configuration of the orifices in the aperture device. 
These relationships are important for this approximate lumped-parameter model, 
because the powers are chosen as approximate lumped parameters in this model. 
So through the study of the powers distribution, it can be seen that this approximate 
model is applicable for the study of the higher-order modes propagation in circular duct 
with a simple aperture device present. 
From the discussion made above, it can be seen that not only the configuration of the 
orifices in the device affects the after orifice field, but also the location of the sound 
source in the plane transverse to z-axis. So in order to get a clear view on the description 
of the effects of those devices, one should combine them together. Which is named as 
source-orifice relationships in former discussions. After the study of the powers radiated 
from the end of the duct, the insertion losses (IL) for different situations are studied 
below. 
9.4 Effects of different configurations of the orifices on the insertion loss 
From equation (9.36), one can get the power radiated from the end of the duct for 
different situations, substituted these powers into equation (9.1), the insertion loss (IL) 
. for these situations can be obtained. During the study of the insertion loss (IL) for those 
different situations, one phenomenon (also observed and analyzed by August Sauter and 
WaIter in Ref [54]), which is the insertion losses in some frequency ranges for some 
specific situations are negative values, is observed. However the insertion loss is 
expected to be a positive value rather than a negative one. In next section, this 
phenomenon is discussed and also the possible reason is given. 
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9.4.1 Negative insertion loss (!L) 
Take the source eccentric and axially-symmetric with concentric orifice situation for 
example (Situation 2 in Fig 9.20 (If)), the results are shown in Fig 9.18 and Fig 9.19. Fig 
9.18 a) shows the insertion loss (IL) for this situation; Fig 9.18 b) shows the power 
radiated out of the duct for this situation and the power radiated out of the duct for 
without aperture device situation. Fig 9.19 a) shows the directed measured acoustic 
pressure and the predicted acoustic pressure for the after orifice field; In order to show 
them clearly, Fig 9.19 b) shows the directed measured acoustic pressure and predicted 
pressure in 1/6 octave band. 
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Fig 9.20 (11) 
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Fig 9.19 Comparison ofthe direct measured acoustic pressure in the after orifice 
field for without and with aperture device situations (Situation 2 in Fig 9.20 (ll)) 
For this situation, at some normalized wave number ranges, such as K * R "" 1 , 
K* R "" 4 and K* R "" 5, the insertion loss (IL) are negative values. Which means at 
these normalized wave number ranges, the powers radiated from the duct end for with 
aperture device situation is larger than those for without situation. Normally, the 
insertion loss (lL) should be a positive value. The comparison of the acoustic pressure 
measured directly at the after aperture device reference point shown in Fig 9.19 shows 
that at these normalized wave number ranges, acoustic pressures for duct with aperture 
device are larger than those for duct without aperture device. From the source duct end 
view point, the presence of the aperture device reduces the radiated impedance rather 
than increase it, so more energies are radiated into the main duct at these normalized 
wave number ranges than the duct without aperture device situation, and as discussed 
above, there are no energy losses, so all these energies are radiated out from the duct 
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end. This is why the insertion loss (IL) takes negative values at these nonnalized wave 
number ranges. 
After explaining the reason which causes the negative value for the insertion loss, the 
insertion losses for different situations are compared and through this, one can see the 
effects of the configuration of those orifices in the device. Still according to the location 
of the sound source, the analysis is divided into two groups: source eccentric situation 
and source concentric situation. The first one to be discussed is the source eccentric 
situation. 
9.4.2 Source eccentric situation 
For the source eccentric situation, at first, four different configurations are shown in 
figure below. Fig 9.20 (l) shows the comparisons of the insertion loss for different 
situations; Fig 9.20 (JI) shows the configurations of the source-orifices for these 
different situations. In Fig 9.20 (l), there are four sub figures which are labeled as a), b), 
c) and d). a) shows the comparison of the IL for situation I and situation 2 in Fig 9.20 
(Il); b) shows the comparison of the IL for situation 3 and situation 4 in Fig 9.20 (Il); c) 
shows the comparison of the IL for situation 1 and situation 3 in Fig 9.20 (ll); d) shows 
the powers radiated out of the duct for these four different situations and the power 
radiated out of the duct for without aperture device situation. 
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From this figure, it can seen that 
1. The two configurations of the orifices shown in a) are both axially-symmetric, 
the only difference between these two situations is there is an extra concentric 
orifice for situation 2. The results show that the insertion losses for these two 
situations are quite similar; only at some part of the normalized wave number 
range, the IL for situation 1 is larger than that for situation 2. This means the 
effects of the extra concentric orifice on the IL for this situation are very small. 
Which is also observed from the power radiated in Fig 9.14 and Fig 9.15. 
2. The two configurations of the orifices shown in b) are both axially-unsymmetric. 
The results show that the insertion losses for these two situations are also quite 
similar. This means the changing of the comparative relationship between the 
source and orifices has an effect on the insertion loss, however this effect is not 
very large. 
3. Comparison between axially-symmetric and axially-unsymmetric situations is 
shown in c). The results show that when k * R -< 5, the IL for unsymmetric 
situation is larger than that for symmetric situation. But when k * R >- 5 , they are 
nearly the same. Which means at even higher normalized wave number range, 
for the insertion loss (IL) there is nearly no difference for these two types of 
configurations of the orifices. 
4. It is also noticed that most of the insertion losses resulting from these devices 
are less than 5 dB or even smaller. Which means the insertion losses incurred by 
these types of configurations are not very significant. 
Comparisons of other four situations with the same open area ratio (8% open area) but 
different configurations are shown in figure below. Fig 9.21 (l) shows the comparisons 
of the insertion loss for different situations; Fig 9.21 (Il) shows the configurations of the 
source-orifices for these different situations. In Fig 9.21 (l), there are four sub figures 
which are labeled as a), b), c) and cl). a) shows the comparison of the IL for situation 1 
and situation 2 in Fig 9.21 (Il); b) shows the comparison of the IL for situation 3 and 
situation 4 in Fig 9.21 (Il); c) shows the comparison of the IL for situation 1 and 
situation 3 in Fig 9.21 (Il); cl) shows the powers radiated out of the duct for these four 
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different situations and the power radiated out of the duct for without aperture device 
situation. 
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From results shown in this figure, it can be seen that 
1. All of these four situations have the same open area ratios (8% open area), 
however the insertion losses caused by these situations are different from each 
other. This means not only the ratio of the open area affects the insertion loss, but 
also the comparative configuration of the open areas decides the value of the 
insertion loss. 
2. Fig 9.21 (l) a) shows that the insertion loss for the first two situations are nearly 
equal for most of the normalized wave number range, which means for 
configurations with concentric orifice, the circumferential positions of other 
orifices have very little effect on the insertion loss. 
3. For those situations without the concentric orifice, Fig 9.21 (l) b) shows that 
although the configurations of those two orifices are the same, the insertion 
losses are quite different from each other. Which means the comparative source-
orifices relationships do have a significant effect on the insertion loss. Especially 
when k * R "" 6, the insertion losses for situation 4 are quite significant (larger 
than 10 dB). 
4. Through the comparison of situation 1 and situation 3, Fig 9.21 (l) c) shows that 
at most part of the normalized wave number range, the insertion losses for 
situation 3 are larger than those for situation 1. However the difference between 
them is not very significant (about 1-2 dB). 
Comparisons of other four single orifice situations also with the same open area ratio 
(1.8% open area) but different configurations are shown in Fig 9.22. Fig 9.22 (l) shows 
the comparisons of the insertion loss for different situation; Fig 9.22 (Il) shows the 
configurations of the source-orifices for these different situations. In Fig 9.22 (l), there 
are three sub figures which are labeled as a), b), c) and d). a) shows the comparison of 
the IL for situation 1 and situation 2 in Fig 9.22 (Il); b) shows the comparison of the IL 
for situation 2, situation 3 and situation 4 in Fig 9.22 (Il); c) shows the powers radiated 
out of the duct for these four different situations and the power radiated out of the duct 
for without aperture device situation. 
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From this figure, it can seen that 
1. For the plane wave region, the insertion losses for these four different situations 
are nearly the same. Which means for the single orifice situation, the insertion 
losses are independent on the location of the orifice in the plane wave range. 
2. The insertion losses for these situations are around 5 dB, or even larger 10 dB at 
some specific part of the normalized wave number range, which is larger than 
those shown for the several orifices situation. 
3. Fig 9.22 (l) a) shows that at most normalized wave number range, the insertion 
losses for eccentric orifice situation are larger than those for the concentric 
orifice situation. The largest difference appears in the range of 1.8 -< k * R -< 3.5, 
in which four axially-unsymmetric higher-order modes cut on in the duct. 
4. Fig 9.22 (l) b) shows that for those three different eccentric orifice situations, 
there is no specific trend for the insertion losses. At different normalized wave 
number range, these three situations give different values. 
In order to see the effects of the numbers of the orifices on the insertion losses, i.e. the 
effects of the open area of the orifices on the IL, several situations are chosen and two 
figures are plotted below. 
In Fig 9.23, four different configurations of the orifices are chosen, which are, one single 
eccentric orifice situation (1.8% open area); two eccentric orifices situation (8% open 
area); five eccentric orifices situation (9% open area) and six symmetric eccentric 
orifices situation (24% open area). In Fig 9.23 (l), a) shows the IL for these four 
different situations; b) shows the powers radiated out of the duct for these four situations 
and the power radiated out of the duct for without aperture device situation. 
In Fig 9.24, four different configurations of the orifices are chosen, which are, one single 
concentric orifice situation (1.8% open area); one concentric orifice and one eccentric 
orifice situation (8% open area); five eccentric orifices plus one concentric orifice 
situation (11% open area) and six symmetric eccentric orifices plus one concentric 
orifice situation (28% open area). In Fig 9.24 (l), a) shows the IL for these four different 
situations; b) shows the powers radiated out of the duct for these four situations and the 
power radiated out of the duct for without aperture device situation. 
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From Fig 9.23 -9.24, it can be seen that 
I. It is hard to find some direct relationships between these insertion losses with the 
open area ratios, because there are many other items which can affect the 
insertion losses. However for most part of the normalized wave number range, 
the open area ratio does have a significant effect on the insertion losses. 
Normally the larger this ratio is, the less the insertion losses are. 
2. For most part of the normalized wave number range, the insertion losses for 
situations with the concentric orifice are less than those without the concentric 
orifice. This phenomenon shows the role of such a concentric orifice in the 
effects on the insertion losses. 
In this section, when the sound source located eccentric to the main duct, the effects of 
the open area ratios, the effects of the configurations of the orifices and the effects of the 
comparative source-orifices relationships on the insertion losses have been discussed. 
The source concentric situation is studied in next section. 
9.4.3 Source concentric situation 
For the source concentric situation, at first, still four different configurations are shown 
in figure below. Fig 9.25 (1) shows the comparisons of the insertion loss for different 
situations; Fig 9.25 (ll) shows the configurations of the source-orifices for these 
different situations. In Fig 9.25 (I), there are four sub figures which are labe1ed as a), b), 
c) and 11). a) shows the comparison of the lL for situation 1 and situation 2 in Fig 9.25 
(11); b) shows the comparison of the lL for situation 3 and situation 4 in Fig 9.25 (11); c) 
shows the comparison of the lL for situation 2 and situation 4 in Fig 9.25 (11); d) shows 
the powers radiated out of the duct for these four different situations and the power 
radiated out of the duct for without aperture device situation. 
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From this figure, it can be seen that, 
1. The two configurations of the orifices shown in Fig 9.25 (l) a) are both axially-
unsymmetric, the only difference between these two situations is there is an extra 
concentric orifice for situation 2. The results show that the insertion losses for 
these two situations are quite similar, only at some part of normalized wave 
number range, the lL for situation I is larger than that for situation 2. This means 
the effects of that extra concentric orifice on the lL for this situation are very 
small. 
2. The two configurations of the orifices shown in Fig 9.25 (l) b) are both axially-
symmetric. The results show that the insertion losses for these two situations are 
also quite similar. There is a significant difference when k * R >- 5, this means 
the effects of that extra concentric orifice on the lL are obvious only at higher 
normalized wave number range. 
3. Comparison between axially-symmetric and axially-unsymmetric situations is 
shown in Fig 9.25 (l) c). The results show that when k * R -< 4.5, the IL for 
unsymmetric situation is larger than that for symmetric situation. But when 
k' R >- 4.5, the IL for symmetric situation is larger that that for unsymmetric 
situation. 
4. It is noticed that most of the insertion losses caused by these devices are less than 
5 dB or even smaller. Which means the insertion losses incurred by these types 
of configurations are not very significant. 
Comparisons of three two-orifices situations, which are one concentric orifice plus one 
eccentric orifice situation (8% open area); two symmetric placed eccentric orifices 
situation (8% open area) and two asymmetric placed eccentric orifices situation (3.6% 
open area), are shown in Fig 9.26. Fig 9.26 (l) shows the comparisons of the insertion 
loss for these three situations; Fig 9.26 (Il) shows the configurations of the source-
orifices for these three situations. In Fig 9.26 (l), there are two sub figures that are 
labeled as a), b). a) shows the comparison of the IL; b) shows the powers radiated out of 
the duct for these three situations and the power radiated out of the duct for without 
aperture device situation. 
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From this figure, it can seen that 
1. The insertion losses for these three situations are around 5 dB, or even larger 10 
dB at some specific normalized wave number range, which is larger than those 
shown for the several orifices situation. 
2. At most part of the normalized wave number range, the insertion losses for two 
asymmetric placed eccentric orifices situation are larger than those for two 
symmetric placed eccentric orifices situation, which is caused both by the 
difference open area and the configuration of the orifices. 
3. When k * R -< 3 , the insertion losses caused by situation 1 are larger than those 
of situation 2; after k * R >- 3, the insertion losses caused by situation I are 
smaller than those of situation2. Because these two situations are of the same 
open area ratio, so this comparison shows that the effects of the concentric orifice 
on the insertion losses: when axially-symmetric (0, 2) mode cuts on it causes 
reduced insertion losses; while when those axially-unsymmetric modes cut on, it 
causes increased insertion losses. 
Still in order to see the effects of the numbers of the orifices on the insertion losses, i.e. 
the effects of the open area of the orifices on the IL. Several situations are chosen and 
plotted below. 
In Fig 9.27, four different configurations ofthe orifices are chosen, which are, one single 
concentric orifice situation (4% open area); one concentric orifice and one eccentric 
orifice situation (8% open area); five eccentric orifices plus one concentric orifice 
situation (11% open area) and six symmetric eccentric orifices plus one concentric 
orifice situation (28% open area). In Fig 9.27 (l), a) shows the IL for these four different 
situations; b) shows the powers radiated out of the duct for these four situations and the 
power radiated out of the duct for without aperture device situation. 
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From this figure, it can be seen that 
1. It is still hard to find some direct relationships between these insertion losses 
with the open area ratios, because there are many other items which can affect 
the insertion losses. However for most part of the normalized wave number 
range, the open area ratio does have a significant effect on the insertion losses. 
When k * R -< 4, the larger the open area ratio is, the less the insertion losses it 
causes. 
2. When the axially-symmetric higher-order mode (0, 2) cuts on, the insertion 
losses caused by the single concentric orifice situation is the smallest, and then 
the axially-symmetric situation (situation 4) and then axially-unsymmetric 
situation 3, and situation 2. This also shows not only the open area playing an 
important role in the insertion losses, but also the configurations of those orifices. 
From the analysis made in this chapter, combining the radiated powers with the insertion 
losses for different configurations of the apertures in the device, it can be seen that 
normally the smaller the open area of the orifice is, the larger the insertion loss it causes. 
Also for all the situations shown in this chapter, if the sound source is concentric to the 
main duct, in the normalized wave number range k * R -< 4, the single concentric orifice 
situation (Situation 1 in Fig 9.27 (11)) has the greatest effect on the insertion loss; while 
in the in the normalized wave number range k * R >- 4, the two asymmetric placed 
eccentric orifices situation (Situation 3 in Fig 9.26 (If)) has the greatest effect on the 
insertion loss. If the sound source is eccentric to the main duct, in most normalized wave 
number range between 1 -< k * R -< 7 , the single eccentric orifice situation (Situation 1 in 
Fig 9.23 (ll)) has greatest effect on the insertion loss, while the six symmetric eccentric 
orifices plus one concentric situation (Situation 4 in Fig 9.24 (ll)) has least effect on it. 
9.5 Discussion 
In this chapter, the errors for the powers radiated out of the duct and the insertion losses 
are not discussed. This is because it is hard to get the actual values for the powers 
radiated out of the duct, and then it is difficult to get the actual values for the insertion 
losses for different situations. One can get the powers radiated out of the duct through 
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the measurement, however this is a time and labour consuming work and no 
measurement methods can give perfect results, because there are always some errors 
inherent in the measurement methods (equipment errors, the measurement position 
errors, the integrating errors, etc). Through the analysis made in Chapter 6 and Chapter 
8, one knows that there are some errors for those amplitudes obtained by this model. 
However those errors are quite similar scaled and considered to be acceptable. So it is 
assumed the powers obtained from those amplitudes are also similar scaled and 
acceptable. Especially for the insertion losses, which are relative values other than 
absolute ones (WI / W11 ), some errors brought by the same model can be cancelled. 
From the study presented in this chapter, it can be seen that the radiated power is an 
effective approximate lumped parameter for the study of the effects of the aperture 
devices. One can just treat the whole acoustic system as a black box and use this time 
and space independent parameter to study the performances of different aperture 
devices. Through the analysis of the distribution of the radiated powers between 
different modes, the approximate lumped-parameter model constructed in this chapter is 
considered to be acceptable and effective in the study of the acoustic properties for 
simple aperture devices in circular duct in the higher normalized wave number range. 
Also combining the analysis of the radiated power with the analysis of the insertion 
losses, one can successfully separate the performance of the aperture device from the 
performance of the main duct and also separate the effects of the configuration of the 
orifices from the effects of the sound source location in higher normalized wave number 
range. So these two parameters are considered to be applicable for the study of the 
higher-order mode propagation in circular ducts. 
Through the comparison of both the powers and the insertion losses for different 
situations, it can also be seen that there are many factors which can affect these two 
parameters, such as, the location of the sound source, the open area ratio, the 
configurations of those orifices in the device (number of the orifices and comparative 
positions of those orifices (especially the presence and absence of a concentric orifice». 
Other factors are not mentioned in this chapter, such as the total length of the main duct, 
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the thickness of the aperture device, the distance between the source end and the 
aperture devices. However these factors are considered in the procedure of the model 
construction and are not so important as those factors which are discussed in this 
chapter. So by adjusting these factors, one can adjust the effects of that simple aperture 
device exerted on the whole in-duct field. 
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Chapter 10 Conclusions and discussion 
10.1 Conclusions 
The aim of the current investigation is to establish a generic approach to allow the 
separation of the performance of the aperture device from the performance of the 
circular duct across a wide normalized wave number range. So at first the lumped-
parameter model (acoustical two-ports system model) is tested in the plane wave 
region. Through the demonstration, it is confirmed that this model can work properly 
for the duct without a simple aperture device present, as well as the duct with a 
simple aperture device present in the plane wave region. From the results for orifices 
with different diameters shown in Chapter 2, it is easy to see that the smaller the open 
area of the orifice is, the larger the error it caused in the estimated impedances. Also 
in this chapter, two measurement methods, the hard screen method and the two-
different-inputs method are tested and compared. Through the comparison, the hard 
screen method is found to be an inaccurate method due to inherent practical problems. 
However, the two-different-inputs method is shown to be an effective way for the 
lumped parameters measurement. 
However due to the cross-coupling effects that occur between higher-order modes at 
the end of the duct or any discontinuities in the duct, the lumped-parameter model is 
not applicable for the higher-order mode propagation in the duct. So an approximate 
lumped parameter model is proposed and aimed to extend the applicable frequency 
range to cover several higher-order mode propagation. In this model, every single 
mode is treated as an approximate lumped parameter. So an effective way to 
decompose the in-duct acoustic field into the sum of different single modes is 
necessary. 
Although many experimental methods have been previously studied for the 
decomposition of the higher-order mode propagation in circular ducts, most of them 
have common disadvantages, such as the requirement of significant number of 
independent measurement positions, and the availability only for the decomposition 
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of the circumferential higher-order modes. So other effective methods are required. In 
this project, one theoretical decomposition method is proposed and studied. 
The decomposition of the in-duct acoustic field means the acquisition of the unknown 
amplitudes of the propagating higher-order modes in the duct. The experimental 
decomposition methods obtain the amplitudes through enough measurements carried 
out in different positions. However the theoretical decomposition methods obtain the 
amplitudes through the seeking of the solution for a group of independent equations 
which are obtained from the descriptions of the boundary conditions. 
So in Chapter 3, a description of the open end duct boundary condition is given. 
Based on the description, the generalized impedances ZmnL and complex reflection 
coefficients RmnL are obtained. From the analysis of the reflection coefficients, the 
relationships between incident wave amplitudes Amn and the reflected wave 
amplitudes B mn are established. In Chapter 4, two types of widely used sound source 
(plane wave source and point source) are introduced and the descriptions of both 
boundary conditions are also given. 
Based on the descriptions of the boundary conditions, in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, the 
independent equation groups for the duct without a simple aperture device present are 
established and the solutions are also obtained. Through the results shown in these 
two chapters, it can be seen that although there are some errors between the predicted 
results and direct measurements (normally less than 10% of direct measurements), the 
amplitudes of the higher-order modes obtained by this theoretical decomposition 
method are considered to be acceptable. Through the analysis presented in these two 
chapters, it can be seen that this theoretical decomposition method works well in the 
decomposition of the in-duct acoustic field for the duct without a simple aperture 
device present. 
Then in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8, the simple aperture device is added to the in-duct 
field and the descriptions for the interfaces between the main duct and the aperture 
device are presented. Combining these descriptions with those for the open end and 
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the sound source, a group of independent equations is established and the solution is 
also obtained. With the presence of the simple aperture device, the in-duct acoustic 
field can be divided into the before orifice field and the after orifice field. Also 
through the comparison of the theoretically calculated results with the directly 
measured results, the amplitudes of the higher-order modes for both the before orifice 
field and the after orifice field obtained by this theoretical decomposition method are 
considered to be acceptable. Through the analysis presented in these two chapters, it 
also can be seen that this theoretical decomposition method works well in the 
decomposition ofthe in-duct acoustic field for the duct with a simple aperture devices 
present. 
Then in Chapter 9, after successfully decomposing the in-duct acoustic field into the 
sum of different single mode and the obtaining of the amplitudes of different modes 
propagating in the duct, the power radiated out of the duct is taken as an approximate 
parameter to describe the effects of different simple aperture devices on the in-duct 
field. Through the analysis of the total radiated power and the powers of different 
modes, the effects of different simple aperture devices on the distribution of the total 
radiated power between different modes are obtained. It is found that not only the 
location of the sound source in the plane transverse to z-axis has an effect on the 
higher-order modes distribution in the duct, but also the configuration of the orifices 
in the aperture device affects the distribution of the higher-order modes in the duct. 
Especially it is found that the concentric orifice has a significant effect on the in-duct 
acoustic field. From the analysis, it can be seen that the powers radiated from the end 
of the duct, especially the powers radiated in the form of different modes, can be used 
in the approximate lumped-parameter model. 
After knowing the power radiated from the end of the duct for different situations, 
another parameter, the insertion loss (IL) is adopted to show the effects of different 
aperture devices. Through the comparison of the insertion losses for different source-
orifices situations, it can be seen that the effects of the simple aperture devices on the 
insertion losses are not very significant. At most normalized wave number range the 
insertion loss is about 5 dB or even less. However from the changes of the insertion 
loss at different normalized wave number range, the effects of the different 
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configurations of the orifices in the simple aperture device are obtained. From the 
results presented, it can be seen that the insertion loss can be chosen as a parameter to 
describe the effects of the aperture device on the in-duct acoustic field even in the 
higher normalized wave number range. 
Through the analysis made in the previous nine chapters, it is demonstrated that the 
model which combines those three boundaries' descriptions together to achieve the 
in-duct acoustic field decomposition is effective. Based on the decomposition of the 
in-duct field, one can easily reconstruct the in-duct field both for the before orifice 
field and the after orifice field and analyze the effects of different simple aperture 
devices. 
Numerous previous works have been done on analysis of aperture devices in ducts, 
most of the work deals only with the performance of the aperture device in the plane 
wave propagation range. However by adopting this model, this range can be easily 
expanded from the plane wave region (k * R -< 1.84) to an even wider normalized 
wave number range (in this investigation, the wider normalized wave number range 
has been extended to k * R -< 7.2, which is four times the plane wave range and 
includes 16 propagating higher-order modes). In this normalized wave number range, 
a better understanding of the performance of the simple aperture device on the in-duct 
acoustic field is obtained. 
Also by adopting this model, one can study the performance of the simple aperture 
device of nearly any thickness (not a hard screen) and any configurations of the 
circular orifices quite easily. By just inputting those different parameters, such as the 
number of the orifices, the thickness of the device, and the location and radius of each 
orifice into this model, one can get those amplitudes needed for the reconstruction 
and performance comparison. 
So this model provides a generic approach for the decomposition of the in-duct field 
(without and with simple aperture devices), as well as a generic approach to study the 
performance of the simple aperture device on the in-duct acoustic field in the higher 
normalized wave number range. 
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10.2 Discussion and future research suggestions 
In the investigation, the coupling effects that occur at the end of the duct have been 
discussed and through the developed analysis, the cross-coupling effects between 
different modes are obtained. However the coupling effects happen not only at the 
open end, but also at the boundaries between the sound source and the main duct, as 
well as the main duct and the simple aperture device. These coupling effects, 
including the cross-coupling effects between different modes and the cross-coupling 
effects between different orifices in the simple aperture device, are important for the 
understanding of what exactly are happening at those boundaries. Although these 
cross-coupling effects are considered and included in the model construction and 
calculation, they are not fully understood and clearly expressed and separated. So in 
any future investigations, attention should be focused on these coupling effects. By 
understand these coupling effects; one can have an even clearer view on the behavior 
of different simple aperture devices. 
Also in this investigation, attention is not given to the position of the simple aperture 
device in the main duct, especially when this simple aperture device is located in the 
near field zone of the open end (L -.( R) or just at the open end. If the simple aperture 
device is located at that position, it is quite difficult to measure those acoustic 
properties for the after orifice field. However for many engineering problems, some 
simple aperture devices are installed in that position. So in future investigations, 
attention can also be given to this situation. 
Another aspect, which is worthy for future research, is the style of the open end of the 
duct. In this investigation, only the duct with infinite flanged termination situation is 
studied. Other situations, such as the un-flanged termination situation, the un-flanged 
duct with specific thickness situation and the axis of the duct is not vertical to the 
flanged termination situation, are also widely adopted in the engineering works. So 
the coupling effects that happen at the end of the duct for these situations should also 
be studied in the higher normalized wave number range. 
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Appendix A: Experiment equipments and set-up 
Appendix A: Experiment eqnipments and set-up 
The connections of the experiment equipments are shown in figure below, 
Multichannel date 
acquisition unit Amplifier 
B&K analyser Generator: 
unit 
Input 
module 
[ ] 
Microphone 
pair Speaker 
Fig A.1 Experiment eqnipments set-up and connection 
The name, type and amount of equipments are listed as follow, 
• B&K signal analyzer unit type 2035 1 set 
• B&K Multi-channels data acquisition unit type 2816 1 set 
• B&K 25k Hz input module type 3015 4 sets 
• B&K generator module type 3107 1 set 
• Speaker 1 set 
• Power amplifier 1 set 
• B & K Sound intensity calibrator type 3541 1 set 
• B & K Sound level calibrator type 4230 1 set 
• G.R.A.S y," pre-polarized free field microphone type 40AE 4 sets 
Serial Num: (56590,56592,56593,57428) 
• G.R.A.S CCP preamplifier 
Serial Num: 
• Various cables 
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type 26CA 4 sets 
(58363,58364,58365,58366) 
Appendix B: Phase match of the microphone pair in the measurement 
Appendix B: Phase match of the microphone pair in the measurement 
In order to achieve the accurate measurement of the phase information, the phase match 
is carried out for the microphone pair used in the measurement and the procedure is 
given as below: 
Channell 
Channel 2 
A B 
Duct 
Fig B.I The set-up for phase match of microphone pair 
1. As shown in Fig B.1, two positions A and B are taken along the wall of the duct. 
A microphone, cable and an input channel of data acquisition unit consist of 
Channel 1 and another microphone, cable and an input channel of data 
acquisition unit consists of Channel 2. 
2. So if the acoustic field in the duct is a constant one, then the actual phases of the 
acoustic pressures at A and B are also constant and nominated as rp A and rpB' The 
actual phases of the Channel 1 and Channel 2 are also constant and independent 
of the measurement position, so the phases of the two channels are nominated as 
rp, and rp,. 
3. At first, place Channel 1 at position A, the measured phase of acoustic pressure at 
position A should be rp A + rp, ; place Channel 2 at position B, the measured phase 
of acoustic pressure at position B should be rpB + rp,. So the phase difference 
between two channels is measured and can be expressed as: 
!lrp, = (rpA + rp,)- (rpB + rp,); 
4. Then place Channel 2 at position A, the measured phase of acoustic pressure at 
position A should be rp A + rp, ; place Channel 1 at position B, the measured phase 
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of acoustic pressure at position B should be rpB + rp,. So the phase difference 
between two channels is measured and can be expressed as: 
!:J.rp, = (rpe +rp,)-(rpA +rp,); 
5. Add these two phase difference together, one can get 
(rp,-rp,) = (!:J.rp, +!:J.rp,)/2 
Which is the phase difference between Channel I and Channel 2. 
6. Then in the following measurement work, this difference is taken away from the 
measured phase difference between Channel I and Channel 2, and the actual 
phase difference between two measurement positions is obtained. 
7. The same procedure is carried out between Channel 3 and Channel 4, one can get 
(rp3 -r(4) = (!:J.rp3 +!:J.r(4)/2 
8. Channel I and Channel 2 consist of one microphone pair and Channel 3 and 
Channel 4 consist of another microphone pair. 
9. Also the same procedure is carried out between Channel I and Channel 3, one 
can get 
(rp, - r(3) = (!:J.rp, + !:J.r(6) / 2 
After doing the phase match described above, one can removed the phase difference 
between any two channels and the actual phase difference between two measurement 
positions are obtained. 
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Appendix C: Derivation of pressure continuity boundary condition 
For pressure continuity condition between the small duct and the main duct, there is 
(C.I) 
Multiplying both sides of this equation by J,(k:, srl)e-j'~ and integrating over the 
small duct region, one can get 
2,R, 
J J «SA,nelkL + SBOle-lkL ) 
o 0 
<>0 • I ' I 
+ '" (SA elk""L + SB e -Jk.",L)J (e r.) L.J On On 0 r,O,n 1 
11=2 
«) <'J 1 1 
+ "'''' J (e r.)[(SA+ elk"m,.L +SB+ e-lk"m,.L)e-lmo L.J ~ m r,m,1l I mn mn 
m=1 n=l 
2xRl 
: J J «AOlelkL + B01e-lkL ) 
o 0 
00(0 II 11 
+ '" '" J (kJ/ r)[(A+ elk,~,L + B+ e-lk".,.L)e-lme L..J L... m r,m,1l mn rnlt 
m=l n=l 
'elL -"kIlL'O I . + (A- el ',m,' + B- e 1 <,m,' )elm ])J (k r.)e-Jl0r.drdm 
mn mn t r,t,s 1 1 1 't'" 
(C.2) 
In which SA~n' SA~n' SB~n and SB~n are amplitudes of higher-order modes in the small 
duct; A;n' A~n' B~n and B:n are amplitudes of higher-order modes in the main duct. 
k;,m,n and k;,m,n represent the wave numbers along z-axis and r direction in the small 
duct; k;~m,n and k;~m,n represent the wave numbers along z-axis and r direction in the 
main duct. 
According to equation below, 
For t = O,S = 1, there is 
J (k l ) -jO~-1 o r 0 l'i e -, 
(m;" 0) 
(m:O) , (C.3) 
(CA) 
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So applying equation (C.4) and equation (C.3) into equation (C.2), it can be rewritten as 
Rr" 
= J f(Ao1e jkL + BOle-jkL)r..drldrp 
o 0 
(C.S) 
RI 211" co 
+ f f"(A ejk~.,L +B e-jkf.,"L)J (el r)rdrdrn L.J On On 0 7,O,n 1 1 'r 
o 0 n=2 
+ 1'J i:i:«(A;nejk;,~,"L +B;ne-jk;~m,"L)e-jme + 
o 0 m=l n=1 
j klIL "kilL "0 11 (A- e "m," + B- e-J ',m," )eJm )J (k r»rdrdrn mn mn m r,m,n 1 I 'f" 
The relationship of Bessel function is given below, 
R R 
frJo(kr)dr = -J1(kR) 
o k 
(C.6) 
And the Graf s addition theorem of Bessel function, 
~ 
Jm(jir)e-Jme = "L,.Jm+/jiol)Jp(jilj)e-j(p·+meo), (C.7) 
p=-oo 
in which, r and B are coordinates for the main duct coordinate system, r1 and (jJ are 
coordinates for the small duct coordinate system, 01 and eo are the coordinate original 
points of the small duct in the main duct coordinate system. The relationship between 
these two coordinates is shown in Fig C.l. 
Fig C.l The configuration ofthe main duct and the small duct coordinate 
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Applying equation (C.7) to the right side of the equation (C.S) 
R, 
211" SCSAo,e JkL + SBo,e'Jk')r,dr, 
° 
RJ 0Cl • I . I 
+ 211" J" (SA elk,.o_L + SB e' lk,.o .• L).J (e r)r dr L. On On 0 r,O,n 1 1 1 
o n=2 
R]21r 
= J f(Ao,e JkL + Bo,e'J'L )r,dr,drp 
o 0 
R\27r 00 11 11 
+ f SI (AO"eJk,.o_L + BO"e'Jk,.o .• L)JoCk:~o,"o,)Jo(k:~o,"Ij)ljdr,drp 
o 0 n=2 
(C.S) 
R121l «> C() • 11 11. . 11 . n 
+ f J IIC(CA;"elk,.m,L +B;"e'Jk,.m,.L)e'lmeO +(A~melk,~,L +B;"e'lk,.m,L)eJmBo) 
o 0 m=] n",] 
Then applying equation (C.6) into equation (C.S), one can get, 
SAo,eJiL + SBo,e'JkL )R,/2 
= (Aa,eJiL + Bo,e'JiL )R,/2 
I<I:l '7,11 L 'k ll L 1 11 1 jl<z.O,n -) Z,V,N 1 + (Aa"e + BO"e )-ll -JO(k"o,A)J,Ck"o,,,Rt) 
»=2 kr 0 n 
k} JmCk;~m,A)Jt(k;~m,nRj»' 
r,m,n 
Which is identical to equation (4.11). 
(C.9) 
For t = O,S = 2,3, ... ,00, still applying equation (C.3) and equation (C.7) to equation 
(C.2), there is 
R, 
211" f(SAa,e JiL + SBOje'JkL)IjJoCk:,o"Ij)dlj 
o 
RI 00 ,] ,f 
+ 27r SI (SAa"e]k",··L + SBo"e 'Ik,.o,.L)JO (k;,o/,)JoCk;,o,/i)ljdrt 
o n=2 
21fRl 
= f fCAa,e JkL + Bo,e'JkL)Jo(k:,o"Ij)ljdrjdrp 
o 0 
2ffR] 00 11 JI 
+ f fL CAa"eJk,.".L + Bone 'Jk,.".L)JO (k:~o,A)Jo (k:~o,,,Ij)JoCk:,o,,Ij)r,dr,drp 
o (J ~2 
'fffR~ C() 'kll L el. kIf L . If + J..::...,L«CA;"el"mft +B;"e'J ,~,.L)e'ImBo + (A:"e i ,m,' +B:"e'lk,.m .• L)eJmBo) 
() I} m""] n==l 
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Using the integral relations ofBessel function 
(C.1!) 
(A=,u). 
Also applying equation (C.6) to equation (C. I 0), one can get, 
(s J elk;,."L + SB e -Jk;,."L)J (e R)R! 2 .,~s Os 0 r,D,s 1 1 
co. 1I .11 kIf 1 
="(J elk".,"L+ B e-lk"o,"L) I,O,n J(kJJ 8)J(kJJ R) 
.L...J "~n On kl 2 kll 2 0 r,O,n 1 0 r,O,n I 
n=2 r,O,s - 7,0,n 
+ f f «(A:nejk~m,nL + B;ne-jk;~m.nL)e- jmOo + (A~nejk:~/Il,nL + B~ne - jk;'.m,nL)eJmoo ) (C.12) 
m=lll=l 
kJJ Imm J (kJJ 0 'kJJ » 2 " 2 m r m n0 1 )JO ( r m nRJ . e _kJJ " " 
r,O,s r,m,1I 
Which is identical to equation (4.12). 
For t = !,2, ... ,00,s = 1,2, ... ,00, applying equation (C.3) to equation (C.2), there is, 
21fRl 00 co 
f """ (SA- eJk;,.,,,L + SB- e -Jk:,.,,,L)J (e r.)J (e r. )ej(m-I)~r.dr.dm JL..t~ mn mn m r,m,n 1 t r,t,s 1 1 I 't" 
o 0 mool 110:1 
2xR1 
= f f(Ao,eJkL + BOle-JkL)J,(k:""r,)e-JI°r,dr,drp+ 
o 0 
2f{R1 00 II . II 
f 
""( j Jk, • ..L B -A."L)J (kJJ )J (kl ) -Jt. d d J~ ~ne " + One " 0 r,O,nr t r,t,/i e 'i 'i rp 
00 11=2 
(C. 13) 
Then applying equation (C.3) and Grafs addition theorem of Bessel function (C.7) to 
equation (C.13), one can get 
2JrR. 00 00 
f f" "(SA- eJk;'.,L + SB- e -Jk;,.,"L)J (k I r.)J (k l r. )eJ(m-I)-r.dr.dm L..JL.. mn mn m r,m,n 1 I r,t,s 1 1 1 f 
o 0 m=l n=1 
2.1Z'R\ 
= fIc j eJkL +B e-JkL\T CkJJ r.)e-JI~r.dr.dm+ ~l 01 JUt r,t,s I I 1 'f' 
o 0 
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(C.l4) 
+(£ eJi!/··"L+B- e-Jk:' •.• L)J (kIl a )J(kll r.)efm&O) 
mn mn m+t r,m,n 1 t r,1»,n I 
J,(k: I ,1i»1id1idrp • 
Finally applying integral relations of Bessel function (C.! I) to equation (C.14), there is 
t 2 
-----0;-2 -)J,( k: "RI )RJ 2 e R2 " 
r,I,8 1 
00 . 11 . /1 kIf, 
= "CA e,k,., .• L, + B e-)k,.Q .• L')J (kIl <5)( r,O,n )J (el R) L..J On On t r,O,n 1 kl 2 kl! 2 t r,O,n 1 
n=2 r,t,s - r,O,1f 
00 ~ . B . n 
+ "" ([(A+ elk, .•.• L, + B+ e-Jk •.• ,L')(_I)' J (e <5 )e- JmO, ~ ~ mn mn m-I r,m,n 1 (C.15) 
m=1 n=1 
+ (A- ejk;~ •.• L, + B- e -jk:~ •.• L')J (e <5 )eJrnO, 1 
mn mn m+1 r,m,n 1 
el ( r,m," )f(e R» e 2 _ kII 2 I r,m," I 
r,t,s r,m,n 
Which is identical to equation (4.13). 
Multiplying both sides of equation (C.1) with J,(k:."srl)ei''l' and integrating over the 
small duct region, following the procedure from equation (C.l3) to equation (C.IS), one 
can get, for t = 1,2, ... ,oo,s=I,2, ... ,oo, 
2 
(SJ+eJk;".,L+SB+e-Jk;.,.,L)(I_ t )J(kl R)R 12 
'.J-'ts ts kJ 2R2 t r,t,s 1 1 
r,t,s I 
c() .11.lJ kIl, 
= "( J elk,., .• L + B e-lk •. Q •• L)J (e <5)( r,O,n )J (kII R) 
.LJ "'AQn On t r,O,» 1 kl 2 kII 2 I r,O,n 1 
»=2 . r,t,s - r,O,n 
(C.16) 
el 
( r,m," )fCel R» 1 2 11 2 t r,m,n 1 k -k r,t,s r,m,n 
Which is identical to equation (4.14). 
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Appendix D: Derivation ofveJocity continuity boundary condition 
For the velocity continuity condition between the small duct and the main duct, there is 
(over SI) , (DJ) 
(D.2) 
In which S is the cross sectional area of the main duct, SI is the cross sectional area of 
the source duct. 
Multiplying both equation (DJ) and (D.2) by J/k::t,sr)e-JtB , integrating equation (DJ) 
over the small duct region and (D.2) over other region, adding them together, one can 
obtain the following, 
2;rR\ f f «SAOle JkL - SBo,e- JkL) 
o 0 
2,Ro 
= f f «Ao,eJkL - Bo,e-JkL ) 
o 0 
(D.3) 
In which SA;n' SA~n' SB;n and SB~n are amplitudes of higher-order modes in the small 
duct; A;n' A~n' B;n and B~n are amplitudes of higher-order modes in the main duct. 
k;.m,n and k:,m,n represent the wave numbers in the small duct; k;:m,n and k::m,n represent 
the wave numbers in the main duct. 
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According to equation below, 
For t = a,s = 1, there is 
J (k Il ) -jOB - 1 ° r,O,lr e -. 
(m ~ 0) 
(m = 0) 
(D.4) 
(D,S) 
Applying equation (D.4) and equation (D.5) to equation (D.3), it can be rewritten as 
R, 
S(SAOleJkL - SBOle-JkL)rldlj 
o 
R1c:okl ./ ./ 
+ ~ --.!&(SJ elk""L -SB e-lk""L).J (e r.)rdr. JL.. k "'J..Qn On 0 ",D,n 1 1 1 
o n=2 
According to the relationship ofBessel function 
R R 
frJo(kr)dr = -J1(kR) 
o k 
The relationship between those two coordinates is shown in Fig C.l. 
Applying equation (D.7) to equation (D.6),one can get, 
(SA eJkL -SB e-JkL )R 2 - (A eJkL - B e-JkL )R 2 01 01 1 - 01 01 0 • 
Which is identical to equation (4.15). 
(D.6) 
(D.7) 
(D.8) 
For t = a,s = 2,3, ... ,00, still applying equation (D.4) to equation (D.3), there is 
2."" 
= I I(Ao1eJkL - BOle-JkL)Jo(k:~o.,r)rdrdB 
o 0 
2:rrRo <0 klI 
+ II" ~(A eJk::",L_B e-Jk::".L)J (k ll r)J (e r)rdrdB. L.J k On On 0 r,O,n 0 r,O,s 
() 0 n=2 
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Using the integral relations of BesseI function 
(0.10) 
(A=,u). 
Also using the Grafs addition theorem ofBessel function to the left of equation (0.9), 
~ 
J m(,ur)e-im8 = I.Jm+p(,uol)Jp(,url)e-i(p~+m8o) . (0.11) 
p=--co 
One can get equation below, 
(SA,lleikL -SB01e-ikL ) k~l Jo(k:~o,A)Jl(k:~o~Rl) 
r,o,s 
~ kI 
+ L ( 't (SA"neik:.o."L - SBOne -ik:.o."L) 
n-2 
R(~o" 2 JO(k:lo A)Jo(k: o,nR1)J;(k:lo,R1» e _kIf ' " , , , 
r,O,n r,o,s (0.12) 
Which is identical to equation (4.16). 
For t =1,2, ... ,oo,s =1,2, ... ,00, applying equation (0.4) to equation (0.3), it can be 
written as, 
e 
....!!"!'-J (e r »J (kIf r)e-Mr.drdm k m r,m,n I t 1',1,$ I I "f' 
2KRo 00 00 • n n. . 11 • II . 
= f fL L «(A;ne'·'····L - B;ne -ik, .•.• L)e-'mB + (A~neJk,,···L - B~ne-ik, .• ,.L)e'm8) 
o 0 m",l n=! 
kll 
....!!"!'-e-1'8 J (e r»J (k ll r)rdrdB. k m r,m,n I r,t,s 
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Then applying the Grafs addition theorem of Bessel function (D.1I) to the left of 
equation (DJ3), one can get 
21rRl f f(SAoleJkL - SBole-JkL)J, (k;~I.i)I)Jo(k;~",ri)e-J'B, r,dr,dcp 
o 0 
~-~II . 
+ f ~ ~(SAo elk""L -SR e-lk,nL)J (e r.)J (e 8)J (el r.)e-lIB'r.dr.dcp JL..J k n On 0 r,O,n I t r,t,s 1 0 r,t,s 1 1 1 
o 0 n=2 
2trRJ rt:l w . J . / 
+ f ~"'«(8.J+ elk"."L - SR+ e-Jk,,,,,,L)J (kll r)J (kll 8 )e-jI8, J~L..J "-'mn mn -I r,t,s m-I r,t,s I 
o 0 m=l n='l 
(D.14) 
Finally applying the integral relations of Bessel function (D.10) to equation (D.14), there 
is 
(8.'A JkL 8.13 -JkL) -jlO'J (kll <') RI J (k ll R) fl()le - Ole e t r,t,sUI kll I r,t,s 1 
r,t,s 
et) kI _ I . J , 
+ L ( z;,n (SAonelk""L - SBOne - lk"",L)e- jlO, 
n:::2 
JI(k;I, A) Rt:" , 2 JO' (k;I, A)Jo(k; 0 nRI» 
" ~ _kll " " 
r,o,n r,t,s 
00 to I 1 
+ "''''([(SA+ eJk".,L -SB+ e-Jk"""L)(_I)m J (el 0.) L..JL... mn mn I-m r,l,s 1 (D.15) 
m=l n,d 
e Rkll 
z,m,n ( I ',I,S )J '(kll R)J (e R )e-J10,) 
k J 2 IJ 2 m r,t,s I m r,m,n I k -k r,m,n r,t,s 
2 
t )J 2(kll 1» kIf 2 R2 1 ',1,"'0 ' 
r,t,s 0 
Which is identical to equation (4.17). 
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Multiplying both equations (0.1) and (0.2) by J,(k:;,.sr)ej'o and integrating equation 
(0.1) over the small duct region and (0.2) over other region, then adding them together, 
following the procedure from equation (0.13) to equation (0.15), one can get, 
(S' A jkL SE - jkL) j'O, J (klI s:) RI J (klI R) L~le - Ole e t r,/,sUt k11 1 r,t,s 1 
r,t,s 
aJOO ! I 
+ "" ([(SA+ ejk,.m,L - SB+ e - jk,,,,,L)J (el 0) L.. .t.... mn mn m+t r ,t ,s I 
m=l n=l 
(0.16) 
e Rel ~( I '.I.s )J '(klI R)J (e R)ej'O,) k kI 2 _ kll 2 m r,f,s I m r,m,n 1 
r,m,n r,t,s 
2 
t )J2(klI 1) 
II 2 2 t r,t,s..l.~· 
k",.s ~ 
Which is identical to equation (4.18). 
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Appendix E: The procedure to calculate the amplitudes of the 
pressures by using reference measurement results (point source) 
The measurements work in this investigation can be divided into two groups, which 
are: reference measurements and direct measurements. The direct measurement 
results are used to compare with the theoretical calculated results (predictions) 
obtained by the model calculation. The reference measurement results are used to 
calculate the amplitudes of acoustic properties in the duct. According to the 
experimental set-up shown in Fig 7.3, the two reference measurement positions are 
randomly chosen at position 1 (0.15m(lOO%R),0,- 2.33m( -74.3%L» and position 2 
(O.l5m(100%R),3*7T 14,-1.5m(-50%L». The reason to use two reference 
measurements is given in Section 5.4.2. The procedure of the application of the 
reference measurements is given as below using the plane wave source as an example: 
1. In equation (5.12) or equation (7.32), let the amplitude of the volume velocity 
U to be unity, then substitute the coordinate of the reference position 1 into 
matrix X of this equation, it is possible to get the relative amplitudes of 
Amn' BmJor duct without a simple aperture situation or Amn, Bmn, ... , Fmn for 
duct with a simple aperture device situation. Substituting these relative 
amplitudes and coordinate of the reference point into equation (5.1), it is 
possible to get the relative acoustic pressure at that reference point. 
2. Comparing this relative acoustic pressure with the actual pressure (reference 
measurement), it is possible to get the ratio between the relative acoustic 
pressure and actual pressure (Pact f P,omp)' This ratio should be equal to the 
actual amplitude of the volume velocity U. 
3. Applying the procedure 1-2 to the reference measurement position 2, it is 
possible to get another group of the actual amplitude volume velocity U. 
4. Taking the average ofthese two volume velocity as the actual amplitude of the 
volume velocity and substituting this actual amplitude into equation (5.12) or 
equation (7.32) again, the real values of the amplitudes, such as Amn, Bmn for 
duct without a simple aperture device or Amn' Bmn' ... , andFmn for duct with a 
simple aperture device, are obtained. 
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measurement results (point source) 
5. Substituting these real amplitudes and the coordinates of the direct 
measurement points into acoustic pressure equation (5.1), it is possible to get 
the theoretical calculated acoustic pressures (predictions) at the direct 
measurement points. Comparing these calculated pressures (predictions) with 
those directly measured pressures (direct measurements), one can check the 
errors of the theoretical calculations. 
For the duct without a simple aperture device situation, just following the 
procedure (1-5), it is possible to get the calculated results and then decompose the 
in duct acoustic field through two reference measurement results. 
For the duct with a simple aperture device situation, the acoustic pressures for the 
before orifice field can be obtained by following the same procedure (1-5). For the 
after orifice field, there are two different groups of situations. For situations other 
than those two specific situations proposed in Chapter 7, one can still obtain the 
acoustic pressures by using the same procedure (1-5) and the reference 
measurements presented above. 
However for those two specific situations, another two reference measurement 
positions, which are located at position 3 (O.1Sm(IOO%R), 0, - 0.12m( -4%L)) and 
position 4 (0.15m(100%R),2 * 7/-/3,- 0.20m( -6.67%L)) respectively in the after 
orifice field, are taken. So for the after orifice field calculation, in the procedure I-
S, substituting position 1 and position2 with position 3 and position 4, following 
the same procedure, it is possible to get the calculated results for the after orifice 
field. 
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Appendix F: The procedure to calculate the amplitudes of the pressures 
by using reference measurement results (plane wave source) 
The measurements work in this investigation can be divided into two groups, which are: 
reference measurements and direct measurements. The direct measurement results are 
used to compare with the theoretical calculated results (predictions) obtained by the 
model calculation. The reference measurement results are used to calculate the 
amplitudes of acoustic properties in the duct. According to the experimental set-up 
shown Fig 8.2, the two reference measurement positions are randomly chosen at position 
1 (O.1Sm(lOO%R),O,- 2.33m( -74.3%L)) and position 2 
(0.15m(100%R),3 * 7!' / 4,-I.Sm(-SO%L)). The reason to use two reference 
measurements is given in Section 5.4.2. The procedure of the application of the 
reference measurements is given as below: 
1. In equation (6.3) or equation (8.2), let the amplitude of the incident wave in the 
source duct (SA,") to be unity, then substitute the coordinate of the reference 
position 1 into matrix X of this equation, it is possible to get the relative 
amplitudes of SBOl , Am,' Bm, for duct without a simple aperture device situation 
or SBOl , Am"Bm" ... ,Fm, for duct with a simple aperture device situation. 
Substituting these relative amplitUdes and coordinate of the reference point into 
acoustic pressure equation (5.1), it is possible to get the relative acoustic pressure 
at that reference point. 
2. Comparing this relative acoustic pressure with the actual pressure (reference 
measurement), it is possible get the ratio between the relative acoustic pressure 
and actual pressure (P"" / ~omp)' This ratio should be equal to the actual amplitude 
of the incident wave in the source duct (SA",). 
3. Applying the procedure 1-2 to the reference measurement position 2, it is 
possible to get another actual amplitude of the incident wave in the source duct 
(SA", ). 
4. Taking the average of these two SA", as the actual amplitude of the incident wave 
in the source duct and substituting this actual amplitude into equation (6.3) or 
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results (plane wave source) 
equation (8.2) again, the real values of the amplitudes, such as SBDl , Am.' Bm. for 
duct without a simple aperture device or SBDl , Am.' Bm. . .. , and Fm. for duct with 
a simple aperture device, are obtained. 
5. Substituting these real amplitudes and the coordinates of the direct measurement 
points into acoustic pressure equation (5.1), it is possible to get the theoretically 
calculated acoustic pressures (predictions) at the direct measurement points. 
Comparing the calculated pressures (predictions) with the directly measured 
pressures (direct measurements), one can check the errors of the theoretical 
calculations. 
For the duct without a simple aperture device situation, just following the procedure 
(1-5), it is possible to get the calculated results and then decompose the in duct 
acoustic field through two reference measurement results. 
For the duct with a simple aperture device situation, the acoustic pressures for the 
before orifice field can be obtained by following the same procedure (1-5). For the 
after orifice field, there are two different groups of situations. For situations other 
than those two specific situations proposed in Chapter 8, one can still obtain the 
acoustic pressures by using the same procedure (1-5) and the reference 
measurements presented above. 
However for those two specific situations, another two reference measurement 
positions, which are located at position 3 (0.15m(lOO%R),O,-O.J2m(-4%L)) and 
position 4 (O.J5m(lOO%R),2 *.7T! 3,- O.20m(-6.67%L)) respectively in the after 
orifice field, are taken. So for the after orifice field calculation, in the procedure 1-5, 
substituting position 1 and position2 with position 3 and position 4, following the 
same procedure, one can get the calculated results for the after orifice field. 
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